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ABSTRÀCT

A set of axíoms is set up for the area of guantum

th.eory (the non-dynami-cai- area) which is concerned with the

t'Born statistícal interpretation". Partícular emphasis ís

laid on tLre role of the clensity operator in quantum theory.

Two interpretations of the axioms are discussed -

the'indeterminacy interpretation' and'realist interpretati-on'.

Tt is shown that the realist interpretation is no worse than

the indeterminacy interpretation when it comes to explaining

'finterference effects¡' - provided that one is careful about

the corrcept of the rostate-vector" of a system.

Tl:.e Schrödinger cat pararlox, and the Furry-Einstein-

Podolski*Rosen paradoxes are discussed.

A critj.cal appraisal of Bohr's -intepretation of

c¡uantum theory (as wel.l as !-eyera'bend's) is made.

Sclme suggestions about macroscopic variabl-es are

l-:;.'6uqh.t forward, and related 'ho the resol-ution of the

c¡nantum Lheoretical paradoxes.

The differing rofes of'rmeasurement theory" in the

realist and indeterminacy interpetations are discussed.

t:'i.nally the I'Master equationr¡ is discussed in

connection with the question of irreversibility of the

measurement process and the theory of macroscopic variables.
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1. INTRODUCTION

As I see it, the aim of measurement theory is to

provide suitabte axíoms from whj-ch one particular theorem

of guantum theory can be derived-. The theorem in question

is what has been called 'the Born statj-s+-ical interpretation'

(theorem 33 in Chapter 8), which qives an expression for a

certain theoretically significant weighting factor

P[A,i;S,È].
Depending on the version of quantum theory which one

adopts, P[A,i;S,tJ may be interpreted as the probability

of the variable A actually having the value "i in a system

S at time Et or as the conditional probabilíty that, were

a measurement performed on S at Lt then A would be measured

to have the value ai. The former alternatíve is favoured by

Popper 16l, Bunge [16] , Landé Í621 and Ballentine t8l (who

claims to follow Einstein). The latter alternative is

characterisÈic of Heisenberg t41l and Margenau t651. A third

alternative is that of Bohr - which seems to consist of

regarding P[Ari;Srt] as just a mnemonic to be used in

calculations; and not really a property of the system. A

fourth alternativå favoured by Everett 1.281 , Whee]er 1441 ,

and de Witt LSll , is to leave PlAri;S'tl as a primitive

weighting factor, and then to derive assertions which are

equivalent operationally to the usual probability assertions
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of quanÈum theor.J'

In what follows, I shall examine some of the above

alternatives in detail; with a view to assessing their

relative merits. This program does of course raise an

important question. I{hat criterion is one to adopt in

evaluating a set of axioms for a particular theory? The

criterion which I shal1 adopt is to grade axioms by whether

or not they have certain desirable meta-theoretical properties.

Just what these properties are will depend partly on the

scientíf.ic methodology one adopts (whlch wiIl include

instructions on how theories ought to be); and partly on

the sorts of properties successful theories have had ín the

past.

The reason for wishing to conserve the sorts of

properties which have appeared in theories in the pasÈ is,

I feel, that by doing so, we make the ne\^I theories more

undersÈandable (less ad-hoc). This in turn increases their

explanatory power* (as distinct from their predictive power).

For example, general relatively is structural-ly a geo-

metrical theory. (ttence the locution 'the geometrlsation

of gravity'.) The advantage of this ís that Èhe roles

*For a discussion of explanat.ion concepts see Scriven t871.
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filled by various of its axioms can be understood by analogy

with geometrical theories thus making them less ad-troc.

This increase of explanatory povùer through analogy

with older theories¿on1y works of course if the older

theorÍes are themselves well understood. This condition

seems to lead us to a vicious infinite regress - because how

are the older theories to be understood, if not on the basis

af stj-Il older theories, etc.? The regrears can be broken

however, by reaLising that familiaríty with a neu, theory

may be accompanied by changes in our I'conceptual, scheme'rr**.

For example, Newton's laws of motion would not have been

understandable to the scientists of a century. before NewÈon,

because they employed quite a d.ifferent concept of force

(i . e. , the pre-Newtonians conceived of force as bein9

required to keep a moving body ín motion. For an interest-
ing discussion of the transition to Newtonian force conceþt,

see Kuhn t80l). By such changes in our conceptual.scheme,

theories become understandable to us, i.e., certain.of

their axioms become self-evident, "à-priori" truths. Thus

Kant classified both Euclidian geometry and parts of

Newtonian mechaniçs as à:priori truths. This 
ois 

not to say

** For a discussion of the notion of a öonceptüáI sÇheme,
see Sellars and Feyerabend ín [88].
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of course, that such truths are unfalsífiable notoriOusly

Euclídian geometry has turned out to be false. It'is only

to say thaÈ if such å=priori truths are.falsÍfied, it is at

the expense of a revision of our concêPtual scheme.

One example of the desírable meta:theoretical,

properties referred to.above is the property of,simplicity.
That simpLi-city is desirable.in a theory, follows from the

"falsi,fieationist" methodology of science (see Popper l7l7¡.
Another example is the property of beíng deterministíc.

In this lat,ter case the desirability of the property stems

from the deterministic structure of earlier theories (ln 
'

parÈicular of Newtonl-an meçhanics) . This .ís not to say that

theories which do not have these properties are unacceptqble

(indeed quantum theory is supposed, by some, to be non-

deterministic see "tLFl,t?Vl'). It is only to say that

the presence of these propertíe€ does influence ouf choice

between available axÍomatíËations of a gi.ven theony (or

between competing theories, for that matter).

one problem whích has croPped up in'organÍEing

the material in this thesis, ÍE that, I now dísagree"wíth,

consíderable parts of m!¡ pubJ.icatÍons on this subjeg't¡ I

have therefore chosen to ínclude, alL my relevant publica=

tions as appendÍces; iut they should only be'referred to, .

ín the context of cqqments made about tþem in the main

body oi thê theçis - otherwise an elroneous. impression
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wj-I1 kre given of my present views.

Another problem which has occurred, is that I have

not had the space to refer to all- of the standard Iet

alone the new - works on measurement theory. Nor have

I been able to give more than a very rought sketch of

some of the controversial philosophical issues which have

arisen " In particular I shal1 not mention the interest-

ing work which has been done on "quantum logics "; nor will

mention be made of the controversy over t'he Bohm and Bub

'hidden variable theories" [10]. Also, I have not had room

to do any sort of justice to the interesbing theories

proposed by Landé 1621, Hart1e [40] , or Everett for that

matter. Instead I have restricted my attentíon to those

rather narrow areas of measurement theory in which I have

primarily been working. .

I shall- now give a section by section outline of the

thesis. In Chapter 3rI endorse Popper's propensity

interpretation of probabil-ities ¿ âs being suitable for

the purposes of quantum theory. I then argue that probab-

ilíties may be intrinsic properties of systems. Further-

more, I argue that considerations which Bergmann Í71 puts

forward indicate that in quantum theory probabilities need

to be intrinsíc properties of system.

In Chapter 4 part 1, I derive a central theorem
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(theorem 10) of the area of quantum theory with which I am

concerned. This theorem, which is crucial in deriving the

Born interpretation, says that P[A,i;Vl = l<VrV;>f', where
l_

PlA,i;Vl is equal to the theoretically significant weighting

factor PlAri;Srtl in the case that S at t is in the pure

state V (see opening paragraph). My derivation makes use of

a few very f,undamental assumptions, which I attempt to justify.

My derivation is contrasted with that proposed by Everett

t281 .

In Chapter 4 part 2, I introduce the notation for

handling degenerate variables and joint systems jand then

in part 3, I introduce density operators into the theory.

Since this is the most controversial part of my axiom

system, I spend some time justífying the pertinent axioms

on the basis of meta-theoretical principles. The crucial

ttreofem in this part is theorem 22, which has as a consequence'

that the state-vector of a system at a gíven tíme may be

non-unique. I prove a theorem (ín the meta-theory) which

demonstrates that the choice of the densíty operator t

I

format' commits us to admitting any hermitean operator ì

as a variable.

f also díscuss the alternative axiom schemes which

are lmplicit in the work of Gleason t35l (which Jauch

endorses t471 ) and of von Neumann t71l (which is followed
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by Ludwig t63l ) . Finally, I show that on my axiom scheme,

a statement can be derived (theorem 27) whichr orl other

schemesrhas to be postulated, ví2., that if q(Srt) * 
Ìpi![V¿J

_ then there is probability Pf of S at t havíng state

V ,. >wher" p'i g pi .ll( 1 regard this latter derivation as one.

of the main advantages of my axiom scheme.

Since the axioms in Chapter 4 are so crucial to

the thesis, I shall brief ly summarise them, while comparj-ng

them with the axiomatíc system of von Neumann t71]. I

agree with von Neumann that the set of P[Ari;Srtl, for given

S,t, define the state of S at t, where P[Ari;Srt] is the

probability of A having/being measured to have the value

a. in S at t**. What von Neumann does is to impose
I

conditions on P[Ari;Srt] (".g., his "linearity condition")

whích imply that there exists for a given Srt, a positive

definíte U for whích, for anY Arí,

(i) PlA,i;S,tl = rr !!B tv'ü1 .

W is called 'the density operator of S at t', and charact-

terises the state of S at trvia (i).

*The relation of approxímate equality between operators will
be defined.

**The respective interpretations are gone into in Chapter 5,
but I anticípáte ttrem in this summary.
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In contrast with von Neumann, I postulate that,

for any Srt there are probabilities Po and states 9o for

which there.is probabíIity Po, of S aù t having state 9o

for each oi and that there exists a set of quantities

P I R, i ; !P*l for which

(ii) PlA,i;Srtl = 
ån".nle,i;9q 

l.

r impose. (ptausible) conditions on the PlAri;9rJ in order

to derÍve a unique expression for it (theorem 10); and hence

derive that there ís a unique density operator V'I character-

ising the state of S at t, where

(iii) E = ln'lr9ot
and for which (i) ho1ds. one of the advantages of my approach

{s that I am able to give some physical signifícance to Èhe

pq in (iii). On von,Neumann's approach the p* are merely

parameters describing E when it is diagonalised (as in

(iii) ) .

In Chapter 5 part L, I discuss two different Lnter-

pretative schemes for Èhe axioms. of'Chapter 4. One the

"reaList interpretation" ascribes definite valUes to all-

the variables j-n a system; and the other the "indeter-

minacy interpretation" onJ-y allows a variable tO have

a definite value when the state-vector of the system is

an eigenve-sian: of the variable. I defend the real-ist

interpretation against the obvious criticism that it does
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not allow for the existence of "interference effects".

In parts 2 and 3 of Chapter 5, I discuss the

"Schrödinger cat paradox" and the Einstein Podolski Rosen

paradox from the point of view of both the reald-st and

indetermlnacy interpretations .

Chapter 6 is a digression to discuss Bohr's views

on q¡rantum theory. In parts 1 and 3, I examine whether

a regress argument exists agaínst Bohrrs posítion -

I conclude that such an argument exists, provided one

accepts Leibnitz's Iaw, and that one does not accept (as

Bohr seemed to) an instrumentali-st methodology. In part 4,

I criticise Bohr's account of the relation between the

measurement process and the properties measured; as well as

.'Fégerabendls modification of Bohr. In part 5, I discuss

r,ei-Unitz's Law, and make some tentative remarks about the

status of methodological prínciples.

rn Chapter 7 ' I present a model for macro-variables

whích, roughJ-y, identífies them as ordinary variables except

that their "e.f.genvectors" come in clusters which are approx-

imately orthogonal. I show that P[Ãri;S;t] only has a formal

and approxímate definition tf Ã ís a macroscopic variable

except in certain special circumstances. In the light of

these considerations I then reassess the Schrödinger -ca't

paradox.
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Inpart2ofChapterTrlexaminetwoproblems

whích a model for macroscopic variables must face. First there

is the problem why no interference effects are observed at the

macroscopiç level. I show that the answer which claims that

superselection rules do not permít linear superpositions of

macroscopically distinct states, is inconsistent with quantum

dynamical principles. I then suggest an alternative ansvrer

which is a variant of the "phase wash out theory" - with the

difference that f incorporate time=averagíng lnto the "\n/ash-

out" procedure. The second problem I mention is that of

guaranteeing that wave-packets with small dispersions of

macroscopic variables, remain that way as they evolve in time'

InChapterS,Ifinallycometoadiscussionof

measufement theory, proper. I draw a sharp distinction between

the roles of measurement theory on the realist interpretation

and the indeterminacy Ínterpretation. I describe a class of

measurements, and show that they satisfy the Born interpret-

ation, to an approxímatLon at leastr oD the realist inter-

pretation. I impose extra restrictigns on these measurements

and show that the Born, interpretation can be derived exactly

on the indetermínacy interpretation - thus showing the consís-

tency of the indeterminacy interpretation. These extra res-

trictions suggest however, that a modification of the concept

of an ideal measurement.is necessary; v|z., that there are

many different ideal measurements for any one variable each

one. measuring a finite subset of the variable's spectrum of
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values. Alternatives are discusssed in appendices 4 and 5.

Finally in Chapter 9, I discuss some of the thermo-

dynamicat considerations appealed to earlier. I examine

the question of why measurement processes are temporally

irreversible. In part 2rI derive a "Master equation" i

and in part 3 show how this approximates to the "Pauli

equation". I examine the reversibility properties of

this latter equat,ion. In part 4, I apply the latter

equation to a physically signifícant case; and then derive

the required result that all thermodynamic systems (subject

to various restrictions) approach equilibrium in "the same

direction".

I note the following symbols may be easy to confuse

in the text.
(1) The dash2 / oF ,

(2) The commar ¡ .

(3) The index ' Lt

For example, distinguì-sh the phrasest

lin S ab E

,in S 'rtC
, in S ctb t

I'or all-

For all

For a1l

vL
vi
v(

It
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CHAPTER 3

PROBABTLITIES

Part I Popper.

One of the crucíal issues ín the interpreation of

quantum theory, is the interpretation of probabilities.

I shall adopt Popperfs propensity interpretation throughout

the following. This is not to say that I believe Popper's

interpretation to be the only proper interpretation - all

I claim is that. Popperrs i.nterpretation is particularly

suited to the needs of quantum theory*.

Popper's interpretation is clearly expounded in

[78] , and, more. recently, in Í761 ¡ but before discussing

Ít, I must introduce some. distinctions which are essential

in explaining my extension of Popperrs interpretation.

The property of being six times longer thanris

a relational property; i.ê., it is a property of a. pair

of relata**¡ Even on a Quinean l79l view of properÇíes,

the proceding statement can be cashed, in terms of the

slrntactic condition:

*Popper makes this same point on page 31 of 1761.

**The- relata may be identical thus the relation of being
the same síze as ris true of any paÍr of relata which are
identical. Note also that r shall only consider dyadic
relations.
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'X is 6 times longer than Y' is a well formed sentence, but
rY ís 6 tímes longer than'is not a.we1l formed sentence.

A relational property can, however, be turned into

a categorical (i.e. non-relational) property, by simply

fixing one of the relata, Thus the properties of being 6

times J.onger than the Eiffel Towerr or being 6 feet in

length (i.e., being 6 times l-onger than the standard foot)

are both categorical properties. They are categorical

properties because they only have one relatum.

Now consíder the property of having probability
l-/2. At first sight this appears to be a categorical

property of events for examPle, we have the well-formed

sentence 'There is probability '/, of my being bald when

I am 60', ln which the property in question appears to

have just the gne relatum, viz., the event of my being

bald when I am 60. On Popper's interpretâtíon however,

the tatter sentence is to be understood as t The propensity

of people, who. are like me, to be bald when theyare 60,
1tlis '/2 *. Thus the property of having probability "/2

is really a relational property - whose relata are (a)

*The value of the propensity is estimated by the relative
frequency with which people, who are like me, are bald
when they are 60 over a randomly selected sample.
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some event E (e.g., the event of my being bald when T am 60)

ancl (b) some method of selecting out repetitions of the

system in which E takes place if it does take place (e"9., a

method for selecting out, people who are like me). A conseq-

uerrce of the relational characÈer of the probability property'

is that by changing the relatum (b) , we can change the t'ruth-

value of the sentence rThere is probability t/, of my being

bald when I am 60|. Por example, there may indeed be

1probability '/Z of my being bald when I am 60, if the only

feature taken into account (in selecting people who are like

me) is the feature that I am an Australian born in the first

half of the twentieth cenÈury. If, however, the additÍonal

features are taken into account, that neíther of my grand-

fathers were ba1d, then the probabilitv in questíon may have

a quite dífferent value.

The question now arises whether there are any non-

relational probabÍlities of interest, which are got by fixing

one relatúrn of the rhaving Probability" relat'íon" (Cf . the

above-mentioned non-relational Property of being síx feet in

Iength, which is got by fixing one relatum of the "being six

times longer than" relation.) It is temptíng to argue that one

such non-relatíonal probability, is got by fixing the relatum

(b) to be that method of selecting out exactly similar reP-

etiþions¡ i.ê. ¡ repetitíons with all p:operties Ín cotlffion¡
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Tt is easily seen, however, that any such non-relatíonal

probability is not of interest, because it only takes the

trivial values I or O. For example, consider the propensity,

for any persons who are exactly similar to me, to be bald when

they are 60, Obviously, any people who are exactly similar to

me will have the same number of halrs on their head, at the

age 60, as I have (since we all have the same properties).

Hence all- people who are exactly similar to me will be bald at

60 (if I ar) r or none of them \^IilI be bald at 60 (it I am not) .

Hence the propensity for thent Èo be bald at 60 has either the

value I or 0.

Another non-reLational probability which míght be

thought to be of interest, is the "intrinsic probability",

which I define as follows.

(i) There is intrinsÍc probability p that E happens at t in

the system s, if and only if there is propensity p that E

happens in any sytem which is in the same state as s at t.

Obvíously the rel-atum (b) for intrinsic probabílities, is f ixed

by Èhe condítion that*he repeti,tions be all in the same state.

At first sight, intrinsic probabilities seem to

head into the same trouble aS the other non-relatlonal

probabÍlities mentioned above ví2., that they only have

values 0 or I. For example, the intrinsic probability that I

am bald on my si-xtieth birthday, is the propensity for any
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persons, \4tho are in the Same state as I am in on my sixtieth

birthday, to be bald on their sixtieth birthday. But, from

a description of my physiological state on my sixtieth

birthday, it is deducible whether or not I am bald at that

time. Hence a1l peopte in the same state as I am in on my

sixtieth birthday, will be bald (if I am), and will not be

bal-d (if I am not) .

Indeed, one can conclude, quite generally, that when

we deal with classical states, inÈrinsic probabilities will

have only the trivial values 0 or 1. Thj-s is because classical

state descriptíons are such that, from the classical sÈate

description of a system S at time t (together with various

correspondence rules), it is deducible whether or not an

event E happens in s at t for any E, s, t. Therefore in

the context of classical theories anyway intrinsic probabil-

ities will be of no interest.

In the context of theories which are not classical,

however, intrinsic probabil-ities may become of interest. For

example, in some versions of quantum theory, there do arise

cases where there is a propensity, which is neither 1 or 0,

of E happening in any systems which are in the same state as S

at t. In such a case, accordlng to (i), \^7e are entitled to

say that there is a non-trivíal probability of E happening

in. S at t, which is intrinsic. Note that within the version
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of quantum theory here considerêd, "events" are described in

terms of certain variables taking certain values at some given

time. Note also that the version of quantum theory I am

considering here (the "realist versíon" ) is controversial

as will be seen in Chapter 5. In particular, on the

,'indeterminacy interpretation" one only talks about the

probability of E haPPening under certain circumstançes (ví2.,

that a measurement takes place). For simplicity, I shall

ignore this complication here.

PART 2. Quantum theorY.

I shall now discuss the experimental evidence which

leads one to postulate the existence of non-trivial intrinsic

probabilities in quantum theorY.

The novel characteristíc of quantal phenomena is the

existence of rlconjugate variables". If A and B are conjugate

varíables in a system S, then it is experimentally found

that if S is prepared to have a particular val-ue "i for A,

by a process P, then P does not also prepare s to have a

particular value for B, for any P. In fact, if S has value

.i for Ar âs a result of preparation by P, then one finds

that there is a (non-trivial) propensity distribution for

the val-ues of B in any systems prepared by P'

There are Èwo ways of, interpreting this phenomenon.
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First one can take the way adopted in "orthodox" quantum

theory, vj-z., of postulating that any process P, which

prepares s to have a particular value .i for Ar prepares

S to be in a particular state V(Ari); and that, a

"correspondence rule" of quantum theory implies that if S

at t is j-n V(Ari) then there is a certain intrinsic proba-

bility distribution for the values of B in S at È. Second,

one can take the way adopted by Landé 162l (as well as by

Popper, who endorses Landé on page 4I of t76l). Landé

says that the spread of the values of B (which accompanies

the preparation of A to hqve the value .i) is caused lly a

random interaction between the preparation apparatus and

the prepared system. As such, lhere is no question of

íncorporating the spread of B values inÈo the prepared state'

I{ence there are no (significant) intrinsic probabilities.

Despite the attractions of Landé's theory, I sha1l

not be adopting it in what follows. My reasons for this are

two-fold. First, Landé's theory is incomplete, in that it

does not attempt an explanation of all cases of conjugate

variables, In partícular no explanation is forthcoming

for the conjugacy of the various spin components of electrons.

Second, Landé's theory relies on the Duane diffractíon theory

lzL'l , which has been shown Èo break down l-n some cases l24l '
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Further criticisms of Landé's theory are found in t69l and

tBel.

To the extent that I have precluded adopÈion of

Landé's theory, I have justified the adoption of the (at

present) only alternatíve, viz., the "orthodox" version -

according to which the probabilities are intrinslc and

hence Í¡on-rêlational .

I have indicated that one sort of state for a system

in quantum theory is Y(A,i) if S at t has the state

Y(Ari) then A has the value "i, and B (conjugate to A) has

an intri.nsic probability distribution of values. The v(Ari)

is represented by a vectc¡r - which we also denote by

'Y (4, j-) ' in a Hilbert space H associated with S. For

every vector i.n H, there is a variabl-e which has some

particular value whenever S is in the state represented by

that vector, and více-versa. Are the only sort of states,

those represented by single "state-Vectors"? I shalI answer

'No' to the previous question, by claiming that the most

general sort of state for S at t, is that in which there

is an intrinsic probability Pi of S at t having the state-

vector Y' for each i; where iVtl is a set of state vectors

in H. The justification for including such a state requires

that I anticipate some of the notation to be introduced later

on.
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Suppose that in the joinÈ system S*.M at t, a

variable C has the value c, so that the state of S+tJ\ at t

is represented by the state-vector Y : XerYrxØr, where

{Yi} and {øi} are sets of state-vectors for S' and M resp-

ectívely, and {ø.'} is orthonormal*. The laws of quantum

theory then imply that the propensity distrubutions over

the vaJ-ues of all the variables in S, whenever SdIv\ is in

the state V, are the same as if there were propensity

lortt of S having V, for each i, whenever S*M is in V.

This seems to me a good reason for taki.ng the extra step

and concluding that there really is a propensitylc.l'<>f S hov-
l_

i"A sl.rf-e-veolo" Yi for each i (see Chapter 4, part 2) , whenever

S +I\4 is in the state V.

I now assUqìe that if S+.M has a particular state

at, t, then so doeg S. AIso I assume that if S has some

feature f wittr propensity p, whenever StM has the state V,

then S has feature f with propensity p, whenever S has the

state which it has when S+M has state Y. Hence, from (i)

and the conclusion of the preceding paragraph, it follows

tlrat there is an intrinsic probability l.it of S at t having

state-vector Y., for each i. Furthermore, hle see that the

state of S at t is characterised by the set {¡crl.',Yîu}, because

,from this setrall information about the intrinsic probability

*r.e. Ic.YIxØi ís an eigenvector' f the operator C

tinÜ i ) 
*for ei'genvalue c.

(represen-
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disLributions of, the values of the variables of S at t can

be obtained, via the l-aws of quantum theoryr!

Quite generally, íf the state of S at t is character-

ised by the set of tPt"tPr] (i.e., there is intrinsic

probability p, of S at t having state-vector tl,. , for each i,,

then a "density operator Z p, e t9¿] is associated with s

at t (where E,L9¿l is the projection operator onto qö

in H). The density operator notation will be discussed at

length Ín Chapter 4.

There are three points which I wish to make in

connection with the density operator formalism. To discuss

these, I define any system whose state is characterised by

tP;'9lÏ (and not just by one of the {Ar} ) to u" in a

"míxed state". Any system which is not in a mixed state, is

in a "pure state", by definition. I note that S at t may be

in the pure state V[ , and yet there may be a probabil-ity p,

of S at t having state-vector ttl , for al-I i, merely because

the process P used to prepare S at t is coarsely specified.

The probabilitie= {pi} , ín that case, would be the usual

relational probabilities, familiar from cl-assical contexts.

The question now arises whether an isolated system

can be in a mixed state t ot whether any system (like S at t)

is in a mixed state only by dint of it beíng a subsystem of

some other system (like S + M at t) which is in a pure

state. Of these two alternatives, I shall
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opt for the latter*; althouEh not very much seems to hang on

which way this question is decided'

The second point which I wish to make is that my

distinction between intrinsic and extrinsic probabilities,

is in no way intended to replace the reducible/irreducible

distj-nction introduced by Margenau t651. The latter dis-

tinction is based on the mixedr/pure state distinction (of

von Neumann tTll ) ; and cuts across the intrinsic,/extrinsic

dÍstinction. I.e,, âs I understand it, irreducible proba:

SiIities are those probabilities which are characteristic of

a system in a Pure st,ate¡ whereas reducih:le probabilities

are any probabilities which are not irreducj-b1e. Therefore

aII irreducible probabilities are intrinsic; but, reducible

probabilities may be intrinsic or extrinsic. For example,

the probabilities {pi} in the case discussed above (where

there was a relational probability that S at È had state

vector vi for each i, but the state of s at t was Yr) are

extrinsic and reducible. On the other hand, if the stat.g

t was v (see above), then we would have p, =fÞi[2

and the probabj_lities {pi} woul-d be intrinsic but

My final point is,to put forward an argument in

favour of the premise I made above, that the density

*Adopting the tatter alternative has the (agreeable?).con-

".qü*tt"ó 
that the Universe is in a pure state if ín any

státe at aII sinoe the Universe is, ex hynothesir âr
isol-ated system.

of S+M at

for all í,

reducible.
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operator is associat d wíth an individual system at a partic-

ular tíme; and, in particular, that the probabilities used in

constructing it are intrinsi-c. The alternative to this

premise, is to associate a density operator FpiStvil with

a method for selecting out systems simil-ar to s at, t (or

with an ensemble of systems selected by that method) if and

only if there is a Propensity p¡ ,for any sysÈem selected by

that method, to have state v-, for each i. If one accepts

the latter alternative then the 1ei] may obviously be

extrinsic.
My argument consists in showing that the latter al ter-

native ends up by undermining the significance of the density

operator; and is based on an interesÈing article by Bergmann

1,7J. what Bergmann shows is that there are methods of

selecting similar systems, to which we cannot ascribe a

clensity operator. In particular he shows that this is so

if the method of selection includes a restriction on the

result of some future measurement.

It follows that density operators cannot be ascribed

to al-I possible methods of selecting systems, without an

injunction to the effect that we only consider methods of

selection which do not use the results of future measure-

ments. Such an injunction, as well as being gg-899, sins

against the time-symmetry of quantum theory. Therefore,

we have a strong argument against the ascription of density
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operators to methods of selection*.

My own view of density operators (discussed above)

is no! open to the same criticism, because I assign a

density operator to ry. parÈicular system at any particular

time, irrespective of the method of selection which happens

to be used on the system (i.e., irrespective of the ensemble

in which it haPPens to be located) '

*Because, fox density operators to be of use in character-
r;i;t-*åtrto¿" of seieclion, they would have to be assigned
Èo all possible methods.
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CHAPTER 4

AXIOMS

Part 1. Central theorem.

In order to keep the discussion to a manageable length,

I shall simpty tist the axioms, definitions, and theorems

of quantum theory, following them by proofs or comments where

appropriate. Theorems will be referred to by arabic numerals,

and axioms by upper case roman numerals. Definitions will

be referred to by the term 'definition' followed by an arabic

numeral. Lower case roman numerals will number the lines

in proofs; and numbering sequences will be restarted for

each theorem - where necessary. Lower case numerals in

parentheses wíII be used to number lines in the text; and

the numbering sequence will be restarted afÈer every

section part (where convenient). Any unbound variables

appearing in axioms or theorems are to be understood as

universally quantified. For example, the axiom:

IfSatt

is to be understood as:

For all S and L, if S at t

AI1 probabilities are to be understood as intrinsic.

For the sake of clarity, I have not presented the
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axioms in their most formal format (i.e., in terms of mappings

see Bunge t16l ) . It is to be hoped that this degree of

informality cloes not prejudice the rigour of the axiom system

unduly. I also note that, d.ue to circumstances beyond

control ,there is no axiom' XIII , oT theo¡:ems 12, 32, or 33.

Axiom r " Wj.th the system S is associated a Hilbert space

H of vectors normalised to unity; and with the variable A

in s is associated a set of vectors {vr}, complete and ortho-

normal in H. V, is associated with the ith value a' of A'
r- l-

Comment. H and {V. } will ín general depend on S and A

respectively; but I have not explicitly indicated this

dependence in I. H need not be separable; although, if the

index set. {ii (which is a subset of the real numbers) is

denumerable, then H must obviously be separable, since the

range of {i} is obviously the dimension of H. Iüe may have

ui = "i, for i'+{(gee degenerate variables, later) ' Alsor \¡7ê

mayhaveuiasrealnumbers,complexnumbersorSequences

of such numbers (see parÈ 2). Later on I shall introduce

a second type of variable "m-variables" - for which I is

false(seeChapterT).Ishalladopttheconventionof

letting unsuperscripted latin capitals denote

variables of the system s, and unsuperScripted greek letters



represent vectors in

and unsuperscriPùed

Latin capitals are

m-variables) unless

Def j-nition 1" AnY

a "Y " for atl L, is
l- l.

*The rjetails
val,ues, and

otherwise stated.

linear operator on H which maps

denote¿'Ar.

onto

the variable, its
Iater.

27.

H - Lhe Hill¡ert space f or S. Underlined

Iatin capitals denote operators on H.

taken to derrote ordinary variabl-es (not

Y"
a

Theorem I A exists, is unigue, and is self-adjoint if the

a.i are r:eal.

ryof_. A is defined uniquely on all- elements of H since it

is uniquely defined on a complete set of elements of H and is

Iinear. Hence A exists and is unique. Alsor wê see that

yi js an eigenvector of A for eigenvalue ai; and hence, since

any linear operator \^/ith a complete set of e lgenvectors

and rea} eigenvalues is self-adjoint (see page tt3 of [68] ) '

A ís self-adjoint.

g.ryilt" ê is moreover hypermaximal (in von Neumann's

nota.tion t72l ). Note also that I have preferred to charact-

erise a variable in terms of its value and associated

vectors,rather than in terms of its associated linear

operator. My reason for this is that it gives me greater

generality (i"e., it allows variables with values which are

seguences of numbers); and because it is more readily

understandable why a variable should be characterised in

terms of its values and associated vectors*, rather than

of the correspondence between
its vectors will be exPlained
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in terms of linear oPerators.

A.)Íiolg*iJ. With S is associated a set of times T, so that,

for every t in Trand every variable A in S' and every value

i of the index counting the vectors of a, there exists a

unique non-negative P [Ari;S't] .

_cj@. T may depend on S; but this dependence will not

be explicitly indicated. Note that the function Prreferred

to in II, is understood as being single-valued a similar

convention applies to any functions which will be mentioned.

Âccor<ling to this convention, y is a function of x if and

orr.ì-y -j_f the dependence of y on x is such that, íf y(xI) is

the value of y in the case that x has the value *I, then

'*1 = x2' implies 'y(xr) = y(xr)'. Note also that

plt\,i;srtl will be interpreted as the probability that

A has its ith value in s at t, or as the conditional

probab.ility that.if e is measured in S at t then the ith

value is the value measured (see Chapter 5), or even in

some other way (see the discussion of Everett) 't is called

,the l-ife-time of S'i and I adopt the convention that time

variables associated with some system take values within

the life-time of that sYsfem.

Axiom III. There exists a set iPo,Yo Ì for each t in T,

having theso that there is probability p's of S at t
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state-vector 9.. out of the set of distinct state-vectors

{T.*} , where ån* = l,P. > 0. Furthermore, there is a

unique non-negative P[Arlt{l associated with AtirV rwhere

PlA,i;s,tJ = ln".nle,i;*oa 
l.*

Comment. The predicate 'has a state-vector Vil is a

primitive of the axiom system. The {plrvi} for a given Srt

need not be unique (see part 3), although the {pteri;Srtl }

for giverl Srt are unique (since Èhe latter essentially define

the "state" of S at t, - see part 3). P[Ari;Y] may l-ater

be interpreted as the probabíIity of A having be'qn measured

to have its ith vaIue, when S is in the state V (see Chapter

5). In my axiom system, III ptays roughly the roLe of

postulating the existence of a density operator; and is

non-trivial given the special form for plA,i;Yl to be

derived in theorem 10. The non-triviality is emphasised

by Bergmann's proof (see part 2 of Chapter 3) that there are

physically significant probabilities (albeit extrinsic) whích

cannot be fitted into the density operator formalism.

Theorem 2. There is a function no', associat'ed wi-th A,

for which PlA,i;Vl = PA'tYirY].
Proof. Since there is a 1:1 mapping of {íi onÈo {Vf} I ânY

function of A and i can be considered as a function of A

and Y 1.

,F 5o ¡r¡eTr¡rrø s (-e g rn 
. 

C hc"¡fe-r 
15

rnstec¡c{ -f ttr[n.i 3 -'' J-
) t sr,^tt ,¡rr*e ( 

P [Ar el -i " J'
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Axiom IV. pÀo [V. ,Y] = PA' ¡q V1,9Y1for any unitary U for

which Y. and UY1 are both vectors of A.
a

Comment. Vühat this axiom amounts to is the restriction that

if there is an arbitrary seguence of rotations of all

vectors in H, then the value of Pl [VtrVZ] does not, change.

This condit,ion is similar to the "condition of hOmogeneity

of spa,ce-time" which is applied to metrical spaces. The

latler oondLtïon says that cert,ain physically significant

quantities of a system remain invariant under transport

of the system in space-time. Thus IV can be understood

as a condition for the "homogeneity" of HíIberÈ sPace.

Obviously there is a considerable gain ín simplicity from

including this condition. IV can also be interpreted

in terms of passive transformationsrrather than aÇtive

transformations. Let

P' [V] ,V2l - P;' t\yl (1) ,VI (2) ... i V2 (I) ,Y Z(2) ' ' ' l

where Vi (j ) is the ¿th component of Vi in a representation

r I the functional form of 
";" 

witl in general depend

on r. The basis sets characterisíng representations

are, however, unitarily equivalent; and hence IV amounts

to the condition that P;" takes values independent of ri

i.e. , for any x, x' ,

n;"["1,bI, ...; arbr...) = P';'lar,brr...i u2b2,."]
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' amountsHence, IV

to the condition that P¡" has the simplest r dependence

possible. Thus IV can be justified in terms of the methodo-

logícal principle (mentioned in chapter 2) whích advocated

simplicity of theqries.

Theorem 3. For some function P",

no' [virv] = "o"[<Vi,Y>:l
where<'>.istheoperalionoftakingthescalarproduct.

Prgof..Theorem3holdsifwecanshowthat.from
,Y> = <YluV'> it fol-l-ows that no'[VirV] = PA'[Yi, ,V'J

nce, in that case, there is a mapping of (Y1,Y> into

no' IYi,Y] ) .

Now let <VirV> = <Yir ,Y'> If H has at least two

dimensíons, there exists ø and /' in H for whÍch

Y = .tV¿ + crØ, <Ø,Y ''> = o

v' = dtVlr + d2Ø', tØ',Yir'= o*

obviously dt = aI, since <V.rY> = <Y.,,

Further, since Y and

have

y, i have uniÈ norm

l"t\' + l"rl2 = larl 2 + luzl'
Hence dZ = "2"ío. 

Butr ânY complete Orthornal base sets

are unitarily equivalent; and hence there is a u for which

31_ .

Yt>.

(see axfom r), we

1/ ¿^, where
ø'.o

*In facE fl = [V+ (Y, Vi)V
factor, and similarlY for

c*3 is a normal-ising



gv, = v+, and uØ = ø'eí(J (since {vi,ø} and {Y¡,øbi*}"".
--tr
subsets of distinct complete orthonormal sets of vectors).

Therefore

Y'=U(crY.+crÜ)
= UV

as well as uYi = Yi, . Hence, from rv, P'lvi rv] = P'[Yir ,V'] '
In the case that H is I dimensional, the proof goes through

trivially, but with 9 = "io r, where r is the identity

operator on H.

tf to,i;Yl = t

32.

Axiom V.

Axiom vI. p[Ari';Y, I = 0, for anY L I i'.

Comment. V and VI wílI emerge as theorems when the

p [a, í;.Y] are interpreted as probabilities. By convention,

the indextí, tís taken to range over the same vaLues a=fi)

unless otherwise stated.

Theorem 4.

Proof.

Let i/i'.
(by vI) .

eo[0] = 0.

PA" tOl = 0

PlA,i',Vil = PA"[<Vi.rVL>] (by 2 and 3) .

Then <Vi, ,Y -> = o (by r); and plAri';Ytl = 0

Hence, since Po" ís single-valued (by 3),

Theorem 5. P
A"[1] = I.



proof . Let v = Yi, in V. Hence (by 2 and. 3) .

Ë Þ" [<YÍ,Yi¡ >J = 1. But <Y.,Y ii > = 0 (by r) and

<V1r ,Vi, t = I (by r); hence (by 4) PA" t1l = 1.

comment. The summation convention I shall use ís to
I as 'IFi' if i' is the on} index in

.i_
)L )

r lc1\' = äl.l-.

A

Hence, from V,

PA" [C

But,

Theorem 8.

=.1 = I IP[Ari';Y]r_ t+L
from IIr, P[Ari';Y] V0 ¡ and hence 12P " [c

33.

l_

understand " IFi
tFi" E'9"

Proof. Let I lc

Proof. P

Theorem 6. If llc
)

il.' = 1, then IPo" lcrl = 1.
t

If = 1. Then there is a Vil in H for which

V' = JciY i ,where CL =.V' , Vi, (since, by I, {Y : } is complete

and orthonormal in H). Hence, there exists a V' for which

P [4, í; V' ] = PA" [crl , where ci = <Y -, Y' ) ("it ""
P[4,¿;Y'] = Pr[Yi,V'] - PA' [<Yi,Y'>], by 2 and 3) .

But, by V, for any \y' in H' 
l"[Ari;V'] 

= 1. Hence, since

P[Ari;V']= PA"¡crl, \^7e get XeO"[crJ = 1.

Theorem 7. PA" tcil ç1.

t.i.l = PAr [<V-,Y>] for some V (bY 3)

= p [4, l;YJ (by 2) .

il

Po" [c: I = fA( 1c.il2) ,

associate,d with A"function fA

for any ci ,for some
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2
ld

2
l_Proof. Theorem I holds íf lcil

Theorem 9.

and f (1) = 1.
A

I entails eo" I crl

= po"[di] for any lcird,€"Let l.rT' = .latl2; and select

.i, = di, for aI1 i' I í, so that Ilc.l 2 = t and l-la.l2 = I.

Hence (by 6) PA" [,ci] = 1 _f e[t crr ] and PA" [di] = I 
i|;rt*'tf

ü+ i i'r i
But d-¿= c1t, for any i' I L¡ and hence, since no" is single-

valued (by 3), PO"IcrrJ ='PO"{'di, ]'fpr"an14 1:l l¡'ançl heh,be=

PO" [ciJ = PO" ldil . ]

fo has domain and range [0,1]; and fo(0) = 0,

Proof. The dependent variable for f is l"rl', where lc'tl2 =

.i<Yi ,Y, 12, which takes all values in the interval [0,1] as V

varies between Yir and Vi,i + i' (sincecV:: rYir > = ôii, by

L, and since the scalar product is a continuous functional) .

The range of f follows from III and 7. fA(O) and fA(I)

éair be evaluáted frorn # and 5-

2
Theorem 10. rf dimension H >2, then P[A,i;V] = l<Vi,V>l

VirV in H. If dim H = 2 then other forms forfor any A,

P [4, , ; Y I are poss ible .

Comment. The special case of 2 dimensions will be dealt

with again in part 3. (Note that in the proof of Gleason's

theoremrthe 2 dimensional case presents special problems

too t351. I shal1 present the proof in three steps. First



I shall show that the conditions on fo force it to

solution of the cauchy eQuation íf dimension H >¿ 3.

shall show that fo is continuous, and hence get an

ion for it. Thirdly I shall deal with the case of

fi = 2. For convenience I shalI drop the sul:script

35.

bea

Then T

expres s-

dimension
rA' from

rf
A

Step 1. From 61819, we have the function equation:

(i)ifx*i=Ithenrf(x1)=L,wherefhasdomain

and range [0,I].
Now the range of the index'i'is the dimension of H (see

comment to axiom I). Hence if diménsion H ).2, \^7e can let

Xi, *r, i,, + çi be in [0,1], and set x, - ir * i-i, *2 =

f- Ff + 1.r), and *i = 0 for i = 3,4.., Then, from (i) and 9 ¡

(ii) f(Xr+*.) +f (r l.Ít+ r2l)=1
Br¡t a1so, íf dimension H V3, we can let x, = il, *'2 = 12rX3=

1 tif * ç.21 , and x. = 0 for i = 4,5,...n, in (i); which

gives (from 9)

(iii) f (11) + f.(i:x2) + f (1 tlr
From (ii) and (ÍiÍ) we see that

(iv) f(f1)+t(*z)= f(-xl +î'r)

in [0,1]

for any -xr,7), 1, + i;

(iv) is just the Cauchy eguaÈion for a function on domain

[0,1] (see trl).

I'x.21)+
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step 2. By índuction, it is easily proven from(iv) (as

basis of the induction) , that t (xl * *2 + + *h) =

f (xr) + f (x)) + + f (xn) for each of 'xl,'x¡.., \,
("i * *2 + + *rr) in [0,1] r âûY any n. The inductive

step in the proof símply consists of the following. Let

*rr*2 ..., xn+l and ("f r *2 + + *r, + *rrol all be

in [0,1]. Then f (x{. +xzti... + xh + *i., + 1) = f (y + xh + 1),
where y = (*t + x2 + + xrr), and x; *, are both in [O't] '
Hence, by (iv) 

'
t(xt * *2 + i *n +f) =f(x1 *t'n2 + -'i:. + *rr) + f (xr, +I),
which, from the inductive hypothesís, gives, ,, ,È

t(x, + x) + *h+r) =f(xt) + f(x)) + f(x¡ + ï).
Hence, letting xl_ = *2 = .e. = *h = xt iire get f (nx) = nf (x)r

for nx and x in [0,1] . Hence, if oa" <* then t(nx)= *
But, for g5*..|, we have f (nx) (I, si-nce f (x) is

bounded above by I (by 9)¡ and hence, if O.*a* then f(x)
l....* . Thus !h. limitr âs x -') 0, of f (x) is 0 - f (0) (bv 4) .

But f (x * x!) = f (x) + f (x'), for x, X', and x i xr in

[011]; and hence

limit f (x + x') = f {x") + limit f (x')

x, 
-) 

0+ '' x' --? 0+

= f (x).

for x in [0,1]. Therefore f is continuous in tO.Il.



But it is well-known that if f is continuous,

solution of the gauchy equation, then f (x) = x

obviously, the solution f(x) = x satisfies all

cond'ìtions on f imposed by the above axioms.
) .?

PlA,i.;vl = fA(l<v,,V>l') = l<v,)l'>l-.

(from 6 and

= L,2), then

37.

and is a

( [I] , page 50) .

the other

Hence

9 ) \,{e get

f (xr) + f (x")
qtep 1. If dimensíon H = 2,

that if *l * *2= 1 ( 0(x"<

= 1. This reduces to:

f (x) + f (I x) = L, O<x-<l "

then

r, i

T'he class of solutions for this equation is obvíously

broader than the class consj-sting of f (x) = x. In fact, the

mosÈ general solution is
r1f(x) = r* gÉ - x),where 9 is any odd function with domain

[0,1]. Forexample,f(x) =!*È- x)3.

ç*olnïreÉ. The above proof of continuity on f is not to

be found in tll or 12). AII that is proved in l,2l , is

that if f is bounded, and obeys the Cauchy equationr or

the domain [0r-], then f is continuous. The method of proof

for functions of domain [0r-] does not carry over to domain

lor1]. I also note that the inductive method of solving

the 6auchy equation , for f continuous, is not affected by

the domain of f (see t4l). For completeness' sake, however,
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f present an inductive method of solv'ing (i), using the

continuity of f, as follows.

Let dimension H = 3. Then from 6 and 9, we get that

f (x1) + f (x) + f (x!) = I if x.t + *'2* x3 = 1 and 0çxtç1

for each i. From 9, we can let x, = x2 = | a"a x3 = O.

1 1 .'l 1
Hence f(i\ + f(ä) + f(0) = 1- Hence (from 4) f(;) = i
this is the basís step in the inductive proof. Now we make

the inductive hYPothesis :

¡(¡z\ = m72n for arl m, 1çm12n.

We must then Prove:

f (m¡zn+t¡ = m|2rt*I for all mr lr(rïr:( 2nrI ,

in order to complete the inductive proof (m and n are

integers) .

Fj-rst consider the case where ^72n n I -.å H¿nce*here iscrnm'{w

r¡hrch

(v) ^¡2n+r * ^/2ntJ- + m'/2rr - r, where m' = 2n m )0.

Hence (from (iv) and (v)) f (^/2n + 1¡ + ¡ 1m¡2n+2'1

= 1, by letting *I = *'2 = ^¡2n*I and x3 = *'/rn.
+ f (m' lzn)

Hence,

mt
us-ing the inducti.ve hypothesis on f (

ztçm7zn+I¡ = r - m'/rn . onc{ henc<.

(vi) t 1m¡zn+r¡
2n - m' fr z ,rn* l-

/2n) , gives

n+1
2

for all m such that ^72nnl -r-
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Now consider the case where 1 >^¡Zn*l ,+. In that case

there exists an m" for which m72n+L + n" /2n+L = 1, where

m,, j 2.n t '1,''- n;- aäd ., tnttl2-ntL 4,:l/2'¡ :

letting x, = m¡2n*I , x2 = *" /zn+t and x, = 0, weHence,

get that'

¡ 1m¡2n+r) + f 1m" ¡2n*r¡ = r¡

where, since m" ¡2n+! . , r \dê haïe

f (m" / 2n+!¡
m" ¡2n*r (by (vi)). Hence f 1m¡2n+L¡ = 1 - m" /2n+r

2r.+L - m" m zrn+I
2n+I

Therefore, by induction, f (m/2\ = m¡2n for aII m, n,

m ( 2n. Since the set of numbers 1m¡Zn\, for arbitrary m:'n,

integral, m{ 2n, is dense on the interval [0r1], and since

f is continuous, we have shor^¡n f (-lòi I 
2) = l"t,l 2 for any 1", | '.

Hence, by 2,3 and g, we have proved I0 in Èhe case dimension

!l = 3. Trivia1ly, ttre proof is extended to all cases where

l"i | ' = 0 for all trut three of the'-.,:r.

I shall now discuss an alternative axíom scheme.,

which is due to Everett 1,281 . Everett supposes that

p[A,ir Y] can be written as pl lcil) , where "i = <vi'Y);

dim H }:3, by letting

values of i' .
a_i
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and he makes the strong linearity assumptíon that P (d) = :
p (di ) j.f d I = Za, 9,'1 (whe." {V| } t= an orthonormal set, and

9t= normalised) . Further, he normalises P so that
p(1) = 1. The linearity and normalisation assumption can

be seen to include my V and VI as fol-lows. Let d = I

so that d,l = cL. Then we get p(1) =Z n(cil from the

linearity condition; and hence I =Zp(c,) from the normal-

isatíon condition" Now let d = 0. This forces di = 0

for all i; and hence p (0) = ã.p (o) , from the linearity
l_

conditi.on" This imme<liately gives P(0) = 0. Everett

also uses VIII. Fnom these assumptions he then proves
,l

P(e.) = l'".1' (my f0); but he does so without the qualif--l_ r

ication that dímension H>2.

One obvious advantage of Everettrs scheme is this

l-ast consequence, viz. that his proof includes the case of

dimension H = 2. Later on, however, I sha1l present an

extension of my scheme which takes in this case too. The

moxt unsatisfactory aspect of Everett's scheme is the

ad ho-c naLure of :his strong linearity assumption and of

his assumption that p lA, i¡ 91 - e 1f .c,J ) . The ad hoc
l-

nature of the latter can, however, be got around by

replacing the offending assumption by IV. Furthermore,

Everett does try to justify his strong linearity assumptions,

in exactly the manner in which (in Chapter 2) I suggested
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assumptions are

analogy loetween

see this, I need

quantum theorY.

Everett

to be

them

to

justified; ví2. by pointing out the

and axioms in other theories. To

refer to Everett's interpretation of

takes the statement cg at t has state

&, I'iì Èo *".r, t At t there are as many branch worlds Wi

as there "r" tr; and these branch worlds are exactly

similar to each other, except that, in' wi, the system

exactly similar to S has the state V1, for each i

(The {Vt} are taken to be orthonormal.) The plA, i¡V 1

is then envisaged as some measure on the branch world W".

The strong linearity condition is then equivalent to the

condition that, however the world is split up into the

various branch worlds Wi, the total measure over a1l the

branch worlds is conserved. This sort of conservation

principle is similar to the conservation of probabitity in

statistical mechanics except that in quantum theory'

the system's states are in Hilbert space, whereas, in

statistical mechanics, they are in phase space.

My objection to Everett's justification of his

axiom is that it aSsumes an unnecessarily complex ontology'

I only need one world, but Everett needs an uncountable

infinity of worlds*. Since I find Everett's justification

*Another reason is that Everett onty succeeds in deriving
that quantum theory is false in a set of branch worl-ds
of meásure zero. This does not, however, give us that
quantum theory is true in our branch world t oT even that

L
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for his strong l-inearity assumption to be unsatisfactory'

I sha1l reject his axi,om system on the grounds of being

aê hgE.

Before going any further, something does perhaps

need to be said about variables with continuous spectra,

e.'g.., the position variable. Spatial coordinates of systems

appear in two roles in quantum theory. In the first role

they are no! physical variables; but merely parameters

which appears wherever it is convenient to work in the

,,p61sition representation'r of the state-vectors. In their

seconrf ro]e, they appear as physical variables; and it is

in this seçond role that they appear in the statement:

(I) The probability of measuring the position of system s,

wírhin dx of the point x at time t is fVt"ll 'dx.
Despite the fact that the statement (1) is cal-led 'The

Born statistical interpreationo, and is often regarded as

on par with theorem I0 (und-er suítabl-e -i-nternretation - see

XXI later) , it is not in fact part of quantum theory as so

far presented. Admittedlv, the statement (f) can be

f ormall-y macle to look like an instance of theorem 10 ' by

setÈins Vt*l JS,",-*) 9(*' ) dx' = (5*, lq) > t 9i* or cou,:se

the state-vector of S at t). But it is well-known that

cont'd. this is probably the case (because Everett does
not identify his measure w-ith a probability) .
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e _ . ( c,ttre vector Òx for which E* {x') = S(x-x'), is not in a

I{il-bert space. Thus the statement (1) ís, strictu sensu,

not within the scope of quantum mechanics as here

presented. It may, ho\^rever, be possible to take (1) as

true ín some approximate sense. For example r \dê could

define a coarse-Erained x-coordinate variable i for a system

S, as follows. x- ftt= the value n E if the x-coordinate of

s is located in the semi-closed internal I nE o (n + 1)é) where

n has one of the values -o¿ o ò r ... L, 0, 1 , and 5

is a finite positive number characterising the coarse-grain-

ing. * is highly degenerate, and the eigenvectors associated

wiLh eigenvalue n á isany complete orthonormal- set of

vectors whose realisationsr âS functions of xr span the set

of normalised functions which are zero outside the interval

tn Ë , (n + 1) 5). For a good account of the coarse-grained

va::iable 7., see TrigÇ, chapter B.2I t9l I .

What has been said here with regards the position

variable applies generally Èo væiabl-es with continuous

spectra, viz. that they must be replaced by coarse-grrained

rrariables to partake in quantum theory as here present,ed.

I note that the same duality of roles which appliçf, 'to the

position variable, applies to the temporal coordinate

variable see Allcock t3l.
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PART 2. JOIN T SYSTEMS AND DEGENERATE VARIABLES.

f now introduce the trace and projection operator

notation. 'gt Vl' will denote the projection operator onto

the vector I . ,Tr' will denote the trace operation. A

summary of the theory of Tr can be found in ll0) i but I shall

restrict myself to taking Tr of the operators WB, where B is

bounded and Vf has the properties of beíng positive-definite

hermitean ' and having, for some complete orthonormal {(/t,T19;, W V¿) = L
Under these conditions

rrwB= L<.lr¿,Wgtli)
for any complete orthonormal It|/¿ ]
AIso, irom the final oaragranh in
(a)

where

(b)

(c)

see S.- 22 of t5ol .g 2'À of [50] ,

rrw z eL'i'¿,] = zÍ, W !['l¿¿,]
tv'",1 is orthogonal (but need not be complete). Also

T=TIP=Trry
l1*, r+ '> la = Tr

(e) is a special case of the theorem proved in
22 of [50], viz. the special case of W = 1.

e tal e L..þ 'l
(d) rf, forall V inH, rrwP tvl =rrW'3fVl:thenW-E'
(e) Tr (crA + crL) = cITrA + crTtB, for cI,"2, B bounded

(b) and (e) are proved in S 22 of [50] *; (c) is obvious 
5

(d) is proved as follows. rf, for all V in H,

<V, lQ2 = <q, ô'V> , then it is easilv Þroven that

Re (9, (E-â') Ó > = 0 for anv q,+ (bv considerins

((S+fl,(A- A/)( V+ ó) ) ) , and rhar rm (,V,tå-â') Ó) = 0

for any q' , Ó (by considerins 1LQ+¿$,(ô-A)({*¿ d)>)

*ActuaIIy
g



Hence ,<q ,å ç/> = (9,a' t[r) for
(V ,e +>=(9,a'þ) r"' t',y g, S i"
Hilbert-Schmidt (í.e., Trå* e ( o¿¡)

determined by its "matrix elements

45.

any ,.{,
l_n , entails thatH

H . Butifåis

Lhen it is uniquely

"t < V ¿,å 9i)1,
for any complete orthonormal ""t tVi ] in H. (rrris previous

statement is proved in theorem 4.I0.32 of t82l). Hence, if
Tr W P lU4 = Tr !r7'B tVl for all V , and sínce Tr VrI P tVl

= (..{, , w it follows that W = W' (since W is obvÍousIy

Hilbert-Schmídt) .

I also introduce into the formalism, the distinction

between degenerate and non-degenerate variables. To do

this, I split the index 'i' , in axiom I, into a pair of

indices 'do(', in such a way that .do = âd,o(, if and only if

d = d'n for any oç o<.r, d, d'. A is said to degenerate if

and only if lo<lhas more than one value for any rdrvalue 
n'o4'

is ca11ed 'the degeneracy index'.

I shall now discuss the notation of equivalent

variables.

Definition 2. plA,a;91 de¡a,¿o<;Vl

v>

o(

Definition 3. If A and A' are two varj-abIes, with respective

sets of vector= tVdo] and tY'u,".,Ï , then A = A' if and

only if PlA,a;91 = Ple',d; VI for all V, d, and âdo< = .'do
for all d ro(. **

* Actually (e)
5zz of Iso],**The indices
same range.

is a special case of the theorem proved in
viz. the special case of W = 1.

rdr , rdt I (and to(t ,toat t ) neãd not have the
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Theorem 11 " If A and A' exist (see definition I), then

if and only if A = A'.

Proof. From (c), definition 2, and theorem 10,

(i) PrA,d; I I = !-i-"l[Úo*]Ptql
(ii) -plA',d; ,|., I = Z Tre[Vi",]P.t'.tl
But, Grom (d) ) we know that E, = \2 if and only if Tt Eflt*'l =

Trq2Ptgl for all I in H. A1sor wê see that we can interchange

the trace operation and the summation in (i) and (ii) (from

(a) and (b) ) ; and hence

(iii) PlA,d; 9l = PIA',d;9

I rrvu¡ =Z,LLV;"1

{, 
*rv, *]

I for all

for any d.

v if and only if,

Now let A = A' and suppose their eigenvalues are real. Then

rrom (iii) and definition 3 we eet Z ?tVoJ = 2,9 [Yi-;]
and that å and A' exist. Hence the ån"rr=n"." of A, for

eigenvalue at is spanned by the Same set of vectors as span

the corresponding eigenspace of A' (sínce the correspondin-q

projection operators are the same). Hence we can choose, wíth

no loss of generalit¡2,
d-l - ülYrl"^ -- t J".

S.ince âd = "'d 
as well, this gives A = A', because å and A'

can be seen to both map the complete set of vectors tV^-l
onto the same image set for all d this is because

the self-adjoint operators are uniquely determined by their

spectrum and spectral family of operators. Comparing
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this last result with (iii) r \¡/ê get the recfuired resul-t.

Lo,nngIL!" In some schemes for quantum theory, a variable

is characterised by its operator. T.ê., ít is not just a

question of A = A' if A = å'; but we have the stronger

consequence that A = Ar. In practice of course, there is
no difference between rA = Ar I and rA 

= A"; but there is
an important formal dístinction between these two relations.
My reason for chosing rA = Ar I as a consequence of '4 = A"
(instead of 'A = A' ') is, that , íf I had chosen to character-

,. Íse A by its operator, then there would not have been a

uniqug set of vectors t9u*] associated with A (in the case

that A is degenerate). This result would then have prevented

the development of any of the preceding scheme. AIso, it
would have prevented the generalisation to variables with

sequences of numbers as values (see lat,er) .

I now introduce variables whose values are sequences

of numbers. Equality conditions between these values are

defíned in the usual way for defining equality conditions

between sequences of numbers (ví2. in terms of equality of

corresponding members). A variable whose values are sequences

of numbers will not of course have a correspondíng operator,

as in definition L Therefore, I shall suggest a suitable
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generalisation of the notion of an eigenvector and an eigen-

value 'to suit these variables

DefiniÈion 4. If t"u Ï
for which .do. = .d for any dro(, then

eigenvalues of A.

Comment_. From the defínition 4, 
"d

denote the ordered N-t, uple of elements with a

member, b2 as second member, etc.

lVå^ ]" ( ror siven d)

is the set of seguences of numbers

is the set of

at the

1 as first

{"u }

= .d, if and only íf

d = dt.

Definition 5. The closed linear manifold spanned by those

members of l'{'u,o,} for which d' = d, is called (the eigen-

space of A for gigenvalue .A1 Any member of that e igenspace

is called Can e.*genvector of A for ei'genvalue d.
I also introduce two pieces of notation. First I

shall let ' U,.F]*' denote I he set of all elements t*F

Ì:ut keeping o( constant,

shall 1et ' (.r1 ,b2 ,"3 gN>'
formed by varying

value o(. Second,

vaLue ad, then,

P Ia,d; V1 2 Pr

(3

I

Theorem 13. If is any orthonor-

ma1 set of vectors spanning the elgenspace of A for er'gen-

R
lT'ao' V l

Proof. From definítion 2 and theorem 10,

¿,

Bt qd*l Pr I ITr

-f .. tL
P [A,a; f I z

cl

Tr è I [9¿".1 I L..r] = Tr q/l



where Pr is'the projection operator onto the eigenspace
-t

for eigenvalue aU of A. But

P- =-{l

for any orthonormaL set

of A for eigenvalue a

P [A,d; !/ ]
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P I V'a".]

A*\ ¿ spanning the eigenspace

=Tr z P t v'd.(l lt v l

: rr3 [V'Ao.] P tVl

z({
lv

d
Hence

? n ,,f'0"¿ V

Theorem 14.

gonal.

Proof . Triviall-y f rom def initions 4 and 5 | and I.

Axiom VII. When S has the state q/ , where V is an eigen-

vector of A for elgenvalue a, then A has the value a, where A

may be a variable orln-variable.

axiom VIII. If A has the val-ue a whenever S has the state I

, then 'P is an etgenvector of A for eigenvalue arwhsr¿

r A may be variable or m-variable.

Comment. VII and VITI hold for m-variables (not yet

discussed) and variables. They detail the correspondance

berween the { "t J and ttl' t}, alluded to in r.

I shall now further extend the scheme, by intro-

ducing joint systems.

Eigenspaces of distinct eigenval"ues are ortho-



Axiom IX. If t{.
l_

system S' then the

of all the separate

(þglnen!. If each

there is a countable

is non-separable. I

of letting 'SI * SZ

lett,ing H ,, r" the

be a vector in Hr, '.

is the Hilbert space associated with the

Hilbert space associated v¡ith the join

S., i - I,2, is TH, = HnxHr*

H . has at least
L

infinity of the

shalI adopt the usual conventions

+ ' denote the join of 51, 52,

Hilbert space for Srri and lett-ing Vt

50.

2 dimensions, and if

Si, then ltH H
l_ o¿

Axiom x I;then the

qr * Y2

I + + +

the state of S is V"
s tate

, then

ofS sz SN l-s

v* n

CommenL. I shall not be suggesting the converse of X as

an axiom. Indeed, on my system the converse of X will be

seen to be false - which is of crucial importance later t

in discussion of the schrådinger cat paradox. The converse

of. X is not to be confused with theorem 26 the latter

deals with the case where S' at t has pure state q,

whereas the former considers the case where S' at t just

has the state r{/n (which is consistent with sn at t

being in a mixed state). The pure/mixed state distinction

wiIl be discussed later.

or m-variable,

n
,

then the

the same

Axiom XI. If A, is a variable
-I
same variable is a varia]¡le in S +I s2. A

1
has



variables in each S

set of values of At

values in S, + SZ as in SI; and if

in S, then A, has the value ai in S

Axiom XII. Let A

A, has the value ai

1 + sz,

i
Then there is a variable A

Lt A2' \ b. variables or m-

Sw respecÈive1y. Let the

^Ilcl-L adJ A, be t" :J
I2

SN, whose values includes the N-tup1e
N\

"äS ) , for each d, e, g and

* has the value ("åo ,u2np

the value aI' l- -- 
*do<

, ,and A, has the value 
".3nv(J

I'S 2'
be

51.

Nt N
\b" g å

inS I
^tCL do<'a ep

orP

a i
* s2 +

2

6 AL2

"Ï r> onlv if A, has

and A*- h
N

has value

++

as

a

c
"N

the value "ir. rf A, has value "å^ and A,

î^ and \ has varue "Ï, whenever sr n

'i= in some state Vt'" 'Nr then Ar, ..,.' *
1a\ ^2 

N \
\ c.a-t s(t 'tg S 7 whenever St + SZ +

sz

has value

SN l-s l-n .f I2 N

Comment. Note that XII does not include the statêment

that if A, has value .Ii and A, has value u') sâY, then

A' has value ("'i,"? > (although the converse does

hold). Indeed, this latter statement is inconsistent

(at least on the indeterminacy interpretation) with the

axioms of quantum theory. This can be seen by anticipating

t',\
I

I



some of the

7.. V{" *Y2
l- l-

anit lV' ', ï

later axioms, âs

. be the state of
-L

a,.'re vectoys c'Í .Àf

Let VL'
at t, where t,t,t i

.respectively. Th"en

Ì

fo1lor¡s.

,.1 -r

anc.1 ll,

52.

inS

S^
2

2

r.¿e r,,'ill find that A has one of t--he values
l_

at t t T).,'::

AZ has one of the values t""ï jn sz at t; but, frorn XX

{."u l-

(or XX" ) -i-t follows that A, does not have a determinate

va1ue. Thís f a-ct k¡ecomes of crucial importance later

j-n resolving Furry's version of th-e E,P"R. paradox

(see chapter 5, part 2\. I note also that at first sight,

XI and XII appear less like øÉoms, and more like trivral

stipulãtions introducing new notation. This is not so¡

however. ff we specify a variable in some system, irl

terms of the values ít takes whenever the system Ìs Ìn

each of a complete set of state-vectors, then this is en6uçh

to determine its representative operator in quantum theory *

and hence, to determine what values (with what probrabilit..ies)

the varíable will take when the system is in qny state -

Therefore, whenr ês part of guantum theory, \^Ie säy that a-

certain variable in some system exists and give the values

it t,akes whenever the system is in each of a complete set

state-vectors then this is a non-trivial statement, to
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the effect that the representative operator for the

variable gives a true represent,ation of the variable,

in all cases.

Theorem 15. The eigensapace of A' N for eigenvalue

The proof works in three Parts"

("'¿,u2",

Y
t

X ¡y2ledx'

Proof.

6) t,f '
inH

l'f 
*n 

s}

, xV2^^ * *VNgsdo( eF
;*H2 *:'.. *H*, since

is complete and orthonormal

ch or tg 
tu 

*i ,{Vr'" 
,, 
} ,

j
ea

t_

is complete and orthonormal in their respective

spaces "

(r) whenevet sl_ + sz + ê
"N has the state qr1 q'

de.

Gtu

x x

sJ

(by VIII) the members of {v
A has the value

N

Ê. 
. . and. S* has state VN

e

(by VTr and xrr),

" Therefore

i

d¿ l'

,
r

"\fl then (by x) S, has state VtUr. and S, has stateg6'

v 2
e

L2

and hence
Nae' g

I^2
do

tuo. * 92 "p 
*YNgs

... N for eigenvalueare in the e igensPace of AI2
2 N\â e, ^-'g ì.

G) Now suppose that the ei'genspace of At, . . . N, f

eilgenvalue Glu,u2u' ... "*n), contains a vector

orthogonal to each Ytu. *Y'"f * *!"gE , for varying

&, tJ E The vector V *n=t also be orthogonal to

those vectors ín all eigenspaces af A* N for

or
rþt

,



eigenvarues other than G*u ,^2 
", 

... u*n ) {uv 14) .

Hence, from partþ) of the proof , we see that ç is ortho-

54.

x q,*
g

and we

x

N
g6

gonal to all vectors in the set

Hence, from part (a) of the Proof,
LVtu,." '4t2 

" F

\/ must be zeroì
Å

spans the eigenspace of A, N for eigenvalue
2 N\

^o", 
u"nì ?

see that the set

Theorem 16.

P [A, rd;

Proof 
"

Vrr

P[AL2 N,

LL L

P[412...N, d,ê' ... gi

plAze,92l ... Pt\,s; lAl

de ...9
/1(" a

tlil *V2 x x t{rt l

*vN qi
"V

,

From 15, 13 and 10'

drê, gi yf *V2 x "VN] -
t< vru. *Y 2

¿fr
x 2I

g6Þ( p E

gN

o(
L
ç

2x

z ç I < v'uu jf'>l'Kq/" 
Ê ,t{")' "' K..f ,

v*>l'
lKf 

tu*'t{,'>ì ' zoKlo"Ê'Y' >l' 4 t<vri ,Y*) I '
plAt,a;Vrl P lnr,e;Y21 Pt\,9,9N1 .

In the above, when the equation t n[o,i;V]

\<a{i i,Y> 3 'r"" applied, a quatification was impticit to the

effect that dimension H >
qualification 'dimension l-'ì > z', which appears in I0,
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can be removed. This will then show that a1l the above

theorems can be extended to the case of dimension H < 2.

In order to do this I need t-o use the "obvious axiom" XI

that a variable At in SI, is also a varíable ín S, + 52,

for any Sr, although, the vectors (and hence operator)

associat.ed with A, in S1 and in S, + SZ are different.

st, there {VarJ t" in
l_ ]

H I

for ei'genvalue a

is the set of vectors of A, in

ror each i, .^d [/ 
2 

" ]- is

then the eigenspace

í, is spanned bY

Theo

ofA

rem 17. If

t

ryt
{

any complete orthonormal set it H2',
1

{v t, *1'

comment Theorem L7 is presented in a different form in

those axiom schemes (Iike von Neumann'srfor example ti11)

where variables are characterísed by self-adjoint

r+s2'
2?
jJ t'

sl_n

proof . llhenever s1 + s2 is in Vt, *Y' j, st is in 9t,
(by x), and hence A, has value "t, (by Vrr). Therefore,

(by vrïr) Vt, *q2j i= in the efgenspace of At in

H r *å, for ei'genvalue "t' for any i,j. (the exístenee of

this eÌgenspace forlows from xr. ) But {Vt, x ! 'r} t=

comptete and orthonormal in H, * Hr;-and hence, by the same

sreps as in the proof of 15, \^re 9"t tVli *V2¡ l, spans

the eigenspace of A, (in H L * Hz) for ei:genvalue utt.
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operators; vj-z. as:

Iftggr"*-l-9." tg Af is the operator representing At ín hl'

then A' x Iô is the operator representing A, in Hl * HZ,
-l_ -¿

where I" is the identity operator ott l'lr.
-¿

proof . t\¡1r. " f 
2rJ¿ i" (by L7 ) a set of ei genvectors f or

AI for ei'genvalue "tr. Hence (by def inition I and theorem

1) the unique operator representing At in 51 + S, has

tV 
tr- *!2i i , as ei:genvectors for eigenvalue "li Blrt'

the operator å., * lz has each m.ember "t tVt, "V'r] as

ei-genvector for ei'genvalue tI., . Hence A, is represented l:y

4r*lzinHrxH2.
çg44ent. At is obviously degenerate in St + 52, whether

I

or not ít is clegenerate in Sr. For this reason, when I

refer Èo a variable's degeneracyn I mean that it ís

degenerate in any system, and, conversellz, a variab}e ís

non-degenerate, íf it is non-degenerate in at least one

system.

Axio,¡n XIV" PIAtrí;Íl,tl = irIAr,-i; St + s2,Ll

comment. xïv is seen to Ï:e trivially true if Ptnili; L/l

is interpreted as the probahility of .4, having value 
"tr_n

in S, when S is ín the Pure state q



Axiom XV. For every 51, where dimension Hr- ( ,, there

exists an 52, where SZ and St are distínct sytems for

which the dimension of Ht x H, >2

= I(vrt,tF)l'

57.

t-l
1

if dimension K z"Theorem 19. P [A I tI'

, v' >l'

vt

lroof . Let Y' be some vector in Hr, where sz is the

system for which climension HI * Hz )z (by xv). Then,

if t{'1 is any vector in H I and if ltl 

"it= 

any complete

orthOnormal set of vectors in H, r \nrâ Jla.Ve (kty 17 , l-3 a-nd

1o) ptA'i; 91 *V21 =3l4ft, * V'j, v'' "v'>l '
= KY 

t, ,Yt)\ 'zh \<Yï,! )2>12

= Kvt, Yt>l' ,

(since the completeness and orthonormality of ltfi 1 entaíl

rhar 4 Kq2e¡¡se j , , j

But let S, + S

tt, Vt "Y2 3

(íi) elArri,' sl + s2'tl - plAt,i, !/1

From X, we have that when St + SZ is in

is ir,(PI; and hence s

Therefore '
(iii) PlAt'it sI,tl

Hence, from (ii) and

at t be associated with (as in IIT) the set

so that
*921 .

= 1).

2

1
is associatecl ',vi-th

qit *V2 then sr

lt, çt ï ut t.

= P tAr, i; V1l

(iii) (and xrv) 
'

( iv) P tA' i ;Vl *921 = PIAI ,i; V1l .
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Comparing (iv) and (í) ' gives

p [Ay i; vL]' = f 
(9rt ,iu'>l' .

The Density OPerator.

I shall now introduce the density operator into

the formalism. The "[n*, V *] ín rrï, will be referred to

as 'being associated with S at t'.

nefinition 6. If is associated with S a-t t,

then there ís a density operator) Þ- P t E,.J associated with S db,
lot-

I sha1l show later that density operators are p"h.u.t.

(positive-definite-hermitean with umt trace). Before doing

this however, in order to understand. the significance of

the density operator, I sha1l need to discuss the notion of

the state of a sYstem.

I shall adopt the principle that S at t is in the

same state aS S at t' if and only if there are' even in

principte, no measurements which distinguish S at t from S

at t'. This principle j-s what Bunge calls 'a meta-nomological

normative principle' it is a principle whích theories ought

to conform with, ín order to þe better theories tl6l. I

shall discuss methodological principles in a bit more detail

Iater; but, for the time being, I point out, in justífication

of ttre above principle, that by no.! conformíng with it, a

theory becomes notationally more complex (because distinct-

tn^' 
g". ]

,,?.

I
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ions have to be drawn between

experimentally identical sítuations, whj-ch otherwíse would

not have to be a."r"^ï.)

Now that it will be seen later that the measurable

quantities associated with S at t, are the P[Ari;S'tl

for varying Ari. (It is for this reason that I made

P [Ari;Srt] unique - see II) . Therefore, from the above

principle, I have the general result that s at t and s at

t' are in the same state íf and only íf P[ari;Srt] =

P [e,i;Srt'J for aII A in S, and all i.

But if S at t and S at t'are in the same state,

vre surely require that any theoretical description which is

true of one, is true of the other. (This can also be taken

as part of the stíputative definition of 'state') . In

particular, if S at t is associated with

S at t' íf S at t is in the same state

condition is formalised as:

{n"^,E}r so is

as S at tr This

(1) If PlA,i;S,tl

and any i, and if

u',*" {n þ ,Eåi is

= P [4, i,'S, t' ] f or anY variable A in S,

,g;I is associated with s at t',

Morç .-ge.neralJy, howeY"-t, I.,put- forward

Axiom XVI. If for all varial:les A in S , and all

tn¿
associated rvith S at tr.

the conditíon:
í,

*Note
this

that I am
principle

not taking the operationalist line of making
a meaning postulate.
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P[A,i;S,t]

PIA'i;Srtl

Sattis

z
oa

p* PLA,i iqJ and if

then
o(

associated with t P* ' 
q".-]

The reason for including the inequality condition

is to ensure uniqueness of the probability of S at t

t Ir PLn, u ; 9J t"' some

tg*J see axiom XVIIf.

pl + pn

Comment.

in XVI,

having ou! of the setq*
The c¿xìorn XvI, obviously implíes (1); but is more general

because it places restríctions on the state of S at t even

if there is no agreement between P[Ari;SrtJ and the

P [4, i; S, t' ] at some other time.

An immediate consequence of xVI is of course that
t 

P* , 
q*l associated with s at t'Èhere may be no unique L

In my opinion, the laÈter conseguence just has to be accepted.

In particular, one has to accept that there may be no unique

state-vector for S at t - S at t may have both one of the

srate-vectors t q *Ï and one of the Lq'Fl
I find nothíng paradoxical in this result as long

as the non-uniqueness of the state-vector is not reflected in

non-uniqueness of state-description. To achieve unigueness

of state-descriþtion however, onè merel-rz needs uni-queness of

the p[ArirSrt] - which is consístent with there being mQre than

one set tp*rV- 1 associated- with S at t. rn fact, from

III and theorem 10 r wê see that uniqueness of state-

description merely demands that if tP^g*J and
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fno ,v;\
L p '[<8,

are both associated rvith S at t' then

ì ni, l< 9.. ,Vr)?, for all vv>l 2

.t a

which are eÍgenvectors of some variable in S. This con-

dition will be seen to be equivalent to uniqueness of the

density operator associated r'vith S at t.

It is to be noted that the term 'stater does not

appear in xVI, nor in any of the axioms to follow. This is

because the notion of the state of a system is essentially a

meta-theoretical notion - it is a notion which plays a part

in the rationale behind the axioms, rather than in the

axioms themselves.

The above considerations explain why I persist with

the tocutíon 'there is probability p".. that S at t has the

state-vector V* , out of the set [Y*j ' instead' of

just saying 'there is probability p"* that s at t has the

s.tate-vector 9u, . The reason is that l:oth of the sets

{n- , y*\ 
"na {n'o ,Y'(rJ mav be assocíated with s at t;

.Í
and V may belong to both sets but be associated with

o(

different probabilities in each set. I.ê., \^7e may have

q -útl.l_ - *¿ r but pt I p'.-. This possibility does not

arise ii tr,. {9*J "r. restricted to orthogonar sets; but

r see no reason why the t g"Jin definition 6 should be

restricted to being orthogonal.

I also note here that the condition (incorporated

into XVI) that there is a unique probability associated
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vrith S at t having state ,r""tot V.., out of a particular

tqJ , will be shor¡rn later (theorem 23) to imply linear

independence of the (for d having finite range).

I shall now derive the various theorems mentioned

above.

Theorem 20. Density operators are p.h.u.t.

Proof. From definition 6 and rII, the class of density

is the class of operators of the form:operators

set

(i)

where

P
Ê

(V¡,W
and hence,

tnþ ,

q;>

Is' 4r]

Zn* Pt V^1,
d = L, p"( > 0 , and q". is any vector in H

E=
2p

for each o(

Thereforeo since projection operators (and hence their

línear combinations) are self-adjoint, W is self-adjoint.

Hence !ü has a set of real e Lgenvalues and orthonormal eügen-

vectors ]Ed

)-o
AIso , f rom (e ) above ,

TrE =Zp- = 1.

and since Tr 3 t 9*t = I, we get

But this entails that E has a pure point spectrum (by 22.I

of t50l ) i and hence

Z eä Et gW

, where

p
/5

f rom (í) ,

1 p- [<q , g;>l'

,I
p
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Tlrerefore, taking Tr of looth sides, wê get Z pÄ = TrW = 1;
{'

and hence, since p! >/ 0, we get pi < 1. But the

upper bound of the-gigsnvalueií is the'ùppeÈ bôuäd'bf 'the '

uniform norm(¡yttt¿,sp'ectral Ëheo-re¡h) ; ânêl"hênee vrl is bounded.

Íheùeiore w' Ì-s tiei'mi-teari,- " positive-def inite, with unit trace.

Axiom xVIr. A1I vectors ín H are e úgenvectors of some

variable.

Comment. XVII amounts to saying that every projection

operator on H represents a variabl-e and hence that any

hermitean operator (which is just a linear combinatíon of

projection operators) represents a variable. f wish to main-

t,ain that this is consistent with holding that any variable is

measurable, and. with the quantum theory of measurement (see

Chapter 8), because von Neumann has shown how, in principle, to

construct a measurement process for any variable represented

by an hermitean operator t711. The impracticability of the

von Neumann model is irrd-evant - because aII that is required

is that, in principl-e, there is a measurement process for

every variable.. For those readers who are nevertheless

dissatisfied with von Neumann's mode1, Lamb has made Some

interesting suggestings on how variables may be measured, from

a more practical point of view t6tl. I also note here that

my axioms need to be adapted if an account is to given of

Super-selection rules. I shall not make this extension, the
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detail-s of ivhj-ch are to be found in 146l . Final1y, I refer

the readerbo meLa-theorem I (near the end of Chapter 4) ,

where I d-i-scuss the possibj-lity of weakening XVrI.

Theorem 2L. There is one/ and only one' dens-i-tY ooerator

I^T (S , t)

and :rf ,

associated with S at t, and P[Ari;Srti = TrI¡7(Srt)f l Vlf ,Ì

for all A, -i ,

PlA,i;S,tl

then

l,V [S, r) =

P[Ari;

trro<¡f , From def ínitron 6 we see that the only way in which

Lwe density operators I{l and E, can both l're associated with

Sattisif

Zn*t[ 'l-J and E, = 7 pÅ lt EÅ r, ancl ír looth

ted ,r-'',i-h s at t--"

h assr¡ciated rvith S at t"

From III and 10 ít follows that, for all Ari,

9l
ÊÂZ pc(

Þ"1

o(
q7 o* P.t l

P[Ã,i;S,t] p t(V ,V" 2lz-ô( ¡ cr. l-

'ç-
L
(x
)
L,

,F
>l'
>r

i<9å , 9;) 2
p

Ê
But, f rom (i )

l_v - TrW.,Ptq.l
-J- 1

Zp
o(

Z-p
Ê

Hen

I Trt|,

l-
InI-P I I.]
- ¿- 

-l_

TrI{" P[9t'l = Trlri^PtV"I.
-.L-|v-Z-t,

for all v which belong to some variable of S ¡ \¡/ece

have
a



Therefore, from XVII and (d),

Ì¡7 : Tn7

-_L -¿
whi"ch proves the first part. of theorem 21.
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E for which, for any Aríþ

Now let, for all

PlAri;S,tl = Z
o(

Hence, from 10,
<-

PlA,i;S,tl = L p

An i,

P P[A,i;
o<

rf w(s,t)

for some Þ¿

Let E(S,t) z

o(É Kq. y)' ç U/1P ["V;1 ,urhene

Wn = Z p* g [8,.] A[so, urrt]î S af b 'ts osso¿ì<¡*<,oL

o1

then

( from rrr) tx se.f,'

P[A,i;s,t] =Z,rtþ PtA,i; $l!!' 3 nu etçll
Tr' Wz E [9¿l o( b"d, to) ¡ ¿r¡ he,r€.

t"¡
¡E

I
13

Comparing the two expressions for P[Ari;S,t], and using XVII

and (d) , gives Ef = EZ.

But, by definitÍon 6t YZ is associated r,'rith S at t, and there-

fore so is W,; which proves the second part of theorem 2I.*l_ '

Comment" The LT^I need obey no special condition (e. g. ,

linear independence) for theoreJn 2I to hold - cf. theorem 23.

q I /Vp' t

p* I po(

with S at t"

Theorem 22.

Proof.

¿=Zp Pt

]O(

p'Pt
c¡(-d

p
Ol

4

t
o<

q l, where
-o(

is associated'q,

tp t E t/ ) g I , where
o( C'L

n *+ Fo.

By TII and definition 6, there exists i{'¡ SO
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sthat g(S,t) = L"p

(r) - ) n pL V J
oc- Þ1

l4uli:ì-plyi-ng both

boLh sides, gives

L- P[Ari;Srtì "

Frorn XVI, the

tr

P v I 1, and hence
p

=Zp P

sídes of (i) ]ry PI Vil and taking Tr of

t

ß
t

? n* f(V ,tfi) l2 =Inþt< çó ,V,.)l', which, by ITI and 10,

theorem then follows.

Comment. fn putting forward XVI - and hence arriving at

theorem 22 L am influenced by suggestion made by von

Neumann t71l and followed up by Margenau [eS1 ' and Jauch t41].

It j_s not, however, clear that von Neumann would accept

theorem 22. Indeed. according tortor*l^vodox theoryo' ascribed

to him (by Jordan, for example t49l ) , he would only accept

that, if E(s,t) =2- n*n-¡ 9n f, then, as far as any measurements

olr S at t go, S at t may as well have probabil-ity p of
d-

having state 't-. , for each & As Margenau points
&

out, however, it ís not quite clear exactly what von Neumann

did have in mj.ncl on this point (page 186. eS t66l) .

On the other hand, it is not altogether clear that

Margenau would accept all the consequences of my XVT. In

narticular, in Chapter 5, I shal1 show that there is an

j.nconsistency between an axiom which l4argenau wants to accept

(ví2" XX of Chapter 5) and the preceding axioms (including

XVI). Also, l{argenan nowhere says that he would accept there
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bej-ng non-unique sets of possible state-vectors for S at t

(cf . comment-s af ter XVI ) * .

Jau-ch would, I fee-I, accept XVI and its consequences;

however:, there are two points on r^¡hich I differ from him.

First, he favours Gl-eason's method of introclucing density

operators 1477, which f shall- criticise 1ater. Second, he

tencls to stray into positivist meta-physics in order to solve

the various quantum theoretical paradoxes. This I shall

,liscr:ss fr-irther ín ChaPter 5.

Axi-om XVIII. Tf S at t is associated with bot-h

, where for every v there is a
"{

for v¡hictr , and vice-versa, then
q

q{"faricl

thenv i

t

{3
i

,y*j{n*

- entail-sÞ =p'
P

ú {)rL".= Lp

I'r ú rl\-çr¿

ol

iffr

Theor:ern 23. If fl a'b t is associated with a finite set

are linearly independent.
þ, ,

ç¿

tProof. Suppose S at t is associated with p Y
c/- o<

Ìl are linearly dependent, Then,where the

for solrre d' I

v
O¿-

3 z c P tVl
o(l

c(r+a
o( c¡'i

I-,et tr. beaconstant, o<À<r. Then

*In particular Margenau does not try to solve the E"P.R. para-
dox, as T shall do, by invoking non-uniqueness of sets of
possible state-vectors. Rathe::, l4argenau does ít by question-
ing tlr.e "projecLion postulate" 1671.

&



(i)

From (i)

(ii)

p;,
pt

=tl+t o(l

=(r-\)p o(

I now choose

\

it follows that

). 'q
-ôc

z
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for any o{l.

r o¡ Pcx I

rany D( r

only is

tent with

Pr q rì
-dL J

]

Pt q l, where_o(

for &f d' , and

p P I co(\V1
o1 r T.

c('
c(*¿/

o(q
qBo(

o(

o(
pPp

trp
o(

c(

o-o-)
c

\ so that ltr n.. " .^.',,la f r.,

pJ
L

{n

(This is possible since there are a finite numbe

and since, by ITI' Po, > Õ). Hence P: >
R.

and Lp' = 1. Therefore (from 22 and (iii))not.-o(

associated with S at t, but so is

ere p' I p This ís -inconsis
4ot

the initial supposition that fL
are linearly dependent, is disproved. Hence

tinearly independent.

tlt Lt] is linearry independent, or

,&
I

,
ak

XVII; ancl hence

Theorem 23b. If

Ptv l/ø!t r-s

Comment. The condition that are linearly

indepenclent is a weaker condition than the l-inear independence

of rhe tqo. ] . Arso note that if there were infinitety many

{n * J then vre may not get X smaller than all of them, with-

out I - 0 (e.g., in the case where po.'-+ 0 as o(*oo).

{ nr I r}
L- o<, r

tv"i is linearly independent or orthogonal, then E(S't) =

pt 9-r enrairs tn*,q*] is associated with s at t.z 4

t
p

q rÌ-&. J
Proof. Let Pl be linearly independent. Then
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the coefficíents "o" in the expressior, 
(

unique (by definition) . Hence , from 22,

associated with S at t"

Let [V-1 o" tinearly independent. rhen

inclependent (see appenclix 3) . Al-so, íf

iv"] '=

o<

Vtri"
4J

5" P(- d.-

tnn ,

t.' g,.

f g"]

)

p ,9Ìo( o<¿

I^l (S, t)

v22)s
ínition

tv I are

, where

=)p ntVJ =
tA- c(

attis

7 | entails

'l
I ! is linearly

is orthogonal,

then linearly independen't. TJenæ 23b is proved.

Definition 7 " If and only if there is a set assoc-

iated wíth S at t, then S at t is in the pure state

Def ini-t.i-on B " If and only if the state of S at t is not

prrre, it is míxed.

'Iheorem 24. If S at t is associated with i
wkre re ç

c,l.
[expi €)o ] v for all o( then S at t is in

Dtol

e]{r.,

,v*! ,

the pure state v

Proof. Leb. S at t be associated with

P = [expi ø lV-. rhen (by definition
-& ar

Et$/1, since PtftexpiooJ I = pt9. Hence

associated with {t, 9J ; rvhich, by

that S at t is in the pure state

{
6)

(n

def

Comment. It is theorem 24 which justifies the usual

assertion that it is not the state-vector which is physically

si-gnificant - rather it is the ray to which the state-vector

belongs.

{qi }Lemma I" If B
1

is a vari-able i-n S
1

anrl an ortho-



normal set in H r, then e lB'i; Z. i V 
tr 

"Vll =

|lq,l' l<9¿l , øl>l'
where ø! it the efgenvector of B, corresponding to the ith

val-ue.

70.

is aht1 orthcnorrnqL

Proof . The ef genvectors for the ith val-ue of B, in

tt 1 * flr, are (by :r7) tøl, * V
comprete set in Hr, ""u tl'Ji
T}¡erefore (by 10 and 13).

i; Z.PIB qr
l_ IL, *V2,1=

z
I ¡l

9tr,*V', ,,ØLi *Y'i> (øL, *Y' j,"r,,V-,1rVr,, ')=T- 7iL' G i,

i T' 1,,,õu(l'!r,, ónXvrr,,grr).Ç¿if Qnr,{1,,,XV,j,
v2 irl

Ilo u 12 l(øL' Vtr, >l 2.

U.
Lemma 2. ïf Tt 2 is the operation of taking trace in H r, arrd

tVtrï is orthonormal, then rrrPtZ.rVti *V2rl
2 tirf-tlc¿\ l

l-

Pro_gf . This is a standard proof , to be found in 1471.

easiest way to prove it is via Dirac's bracket notation,

accordins ro which ptQl = lVXtPt ana(V,ø) = (91 ø) .

The

Now, by definition, Tr.,A =4Q'rl j r_sAø2

H2.
where lø' Ì

any conplete orthonormal set in
t>'

In particulari we
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c¿r.n choose

zz z
ú;Ll

z
v

(from III)

,L t S
1

t, tv' 1
l_

2tv',1 Therefore,

r'2 ntI.,ul/l.".1", l

I .,{,1 \ 1 e, Vt*v}, ><Z cu ql,ll', 
t 
q,,j >

z u c, ( Y i,.vì> (.|,:, ,T i) I 9ï><tft, i

= Trrlt'(S., + SrrE),z-¿Theorem 25.
\... \' lVot > < t{,t t

vil (s t)I
prggå" By ïrr, there is a tn*, g:' Ï associated

with Si + 52 at t; so that (by definition 6) W(s, + sr,t)

7 p p rgr2-Þ( 'ô(
z

l"
in H, x H 2, can be written asNow any q t

Z. c Vti^
¿ o(t, o(L

Ïience , hl(S,
I

t) = Zp
c(

{,v*"}
xtPt I

o.U

q,'.
o(u

+ s2'
for some orthonormal set

P_tZ ê* t7t

*

L o{Go( ("

Therefore,

Tr, I{ (S., + S.,t) = 2 p
a-L.<

and hence (from lemma 2),

(:'" )

Nov¡

p IBt

and hence

e lB' i; St

Flence, by 2L,

(ii) vü (s, , t)I z
tf

Comparing (i) and (ii), the

rr., B [L. , V1 *.f ' ];. - ., eu ocÇr- -o<1,
U

rr"w (s., +s'r) =7o Zl" t'Pfz - L ¿ -d 1". ¿ 
,-iit :-

v X v'L
+ s2,Ll = ¿ 

po.P [81 ,i¡ 2 c

(from lemma 1),
a(G dt o(û

+ Þ ,t]2 = ? n". Zrl çrl'l 1r'1,91 ,)l '

*In fact, showed

| .o....J It P t Vj,,, .

theorem j-s proved.
that {VÍ¿i can be chosen ortho-

f lTIl , or Í471.

p? Õ<

:',rï'.ilal too see paçte 433 o
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Theorem 26.

v4-
[expi e o< L

rf s¡ is in the pure state tl'* , for each

n = I,2, ..., at tr then st + 32 * is in the pure state
\Ut*Vt^ . ....t at t.

Proof. I shall prove it for n having the two values I,2¡

and the proof for general n then follows easily by induction.

Let sr and s 2 b. in pure states t['" and tl/z respectively

at t" By theorem 2I, E(Sr + S2,L) = Z p"( f- ttPT]
where VtJt e H,x H z . Also quite generally,

VT = Z- c*¿ Vl, 
^ 

Vj; where {Y"1, } '- orrho-'o(L

rrormal. Fol1oi^iing from lemma 2 and theorem 25 ,

(i) q (s] ,T

but, since S, is'l_

(frc¡rn def inition
(ii) W(S.,,t) = P[ ,!L ].

I

Comparing (i) and (ii), and since pure projectors are

irreducible (theorem V, page 105 t90l ) r w€ get

r) = 4p*ïf c.,.¿l-P t.{r}¿]
in pure state \)L at t, it follows

7) that

I ; and hence V O:
= gLnV' 

,v 4-

oaL

and hence

E(sr+sz,t) =PIPtl x IF^t_LV:1
fnterchanging '1' and '2' in the above, then gives:

w(s, + s.,t) = Pt gL I x P t 9t l, as required;
I¿_

Comment. A derivation of theorem 26, using theorem 25,

can be found on page 426 [7I]; but using different notation.

I sha1l now make two consistency checks. Suppose

sI * s2 is in the pure state Vo* 9 
t 

"* t. Then (from



definition
'{ t- at t.

wt
emergtes

and not

7 and X) ít

Hence, (from

y V' I then

that S, -is

definitíon

= P[ Vx I

(l.lh-i-ch \¡Iâs
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in the pure state

6) if W(Sl + S2'L)

. The same result

derived from XIV,

follows

22 and

p t Sf,^J

1' t)

25i-f one uses theorem

from X).

Similarly, consistencv demands that if t]'lxV' =

Z.iVtxWi , where the [V:l are oi:thonormal, then

Vl = '{'tf €"F Loi I for each i -o:herwise the density

operator of sl at t becomes both Pt V{l an<l Z [c¿i'

!r Vtl r it Ytl
{.

(in contradiction with theorem 2I).

The ¡rroof that i-he latter requirement is indeecl met, is

given -in appendix 2.

Refore discussi-ng alternatives to ttre ahrove I sha1l

discuss the possibility of tn¡eakening XVII. What I shall shqw

is that by accepting PlA,i;s,tl = Trw(s,t)Pt q/ il , and that

the densj-ty operator characterises the state of a system' one

ís committed to XVII. This, of course, Ieaves the question

of why one should accept these assumptions. The reason for

doing this, lies, in part in their mathematical convenience*.

I.€., by cloing this, one gets that P[Ari;S,tl = TrW(Srt)pt V¿1,

where q(Srt) is characteristic of the state of S at t;

and hence PlA,i;s,tl = (Uts,t) ,9f 9,f ) o where

(1"-) = TrA*B is the scalar product in L which is the,

*Bunge cliscusses other meta-theoretical principles ' whose
rationale is one of mathematical convenience 1761.
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H*-algebra of Hilbert-Schmidt operators t701. Thus it is the

nice properÈies of the u*-algebras ' which supoly one reason for

chararact.erising the state of a system by a density operator.

Note that what follows is a sort of converse to theorem 2L¡

i.e., theorem 2L assumes XVII, but I shall now derive XVII.

Meta-theorem 1. The proof that characterising the state of

operator VV (S , t) , where P [4, i ; S, t] =

leads to XVII, proceeds in four steps.

written as r$Ll , where

ort-honormal. From

is a density operator.

$!ry!, I shall show that

(i) t-he class of d.ensity operators is identical with the class

of p.l'ì , u. t. operators .

By theorem 20, any density operator is p.h.u.t

theorem 22.I of t50l implies that any p.h.u.t.

SatÈby

rrüÍ (s n t) P

Converscly,

operaLor can

Zyn-!, ,
definition 6

a density

t q/i l,

the

be

are?c >- o,

Z p- !-LY*]
Seco , I point out that characterising the

state of S at t by its density operabor , amounts to saying:

(ii) P [A,i;S,t] = P [A,i;S,d] for all A in S, and at1 i, i{
, and only if I^I (S, t) = E(S, t' ) , whatever W ( S, t) may be.

But, since P [A,i;S,tl = Trln7(S,t)P t 9¿] , (i) just amounts to
saying:
(iii) - W. = y' if cnd.only if Tr E li = Tr Wr P, where T¡l and

E' are arly two p.h.u.t" operators ln H, r.ra 
t{Pr} 

is the set
of pure projectors onto those vectors in H which belong
to variables.

,

Third1y, I shal.l" show that
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(iv) There is at the most ohe vector V

orthogonal to trre{e,,lmentioned in
l-IJ

o in H which is
(iii) .

Earlier on (in the proof of (d) in part 2 of this

section) I showed that if å and A' are Hilbert-Schmidt

crperarors, and ir (ipr È 4'>-{q, A"l'> r.r a1r '-f in s, then

A = Ar. Therefore, if A and A' are in L, it follows

that if ( p- L$, b> -- ( I c4),L' ) f ir, ", thenfor all

è=å' f n other wr:rds, $t+'l] t"' arr V in H, is complete

in L. Now suppose Lhat. the tfi) mentioned in (iíi) is

not complete in L. It follows that there exists a class of

pure projectors tP'O ] , where each P' ' is orthogonal to

each P' ancl tt', ) tr' ] is complete in L*.U

But since pure projectors are p.h.u.t', it

foll-ows from (i) that we can let E = l' ' and Vür = B' j,
in (iii); and hence we see that P', = l' j, for any g' j
and p'.. in I n'.] . -tn other words, P'-, = P^l for att ),,¿¡¡v ¡ j' t:_ jJ I -{

for some single P^' .{
Hence 'i'L

is a pure projecto

vectors onto which

pure projector in

menrlcers of

*i ] u %, is comPlete in L, where %1

E onto a vector t{'a orthogonal to the

the lgt ! project. rn particurar, anY

L is expressible as a linear combination of

In. "t
L-I J

PI{' But it is known that pureU

*Implicit here is the theorem (II on page 87 of t68l ) , that
anlr vect.or in a tiilbert space, like L, can he expressed as
the sum of a vector in any closed subspace oi L plus a

vector in an orthogonal closed subspace.
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projectors are irreducible (theorem V, page 105 t70l ) ; and

therefore every pure projector in L must belong to

P"
-t-
+1

'],. Hence there.is at most one vector q/o in

which is ort-hogonal to the set of vectors in H

Iwhich belong to variables. (In the case that P.
-l_

does

t \u t+
l

span L, then the preceding statement obviously stil1 hoIds,

since the clas- {Ë.' j } wil-} }:e empty. ) -¡1'''r. (ìv) is pro tte'¿l.

Finally, r bring together the preceding three points.

The ei-genvectors of any variable in S are complete in H (see

I). 'Iherefore, since there is at least one variable, âhy
rlvector in n is expressible as a l-inear combination of

vectors belonging to some variabl-e. Hence there is no

vector which is orthoEonal to the set of vectors in H which

belong to some variabl-e. The preceding statement, combined

with (iv), implies the required result that al-I vectors

ín t-l n"long to variables.

An alternative to the above axiom scheme, is to

start with I and TI, but to drop III altogether. We then

derive, from I and II, an analogue of theorem 1, vlz.,
(a) PlA,i;S,tl = e(Ei), where E. is the projection operator

onto V . (rhe dependenceof P(Ë.,) on S and t is left
i--I

implicit. )

The

(b)

(c)

foJ-Iowing conditions are then imposed on P(E):

P (E) exists for every projection ot tl

P(0) = O, where O is the null operator on H.



(d) P(T) = L, where I is the identity operator on H

(e) P(E+F)=P(E) +e({)if EP=0.

Note that (d) and (e) imply

(e)' >
{Er} in H

I¡üe also assume

(f ) H is separabJ-e .
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(b) just amr:ttnts to my VIII, and (c) is just my VI.

(d) and (e), r used the weaker (e)l (which is just
Comment.

Tnstead of

my V)"

Gleason's theorem t35l then says that, from'(a) (f)

it fotfows t"hat, P(Ei) = Tr W Ei, where E i" a density

operator on l{ r i.e., E is a positive-definite hermitean

operator on H, with unit trace. In particular W can be

diagonalised (not necessarily uniquely) so that

W= Zoo ptgolforsome (Þ..,P*l ,where
s\L po( = l- and p o. >/ 0. Hence , f or any S and t in T,

there exists a set { n- , 9* i f or which P [A,i;s,t] =

Z p.l<Vi,8>ì'.
o¿ -o( J

This last result suggests a way of looking at quantum

theory which is completely different from what I have been

suggesting earlier. we could take the set of {nfo,i;S,"r},
for given S and t in T, as characterising the state of S at

t. It is then deriveable that there ar.e various types- of

states of S at t - depending on the relations among the
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t )P[Ari;S't] . The type is characterised by a density

weights This way of looking at quantum theory

operator !Y(t) - which in turn is characterised by a (not

necessarily unique) set of state-vectors and non-negative

t,n". , 9^, i
has the advantage of economy over the earlier scheme; however,

it has various di,sadvantages which, in my view, outweight

its economy*.

The first disadvantage is that the {n"} are not

given any significance. They are just primitives which

delineate the space s¡'ttypes" 'in which quantum systems are

1ocatec1. on the earlier scheme, the were interpreted

as probabílities (see III). The second disadvantage is
'bhat H is restricted to being separable. The objection

to making this restriction is that it prevents quantum

theory from applying to infinite ensembles of systems,

because the Hilbert space associated with an infinite ensembfe

of systems is non-sepáraÏ:le. The third disadvantage is

that the axioms (d) and (e) are g{-!gc_. This is not a

disadvantage which the earlier scheme suffered, because I

used V instead of (d) and (e); and \i, in turn, will be

shown to be deducible by imposing a probabalistic interpret-

ation on the f [4, i; S , t] .

On Èhe other hand, the earlier scheme may be

accused of being ad*h,oc- with regard to TV and Irf . I -have

tn,.]

*Jauch seems to favour this approach in 1471.
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alieady triêd to gèt aiound:this accusation, h,y my comments

whj-ch followed IV. Further, I feel that III can be under-

stootf (rendered less e<1-þ,og) by concentrating on the

geometric aspect of quantum theory. TII can then be seen

simply to prescribe what corresponds to the states of

systems within the new Hilbert space formalism. As such it

serves a rol-e similar to tha.i of the axiom of general

relatively which prescribes that it is the metric which

defines the state of a space. Such axioms are needed

whenever a theory introduces a new formalism; j-.e. r wê

need some rule to single out what aspect of the new formalism

represents the states of systems.

A similar, but less powerful, theorem to Gl-easonrs

theorem, is to be found in von Neumann (page 297 | t71l ) .

Jordan, in [50], makes a trenchant comparison of these

two theorems*.

There is a third alternative open here, which is a

compromise between the preceding two. One could adopt

the second alternative (either using Gleasonrs or von

lrleumann' s theorem) , but then add the f ollowing two

interpretative axioms :

*The main di-fference is that von Neumann uses mean-value
functionals instead of probabilities. He also regards his
mean-values as measured quantities; but this is in no way
essential. (In the precedíng alternat
of the P (Ei) was left open. )

-ive, the interpretation
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(g) - with s at t is associated a set {n* , V^} so that

there is probabilitY P.¿ of S at t having state-vectot 9o..

(h) If there ís a unique p.h.u.t. W' for which P [A,i;S,t]

= TrwEi for alr i, and if w = Zn.. n¡ Lnl , po.) 0,

then there is probability p that S at t has state-<
vecÈor 9*

I reject this alternative on the grounds that (h)

Ís just too ad-þ-ôc.,

A fourth alternative to the preceding schemes,

lies in omitting XVI, reinterpreting III as asserting the

existence of a unique set {n* , ç-\,and repracing defíniÈion
o<J

6 bv:

rf P[A,i;Srt]
is a density operator E associated with S at t, where

w= Zo* gtE"l .

One can then easity prove that the E associated with S at

t. is unique (aIong the lines of Èhe proof of theorem 2Il ¡

and hence one is entitled to refer to W(Srt). All theorems

then go through as on the original scheme (including the

crucial theorem 25) , except for theorems 22 and 24.

Theorem 24 can however be salvaged, by replacing definition

7 b.v:

The state of S at t"is pure if and only if w(s't) is a pure

projection operator.

, My objection to this fourth alternative is simply

Ln" PlA,i; Ll for all A,i, then there
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that it violates the methodological principle which I

invoked above in order to justify the inclusion of XVI

Having discussed the afternatives to my own

axiom system - and criticised them - I now wish to point

out one advantage which my system has; and which, for me

any\^/ay, constitutes its best point. The advantage f have

in mind, is th¿t my axiom scheme licenses the inference from

the density operator of s at t being approximately equal

to Z piBt Ç¿1, to there being probabirity p', of s at t

having state '9 r,, where p'L t^ p. for each i. on the
'l_

more usual axiom systems, this inference i-s not licensed;

anrl yet, âs Weidlich points out l93l , good reasons can be

given for why one needs to make this inference. Weidlich ends

up postulating that the inference is valid, whereas I shall

derive it as theorem 27. The concept of approximate equality

of operators will be introduced within the proof of theorem

27.

T'heorem 27. If W(srt) 9 Z piB rqr to order where
o
ò

6>
a comptete orthonormal set, c¡(nd- if 5 is so small that

every (V r, w(s,t) V; > is ze,.o or greater than 6 '

then there is probability p', that S at t has state V,

where P'i \â Pi to order 2 I , for each i.

] l_s

)

Proof. I suppose that



(i)

and

that
generality,

(al.a)

E

t
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(S, t) \â Znr!.î V¿J, wherepl, >/ o' Tn,
(lr.Ì t= complete and orthonormal-. (The condition

is a complete set, involves no loss of

since I have allowed either pi ) O or Pi

I

tviÌ
0;

a.ê. r

to have zero weight. )

I shall define:

(ii) AâBtoorder

Ilence,ifAgBtoorder

any vectors needed to complete {V}."1t H" supposed

: (V,la'+-B*) (A-g) Vi)

E it and only if [rr (e*-s*) (e-e) ]ç5

6 then

for any compl.ete and orthonormal

Therefore (from (iii) )

[t{.,J But for any such tvj

I.ê. r

(iv)

I ì ( V, ,(n* -g*)9,,) (9,, lE -Ë ) q, >

ã I \( 9. (Ê;9)V",)l' < 6 ir å ç B to order s
Now, since [V;li" compJ-ete and orthonormal in H ,

{fV;(V,,lJ ts complete and ort}ronormal in the

*

the set

H*-al-gebra of hermitean operätors on H (see 4.LO .32 of

t32l ) . Therefore,

(v) w (s, t) zz . ù1, \VL><V , tuL'

*The fotlowing is an improvement of my discussion in [.q5J.,,
rn [55] ,, r uãed the weãker condition thatt<V¿ , (a-n) Vi.)l'

become apparent, the stronger cõndiTìon given in (i) is
needed. AIso, (i) has the advantage that the condition
for A\rB to order 6 is basis-independent.
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where , since W (s , t) is p,h. u. t. , cíi >- 0 and .: ', a'a

iilNow for c I 0, define

lV tt') =,[z r lv i.) Qii'
õ*'

l9i,) )+

c-¡¿r i

t

Then

IVi¿,)('t'¿¿,ì : 1 ( r g,><g."t+ 
I

Hence n fr,, I

(vi )- e r'., \Çu>q+il + c LL, ltll X9,: I = lc ù,,1 (2 lq¿,Xtu t- l{¡qç ,¡-
Bur (rrom (v) ) - i9¡¡qÇ¡l

ï^t(s,t) = Z..i fl tQrl. ì ¿ (c¡,r, {Qr)(9i,[+ cur¿ tg¡)(Vi l)
ci,L'+o , L>U

Therefore (from (vi) and since cilr = ci,i. )

(s,r) =Z criE[9¿] -?] l€ii,,t(e ! ['Pr,,f - f [Vl - B l.lirJ )
C¿u *O) ù>L'

,ul P [V

Z (c &-Z lc;vl) BtvJ+ ZZ atcii,tBtVrl
L .P u L'L,+r" Ciu*O)L>Ll

?; Ptvf + I 4_l:l P L'Pr,,l
C¿¿r 4 O) t> L'

= Z c¿ul'_tvJ -l_¿, alc

¿r
a't * I'

1J-,

Ciu *O rl>c

,.,1 - ì 4, \ c¿i, tBf{,;l-TZ2lcü'ìilP;l
L>L' l<u

z
where,

(vii) n 'rii = z lc¿¡,| >- O
(viii, ni 

'= q
1l- L

t

and since TrVrI(Srt)

(iv) Zp.'i . ?ì Ìiii,
C ¡¿rf o rLÞ L'

1f



From (iv) and (i), \^7e see Èhat

I2,, I c¿¿' - Pi 
s¿¿'lt < E

and hence

(xi) pi I Çii to or er E -

(xii) - ã \c Lü, it < E
r'+ ü

Furthemore, \^re see that' the set

84.

is linearly independent,tPrl v t, V i,u,, r Ì L'> u
C¿ruu + O

as follows. Consider the eguåtion:

Q = 1 d,L\qrXsP l+ Z Z "L rj",, ! (VirX9,l+ l.['y)C¿,t+- 
,,9 ¿fi. uu,, +o-

+ cjig 1V'XV;,1 + gL,t,, lq;X,{ì,rl
Jc,l-,l,,\ " 

'v 
Ta*rl 

',.*
operating on both sides with<tfi,Ïì. tt{'y) {trt.t" i'>i")

gives Q = dir 1lr ; and hence the equation reduces to:

o = I dl \t9,>(Vü I

operating on both sides with (Ç;l . - - lQ¿) , gives

di = 0; and therefore the set is linearly independent as

required.

Therefore, if we 1et those of the {,e,¡,1 which are

not zero, bê bounded below by å r \¡trê see, from (xii) and

(viii), that p', >/ 0 for c.. I 0. On the other hand, if

Cii = 0, then we still have P'i > 0, because it is well-

known that if <9tl\!t|/>= 0' where t is p.h.u.t., then

<tPi/lw V) = 0 also; i.e., if "ii = 0 then Ç,r1, = o
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for any i', and hence P'i = 0, for any i (from viíi)*.

Hence, provided that t <

we have pT =- 0 for any i; and (from(xi) , (viii) ' and

(xii))we see that p'. e' pi to order 2 E . If we add in

the conditions (vii) and (ix), it fo11ows, by theorem 23i¡;^' we

have shown S at t to have the probabil.itlz p'. of having

state .1, , where p'i \â pi to order

for any c;; * O.

2E - provided thatU

E<

Comment. Suff icient for c¿;>-å is

since pi È cLu to order. 6 
"

Definition 9.

H cgH If
1 2

that P ú >-- â6 ,

If ín fact pi Þz tS for any

i for which c¡¡ * O r then N2 6 <

of i' values for which .ii I 0 - this follows from Z o. = 1.

This completes my discusÈion of the axioms of

quantum theory, except for a brief reference to, the dynamical

axioms in the next section. I shaIl now move on to consider-

ing the various alternative interpretations of these axioms,

but before doing so, I shall introduce one further piece

of nqtation

'"1 and H, are isomorphj-c' is abbreviated to**
g l- and V' are in H, and H,

*For proof see t631.
**H, and H¡ are isomorphic if and only if for every vector in

Hï there'is a corresponding vector in H, and vice versa.



respectively, where H

corresponding Èo 'V2

If AI and A, are in S

then ( For any V i
is a ,f i ,which is
and vice versa, and a

n = ,r)*
^1-n2

Comment. Obviously

then( Vt i" the vector tn Ht

, abbreviates to ' 9t= Vr' .

respectively, where Hn 
= ll,

=H,
inH

and

,
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there
L v

L

)

I
c"2

, which is an eigenvector of 41,

an eígenvector of A' far which

1 2 for all- il u bbrea i a l es lo
1 :.

represenÈations can be found in H,

such that any equivalent vectors have

Such a convention will be assumed from

\l'
at (,

a

(

and

the

nOf^I

H ifH =fl2t I 2'
same comporrents.

on

I al-so introdetce the pre-theoretical

notion of a variable A, in Srll"ott""ponding toll " variabLe A,

in SZ. The semantics of this correspondence relation is that

'41 in sI cortîesponds to A, in s2'has the truth condition

that A1 and A, have the same operational definitions

within the contexts of their respective systems.

I then put forward:

Axiom XIX. tt
¿

if and only i-f

(a) Ht = H2

(b) St and S, have aII state-parameters in common

(c) the state:variables of St are equivalent to the corres-

ponding state-variables of 52.

Comment. The "state-parameters" Iike mass, charge, lepton
number I are those variables which do not have eigenvectors

*
' = ' is to be read as 'is equivalent to' .
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(as in II); whereas the "state-variablesrl do.

The relation 'SI = 32' amounts to the relation 'S1

is a replica of 32' . XIX is an axiom, rather than a definit-

ion, because the notion of a replica is pre-theoretical.

In particular, XIX is needed if one appl-ies probabíIity

theóry to quantum theory, because probabilities are

estimated only by ensembles of measurements on identical

systems (meaning ' a set of replicas of the one system, in

the same sÈate'). A consequence of XIX, is that if

St --- 52, then S, and S, have the same Hamiltonian.
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INTERPRETATTON

PART 1 REALIST AND INDETERMINACY INTERPRETATIONS .

One populaf interpretation of quantum theory makes

the postulate:

xX, When the state of S is not one of the vectors of A,

where A is variable or m-variable in S, then the value of

A is indeterminateï.

It is hard to know what is meant by 'indeterminate'

in XX; but I think that most devotees of the Copenhagen

school (including both Bohr and Heisenberg) would accept

that, ât least what is meant is that when the val-ue of A

is indeterminate then A does not have one of its values.

Heisenberg I41l however, goes further than this, bY

claiming that when the val-ue of A in S is indeterminate,

S has the potential to have certain values of A - that

potentiat belng realised upon measurement. Bohr would

not, I feel, subscribe to this latter step, because,

for Bohr, a system has no properties not even disposi-t'-

ional ones in Èhe absence of measurefiient (see Chapter

6) .

. . i,99:p11d with xX is'the postulate:

xXI PlA,i; V I is the conditional probabil-ity that, if the

variable A is measured in S when S is i" V , then the ith
value of A is registered by the measuring apparatus.
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xxf and III together ímPly:

Theorem 28. PlAri;Srtl is the condítional probability that
if there is a measurement of A on S at t then the ith value

of A is measured.

I note that P[Ari;S,t] is to be interpreted as the

propensity for the ith value of A, to be registered whenever

a system, in the same state as S at L' is given an A measure-

ment. This is because of the agreement that aII probabili-
ties in quantum theory are intrinsic (see Chapter 3). The'

assertion that P[A,i;S't] is a propensity to be,realised

upon measurement c¡f A (and repetition of the st.ate of S at È)

is echoed in Margenau's doct,rine of "latent variables" t65I

and Heisenberg's doctrine of "potentia" (discussed in t66l).

I shall now show that XX, when combined with the

axioms of Chapter 4, leads to a contradiction. Suppose

at t, where tuiÏsl +s 2 is in Z "¿V{xV'¿
l_s

orthonormal, and the lVii are vectors of the non-degenerate

variable Ar. (That such a state is possible is shown in

Jauch 1471.) Now from theorem 25, it follows that q(Sl,t) =

Z l"¿l 3 tÇ1l , and hence, f rom theorem 23b and

vrï, At at t has one of the values [ *n ] . But,

the vectors or A, in s, + sz r:" ltt','n¿, V;j , ror any

complete ortho-normal set ttl'i] , and hence, since st + sz

aÈ t is in Tc¿tV"LlVi , which is not a vector of 41,

ít follows, from XX, that the value of e, at t is
indeterminate. Therefore 4., simultaneously has an

indeterminate valuer and orrl or the t"nrl as value, whi-ch

violate the minimal meaning agreed to for 'indeterminate'.
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It is this latter contradiction, arising out of

adherence to XX, which has (r feel) been at the back of

people's drinds as the main reason for not accepting my

axiom XVI. This Seems to me a bad reason, however, because

there are alternatives to xX (and to xxr) which do not

generate a contradiction when combined with XVI (see later).

Furthermore, since there seems to be no acceptable alternative

to XVT (see the four alternatives discussecl in Chapter 4) , I

f eel f-hat the above contradictíon prrcvidesrqooll :-reÊsQrts for

rejectirrg XX, rather than for rejecting XVI.

I also feel that there are reasons for rejecting

XXI. For a start, XXI makes no allowance for the fact that

the::e may be good and bad measurements some of which obey

xxl, others not. (nunge makes thís point on page 263 of

t161). As such, the term 'measurement' in XXI must be

qualified to mean some speciat sort of measurement -caIl it
rmeasurement¡'. It turns out, however, that it is quite

difficul-t to find a consistent dynamical description of

measurements , r which have the sorts of properties we would

like measurements to have. In particular Araki and Yanase

t41 (following Wiçner t95l ) have shown that the "projection

postulate" (that the measured varihble is conserved by

the measurement interaction) qannot be satisfied íf we

insist on the condition that there ís no probability at all
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of the apparatus gíving a wrong reading*. I shall devote

Chapter I to the investigation of measurements i.
An alternative to trying to describe measure-

ments would of coUrSe be tO leave the term 'measurement .,'ir-
as a primitive. This seems to be the line that Park

advocates 1721. Although such a course of action ís

possibl-e, it seems to be a pretty desperate course; and

is one which I sha1l therefore try to avoid (see Chapter 8).

one alternative to XX and XxI iË l

XXI.

S has

XXII.

For any t. in T, every variable or m-variable A in

one of its values at t.

PlA,i; V I is the probability that A has its ith

isin V

III, it obviously follows that

P[Ari;Srt] ís the probability that A has

inSatt.

value when S

From XxI I and

Theorem 281

its ith value

XXr is, to say the l-east, a most contentious

axiom, to the extent that it directly cont'radicts XX,

which is a cornerstone of both the Bohr and Heisenberg

interpretations of quantum theory. It seems, êt first

*I.e. tf the measured eigenvalues are
orthogonal channels of the measuring

correlated with
apparatus.
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sight, just too ridiculous Lo deny XX - because, if there

has been one point upon which all the disparate elements in

the "Copenhagen school" have agreed, it is the correctness

of XX. In fact, the only interpreters of quantum theory who

have been persistent champions of XX', are r,andá 162l ,

Popper [76'J, and Bunge t16] . Despite the atttaction of

landá's theory, ï shall not be advocating it here for

reasons referred to in Chapter 2. I shall also krypass Popper's

theorlz, to the extenL that Popper seems to rely on l,andá's

theory (see page 49, t76l ) . The realist interpretation, which

I shal.l- discttss here, is most closely related to that

advocated by Bunge. . ' -jc ü- ii ''' ì '- .

. The main dj-fference of my version from Bunge's, is

that- I have attempted to show that the choice of

P[Ari;Srt] = TrW(S,t)Pt V: I is a necessary choice - whereas

Bunge only shows that is sufficient (see page 252 of tt6l).'.

*My serious consi<leration of XX' and XXT | , âs providing a
vial:l-e interpretation of quantum theory, is the result
of persistent and searching criticism of some earlier
work of mine by Bunge. One argument which Bunge
leve1s against XX and XXI is that conditions on the
measurement process do not deserve a place -in the axioms
of a theory rather such conditions should be deduced
from a general theory about i-nteracting systems. This
argument, although persuasive, is not, I feel decisive.
Provided one can give some consistent description of
a measurement i , it seems to me that XXI is a quite
proper axiom. There are, however, other arguments
against XXT and its rais*o¡ d_ê!fe (viz. xX) - which
r ha-¡e discussed abovelffiwñffiuggest that a search
for alternatives (like XXr and XXI')might be advisable.
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If one is to adopt XXrand XXI', which I shall call

'the realist interpretation'rone has to explain away those

phenomena which have led people, in the past, to favour

XX and XxI. The phenomena which are relevant here, are

of course the "interference phenomena", which Heisenberg

discusses so clearly in t411 . It is a strength of l,andá's

theory that he can explain these phenomena so convincingly

at least in the case of diffraction phenomena; although

in other cases , e.g., the interference of aitterent spin

components, his theory has not been applied.

What I have to say about these interference

phenomena, is, I am afraid, nowhere near as enlightening as

what tand,á says. Nevertheless, I feel that XX' and XXI' do

give at least as good an explanation of interference

phenomena, as do XX and XXI - which is all I need to show*.

The example I consider wí11 be an adaptation of Heisenberg's,

0n page 59 of t411.

*The fact that the "explanation" which quantum theory gives
of ínterference phenomena (under ei!þqr the realist or
indeterminacy interpretation) is ñãTãlterribty enlighten-
ing one, is not, I feeI, a too damaging objection to
quantum theory. As pointed out in Chapter 2, when a
theory makes a change ín conceptual scheme (as quantum
theory does at least with regards the concept of the
state of a system), then loss of explanatory po\^rer is
to be expected. This is not, however, to be construed
as a licence for new theories to be totally incompreh-
ensible" Indeed, in Chapter 6, I shall argue. that a
suggestion by ,':'FÇyerabend stands in danger on this
score.
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(iii) There is probabílitY

Satt.

tV ,1 ""u tÓ,1o. the eisenvectors of A and

q4.

r where
t.: II.

B respectively - which are both non-degenerate variables

in S. S is supposed isolated from time t to t', with

gamiltonian H. First, suppose S at t is preparedr so that

there is probability 1 of A being measured to have value

ar in S at t - S at t is in the pure state çù . Hence S
l-

at tr is in the pure state q Ú¿ , where U = êXp:-lH(t'-t);

and hence

(i) the probability of B havíng the va1u" Oj at tr ís

l<øl ,u Vù>lt if there ís unit probabilitv of

A having "i in S at t.

Second suppose that S at t is in the state V
(ii) V = f ai,V; , C¿t' O for severar val-ues of

From XXI ' and theorem 10 it, follows that
I ci It o{ Ê. having value "i in

Now, from probability theory, it is known that if [u, \
is a set of mutually exclusive and exhaustive events, then

1iv) P ("; ) = Zi, p(Ei)e{n, *"; ).

Therefore, since on the realist interpretationrthe set of

events of A having the value ui in S at t - for varying i -

is exhaustive and mutually exclusive, we can let E. in

(iv), be the event of A having the value ui in S at t.

With this substitutionr wê see, fron (Ïii);'thàt



(v) P (E q z
I L

*The derivation runs as folIows. I ador:t
lettin"g an event and ùhe propos-t.iòn descr
by the sar,ne " Fymþ9.1ç r. !ettíng I U' abbrevia
' lì ' abbreviate 'and', and letting ' V

l.

95.

the conventions of
il-ring it be denoted
te 'or', letting

and, from (i), if we 1et E be the event that B is measured
)

to have the va1u" Oj in S at t', it follows that

(vi) P(Ei-> Ej )- t(0rr!!v¡)l'
But, we also know that if S at t is in the pure state

V , then at t' it is in the pure state UrV . The

linearity of I! and (ii), entail that 99\l/ = Z c, WV,.-v- t)

and hence, from XXT' and theorem 10, the probability of B

havirrs value b, in s at t' is l< É, .Z"rVa)lt
Hence

(vii )

Now,

P(Ej )= [.d",Z"iWV¿>l'
substituting (v) , (vi) , and (vii) in (iv) gives:

(viii)

which ís plainly false.

Therefore, it looks as if XX' and XXI' contradict

quantum theory or at least this is how Heisenberg inter-

prets the above proof. Heisenberg's conclusion is, however,

far too precipitate there are at least two ways of avoid-

ing (viii), other than by dropping XX' or XXTr.

one way is to point out that in the derivation of

(iv) recourse is made to the distributive Iaw of logic*;

I < øo ,2 .L ç!V¿)lz = 7, ,. '"lz <ór,É Q ù l,

1_
E ' denote the
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and then propose that the logic of quantum theory is non-

distributive. If one does this, however, then one must

accept (given t,he universali.ty of scientific theories) that

logic, in general, ís non-distributive even for "everyday

propositions". Such an explanation will result in complex

changes ín the whole sytem of our beliefs, because of the

centralitv of the Booleatr laws of logic to our system of

be]iefs.(rorexampJ.e,RLlssel]-b'.PrincipiaMathematica''

has shown the intimate connection between mathematics and

Boolean logíc.) For this r:eason, I feel that the revision of

the larvs cf logic is a last resort solution nearly any other

solution will be preferable because it witl be simpler**.

continued.
dis junct-ion of aLL e1
mutuafIy exclusive,

Since the
VE; i

and (e) ,

s ¿Ì is exhaustive and
tautology ' so that

is a set of

tsa

(a) -83 f: El n (VE¡ )

Hence, by the distributive law,
(b) -u" = Y(Ei nEi)
But, it is an axiom of probability thgory that if
a set of mutually exclusive events, then t "i] t"

(c) - P( q EÍ
From (c) and (b
mutually exclus
(d) -P( Ej ):
But, by definition o

(e) P(Eí nt,) =
Therefore, from (d)

n EL]¡

4 P(E; nt¿)
f e(ni-àe; ),
P(Er ) Ptr;-+trj )

e (rj ) = z P(Ei)P(E;--tEí)
as requireci. t
**The no'L-i-on of simplicity appealed to here will be dis-

cussed in ChaPter 6.
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A second way to avoid (viii), (and certainly a

s.impler way than changing logic!) ' is to question the move

from (i) to (vi). My grounds for questioning this, are that

(i) does not entitle one to assume that P(Er 
->'r_ 

J

even exists let alone that (vi) hoIds. All that we can

say exists, in the light of (i), is the probability
p ( V, El ) , which is the probability that if S at t'r-l
is in the pure state q' , then El happens. rt is of

course true that if S at t is in the pure state VL ,

then E, does happen; but this does not entitle us to ínfer

from the existence of P( 9, -+ nJl to the existence of

p(Ei + "!) " To clarify this point, r shall consider an

obviously i.nvalid inference, which is analagous to the

inference from (i) to (vi) .

Suppose people had only two eye colourinqs - blue

and brown; and that there were three distinct genetic

groups Group A - in which blue eyes is a dominant

trait, andthere is unit probability of members having blue

eyes; Group B in which brown eyes is a dominant trait,

and there is unit probabilit¡z of members having brown eyes i

and Group C in which the e¡7e-colour is a dominant trait

of "variable expresslon", i.e., there is probability p,

of having blue eyes, and 
lrobaUittaY 

n1 of having blue eyes,

(nrloandp, lo) .
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T

Suppose also that there is a prdbability TO of a group A

member being colour blind, and probability T" of a group B

member being colour blind. ft j-s obviously invalid to infer
that the probalcility of a group C person being colour blind
is tA if that person happens to have blue eyes r and T"

j-f he has brown eyes. One is only tempted into making

the l-atter inference, l¡y making the f alse presupposition

that there is probability pl of a group C person being group

A, and proÌ:abi"lity p, of a group C person being group B.

The latter presupposition is fa1se, because group C members

are envj.saged as being of a completely differerrt genetic

type from group A or group B members. I.e., Group C is
not jusL considered as made up of two sub-groups of group A

and group B.

The latter analogy is also useful, ín that it
suggests a \^/ay in which a proponent of XX' and XXI'¿ frây

look upon the role of the state-vector for a system in a

pure state¡ ví2. the state-vector is conceived of as

determi.ning the "type" of the system. Just as in genetics,

the type of the system in guantum theory, determines the

probabilities with which various characteristics are

possessed. Also, just as in genetics, there are in quantum

theory, two independent items of information one can demand

about any individual system - first one can demand its type,

and second one can ask r,vhat particul-ar characteristics it
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may of course haJ:pen that -informat-ion about type

information aboirt' ' ''
has " It

entai 1s

particular

always has

s tate ,t

characteristics. For example, a group A member

blue eyes; and similarly, a partj-cle in the pure

. alwavs has value aj for A. On the other hand,L-'r_
a group C member may have blue eyes t ot may have brown eyes,'

and similarly, a particle in the pure state !'' *.o have any

one of the values oj for B (on the realist interpretation) '

The analogy al.so makes it easy to contrast XX with

XX'" Proponents of XX only concern themselves with tLre type

çf inclividual systems not with partícular characteristics;

whereas XX' does concern itself with particular characteristics

of intiividual- systems. It is therêfore easy to see why

¡rroponents of XX often say that quantum theory is only about

ensembles of systems not about individuals - given that

it is only over ensembles that'the types of systems manifest

themselves.

In a nutshell then, the interpretation r am suggest-

ing is to consider the state-vector of a system in a pure

staÈer âs determining the type of the syötem. A system which

is j-n a pure superposition of various state-vectors is to

be considered as being of a type which is completely distinct

from the types corresponding to the supe4roseid eomponerlts.

This interpretation obviously invalidates the move from (i)

to (vi) , as the above analogY shows.

I
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The above consj.derations can of course be general-

ised to the case where we deal with mixed states, rather than

pure ones. In a mixed state, the type of svstem cannot be

determined by the state vector, since there may be more than

one state-vector at the same time (see XVf). Therefore,

in mixed states, the type of a system is determined by its

density operator.

ft therefore appears that I have a way of avoiding

(viii) , which is consistent with maintaining XX' and XXI ' .

It may of course be objected that, although I have

avoicled (viii), I have not managed to explain why inter-

ference effects do occur. f.e., I have not explaíned why

(vii) is true, and not (iv). This objection seems to me to

carry some weight, because, even if the notion of the "type"

of a system is accepted, this does not lead to (vii).

Howeverr oD this score, I feel that I am no urorse off than

Ileisenberg the notion of "indeterminacy" whích he appeals

Èo, seems to have no more (or less) explanatory value than

my notion of a "type"; and, even granted some acceptable

explication of indeterminate', we are not led directly to

(vii)*.

Having defended the realist interpreation, I shall

*Cf. footnote before the footnote before last..
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no\^¡ suggest an alternative interpreation, which is closer

to XX and XXI, but which avoids their inconsistency with

xVI* . What one simply does is to retain XXI, but to

introduce the definition:

Definition 10. A primitive variable (m-variable) of S is

also a variable (m-variable) in any properone which

subsystem

is not

Cc¡mment.

def ini-tion

only if it

ofS

ff A is represented by an operator A- in H, then

10 amounts to sar¡ing that A is primitive if and

is not the case that there exist St or S, where

for any 4., which ís self-adjoint in H,, and
-r+A

+st
41 x I^

-¿
c

One then qualifíes XX to:

XX'j. !ùhen the state of S is not one of the eigenvectors

of A, where A is a primitlr¡g variable or m^variable ln

S, then the value of A is indeterminate.

This removes

sz

to XX",

decided

the

the inconsistency with XVI,

indeterminacy of the values

because, according

of a variable, is

variable is primitive**.in jusÈ one system in which the

xIf was the cl-ash between XVI and XXrwhich I rrroved at the
beginning of this sectionrwhich led me to consider the realist
interpretation.** To see that t-he change to XXil does avoid the inconsistency

with xVI, the reader is referred back to the proof of the
inconsistency, ât the beginning of this section.
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In adoptíng xX I I and XXI - which I shall- call 'the

inrleterminacy interpretation' - one would of course have to face

the criticism which I levelled against XXI earlier on. Another

obvíous criticism of the indeterminacy interpretation, is that

the adjustment of XX to XX'r is rather ad.-hoq.. Just as

obviously, however, this criticism can k¡e met with the simple

reply 'So what any axiom is to some extent ad-hoq If it

\^/ere completely justified it would not be an axiom!' But this

reply is appropriate only if it does not have to be invoked

too often, for the reason that I have mentioned before; viz.

that any scientific theory, in order to have explanatory va1ue,

must make some concessíons to comprehensibility.

PART 2 " S'chrödinger's Cat Paradox.

I shall now briefly discuss how the realist and

indeterminacy interpretations resolve the paradoxes which

beset quantum theory. r shal-1 only consíder two paradoxes,

l¡ecause, from these, the style of my reply to the others becomes

apparent. A summary of quantum theoretical paradoxes is

given in t48l.
First, I shall consider the "Schrödinger cat

paradox't [861. Since the background to this paradox - and

for the Einstein-PodoIski-Rosen paradox, which f shall

consider in part 3 - ís familiar, I shall put downthe nub

of the paradox in a condensed and abstracted form. Consider

an "ideal measurement interaction'! bet"ween the measured
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systems St and fl¡e me,qsuring apparatu" 52, which takes place

from time t to t', and measures the non-degenerate variable

{q'.t' IfS is in the

for each í,

( ix) lexp-iH (t'-t) l

where E i" the Hamiltonian for St *-S2; and Vi is

macroscopically distinct f rom V 
tL, 

, for i I i' ,

because 9i corresponds to M beíng in a state where a

macroscopic record is left of the value "l of At,

for each i " Note thaÈ (ix) is uniquely determined by the

condition that the Ínteraction conserve" Al; and also that

2

tl" V''ao V'xVi
CU

the fv L

](/ can not be orthogonal in aII cases, although

they may always be approximately so t41.

Despite only being allowed to assume the ¿ v il approx-

imately orthogonal, I shall for convenience, assume them to

be exactly orthogonal. I shall assume that they are eigen-

vectors of some variable A, whose eigenvalues

macroscopically distinct. !,hese assumptions will be correct-

ed in Chapter 7, where a general discussion of macroscopic

variables (i.e., variabl-es whose values are macroscopically

distinct)wilI be undertaken.

The Schrödinger paradox points out that if St at

= srare tY l- -- I. L Y n , rhen, from

{. *'r} "'"
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is in the pure

(x) V

least, that it was
.:r l" j r¡e ,

: c¿Y xq/i
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of H and (ix) , it fol-lows that St + SZ at t'

s tate .

lz
(c') =

1"

(,

f .lrt, ^tl
z

J
Now the eigenvectors of A, in Sf + SZ are

1

(by theorem 1-7) , which are all orthogonal and hence linear-

ty independênt. Therefore, by (x) , V ï¡ is not

an eigenvector of Ar; and hence, by XX, A2 has an indeter-

minate value at t'" But this concl-usion, it. is allegedris

impossitrle, fJecause, it is alleged, macroscopic variables

alvrays have determihate values*.

I shall first try to answer the paradox by

retaining XX. one way (and, I fee.l, for someone who believes

in indeterm.inacy, this is the obvious way) is to simply

accept the "paradox"r' i.e. simply to drop the cl-assical

concept of vari-ables - even macroscopic ones - always having

determinate values. If one does thj-s, then of course one

has the job of explaining why interference effects are not

observecl at the macro-Ievel; but this can, f think, be

done - see Chapter 7. As it happens, however, this is not

the only way out, consistent with keeping XX. Another way

is to use theorem 25 in showing that W(S2,t') Z l" r', r_[v"],

states,
x) was said
at
dead or

and hence, from theorem 23b and VII, A, has

*rn Schrödinger's case, the macroscopically distinct
\^rere the "dead" ên9 "a1ive" states of a cat. Thus (

to imply that the cat was both dead and alive - or¡
indeterminate whether the cat was
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a determinate value after all, and Schrödinger's cat is

rescued from the l-imbo of indetermínate life and death.

The latter answer (which is the one I gave in t57l

and t58l)is, however, unsatisfactory by ítsêIf - because

it leaves us with the vexing question of how A, can have

a determinate value from the point of view of 52, and yet,

at the same time, have an indeterminate value from the

point of view of St + SZ. It will be remembered that it was

inability to answer this very question which led me, ât the

beginning of this section, to abandon XX.

In short, the real thrust of the Schrädinger paradox,

as I see it, is to force us to drop XX; and (r feel) either

take up the realist or indeterminacy interpretation. On

the realist interp::etation of course, the Scfrrödinger paradox

is given short shrift, because everly' variable in S, and SZ,

at t', has just one value (see XX) . Similarly, on the

indeterminacy interpretation, the value of A, is determinate

because the indeterminacy only arises if illegitimately

one considers AZ in a system where ít is not primitive (see

xx" ).
to be said about this

at t' to be in a mixture

there to be a correlation
(i.e. , A2 having value

More

Notparadox.

of the

between

lvil,

does, however, need

only do we want S,

but, we also want
L

S, being in v
L

at tr
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) and S, being in Y", at t' (i.e., AI having value

), for each i. Such a correlation, it has been argued,

is necessary for the measurement described in (ix) to function

as a preparat,ion. Indeed, if this correlation does not exist,

then no measurement (be it. described by (íx), or not) which

is also a preparation, will be possíblet This is because

a necessary condition for a measurement to be a preparation

is that there is conservation of the measured variable; and

this condition, âs mentioned, uniquely determines (ix).

Now one way to obtain such a correlation would be

if
s t"it' I LVtn,l,il(x) E (Sr + 52, t') = L

i but this is plainly precluded by S at t' being in a pure

state**. (f am assuming c¡ / 0, for all- i, where i has

at least two values. ) Nevertheless, much effort has been

expended on trying to shorv that to some approximation,

(x)' does hold. Such efforts may be classified as rphase-

wash out theories' (Margenau t65l coined this term, from

Bohm f97l'¡¡ and examples occur in Pauli l73l , Green [36] '

*I am not sure just how much of a blow it would be to have
to admit that no measurements can be preparations. It
does , ho\,rever, seem to be a blow which is worth avoiding.

*trwignerhas shown in [95], that considering S, -"! t to
be'in a mixed state does not alleviate the pËoblem. His
work has been generalised by D'Espagnat [19] ' Earman and
Shimony l22l t and Fine t32l .

I

a'¿

q-q
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ludwig [63] , Feyeraband [31] , and Bohm [9] *. r no\^I agree

wi"th Margenau [65], that such efforts are unnecessary,

because the falsity of (x) does not preclude there being

the requisite correlation**? es I shoLL now shor*).

The degree of dífficulty in showing this, depends

on the interpretatj-on one adopts. On the realist inter-

pretation, the existence of the requisite correlation is

proved as follows. From (x) , rrr, theorems 15 and 10,

we see that
(xj.) plAt2, (..r',.1? )¡ st+s2,t'l = 6iUl"úl'

Ilence, using probability theoryrXXl' and "

xII, we see that there is unit probability that if AI

has the value "l in s, at t then A

in SZ at t (and vice versa). But,

(s 
2't ) Z re¿ t' I tVil

we get (from theorem 22)

as state-vector and S at t has one

and W(s't) = I t";lt -Ê [9 tr],

that St at t has one of the tVi]

has the value a 2

sr_nce

l_

(from theorem 25)

tei] as state-vector.

2

W

*In [55], I also attempted such a theory; but with the
more ambitious aj-m of showing that, if the tirne-averaged
density operator were c
actually in one of the

onsidered
{Y nr'Vtl , S1 + S2

. l_ now
at t' was

realise that
such a program would SC showing that the

2

presuppo
tem beingprobabí1i of a systy

ainterval, s an intrinsic
within a certain time-

probability. This in turn
would presuppose the incorporation of the t ime-varl-abIe
into quantum theory; which creates many new problems.
For an interesting dÍscussion of this, see Allcock t3l.**Nevertheless, I do revive the phase wash out theory
in a different context, in Chapter 7 ¡ and refer to the
calculation - if not the conceptual paraphanalia of
tssl .
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IIence,

values

that if

from VII and the just proven correlation

of A, and A, r wê see that there is unit

bretween the

probabi lity

SZ at t

Lt then

are

equal

and

L
S at t has v as state-vector then

1

has Vi as state-vector (and vice versa).

On the indeterminacy ínterpretation (viz. XXil

and XXI) however, \^re can only çrsQ faras to derive the weaker

correfation that there is unit probability that if At is

mea.sured to have the value .i4 in St at t then A, is

measured to have the value ^i' in sz at t. (The latter

correlation follows directly from (xi)¡. rt can, however,

be arqued (and this, I think, is Margenau's point) that

the l-atter correlation is suff-i-cient to justify the measure-

ment in question being considered a preparation.

It will be of significance in part 3 of this

section that if we adopt a stronger versi-on of the indeter-

minacy interpretation, and include as an axiom:

Axiom XXII. If A, has one of the val-ues url in

St at t and A, has one of the values ^r' in S 2 ^L
the joint conditional probability that, if A1 and A,

measured in Sl + SZ at t then Aa is measured to have

value a,t and a, is measured to have value "i7, is

to the joint probability of A, having the value "r1
A.2 having the value "i? in S, + SZ at t.

-[hon we c.¡n
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recover the stronger correlation which we derived in the

case of the realist interpreation. This can be seen as

follows.

From Chapter 8/ it will be seen that a measurement

of A, and A, is equivalent to a measurement of Ar, and

hence,

(xii) P [A +st,<"f La
ir

S dl the probabíl-

to have value

at t'.

2'

ifA andA are both measured in S S
1 2 1 2

L2'
ity of measuring At to have value a-.1 and a,

2aif +

But from the form for E(slrt') and W(52,t'), and theorem 22

and vrïr \in/€ see that A, has one of t.he values{urt}"td a2

ttr,']tr, t, + s z at t' . Hence, fromhas one of the values

XXII and (xii) ,

(xiii) - PlA12, <

= P[{ar,arl)

at t'.

is in

2 ,dl =

2rLl

at L, we get that

ta.
t_

Ssl
st+sGrì

z
' âit

aL @Z

+

2,ai

where the right hand side probabitity (xiii) is the joint

probability of A, having value art and a, having value
2 in S, + SZ But, from VfI we see that, for

Lv at t then A, has value "ilt and

a,
l_

each í, if St

hence, sínce S

sl is in Vt,
1 is in one of tr," [Vt]

(,

if and only if A, has value
l_

, fot

each i. similarly, Sz is in Vi, if and only if A2



has value a 2 Hence,i.

(xiv) (s .t, z
); s +s t'l2' U 1 2t

- P [At r ti' ) c'r'n¡L (A2,

Therefore, from (xi), (xiii) and. (xiv) r wê get

L ); s +S t'] =(xv) P [S I ) q'r',¡t (s
1,

p t (sy q/t ) and-

110.

E 
¿¿, lc ¿l'

^r?) '
st + s2,t,l

t vi,t 2', I 2',

,which, via probability theory, gives the requísite correla-

tion that

L
(xv) ' There is unit p.robability that if St is in v t

at

t then S^ is in
¿

v
L

¿ at tt, and vice versa.

Fina1Iy, before go

I note that the following

against XXII) is invalid.

probability I c; l" of St

sz being in V t at t'i
of sr * sz beins in VI *

ing on to the E.P.R. paradox,

argument against (xv) (and hence

For each i, there is a joint

beinsin Vi and

i.e., there is probability l"¿l'
v z

¿ at t'. Therefore, by

definition 6, (xi) is true, whích contradicts (x). This

argument is invalid however, because the step from fsa

is in tl/t and s2 is in V"¿ aÈ r') to ts, 
+ sz

is in VT^V] at t' ' i" only justified in the special

case that 51 and S 2 are ín pure states at tr see theorem

26. In part 3, höwever, f shall consider an argument against ..ë
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XXIr, which is valid (in

of the preceding axioms)

E"P.R. paradox.

the Furry-

consider is the Einstein

The crucial statement

the context

viz. that

of accepting

provided by

varLous

PART 3. Einstein Poclolski Rosen Paradox.

The second paradox I wish to

Rosen (E.P.R.) paradox t251.Podolski

in their
(a)

argument is:

nitfer (1) the quantum mechanical description of
reality given by the wave function is not complete
r (2J when the operators corresponding to two
hysical quantities do not commute the two
uant,ities cannot have simultaneous reality
page 778, t25l).

Ttre sr-r¡rport v¿hich they give this statement can, I feel, be

fairly paraphrased as fol-Iows. A state-vector of a system

cannot be an eigenstate of both of the two non-commuting

varial¡Ies (from Hilbert space theory) . Therefore, if a system

has a state-vector which is an eigenvector of A, and

simultaneously has a state-vector which is an eigenvector of

B, where A and B do not commuy'te, then the system must have

twg state-vectors at that't.ime. But if a system'has: two''state-

vectors at a given tirne then',Quantum theory is'incomplete,
becp.use qpantur.n thegry o41y describes oll,state-vector aL a
time' t"; 

;ï 
til:: 

,iii"l; exampJ.e where <r¡ is rarse. An

adaptation of their example to suit my axioms is the follow-

ing. r,et s, + sz at t have the pure state Y"'- 2 c¿ Vi"Vi

o
p
q
(



where {v',ì.oa{v,;}u'" orthonormal

respectivelY " Then P.R" show that IE.
L/

¿
9-t'= 1c(YLr'^V , where

sets in H,
t>

can be so

{Vni } ",,a {V'r' I

rL2.

and H,

chosen that

are also

orthonormal sets in H, and H2 respectively; but, whereas

tqT] "r. momentum eisenstates, ure | +n:I
eigenstates. An application of theorems 25

shows that S is sÍmultaneously in a momentum eígenstate
1

and a posi.bion eigenstate at t; and hence, l:y vII, and since

momentum and ¡:osition operators do not commute, we have an

exampl.e where (2\ is fal.se. Therefore (1) is true; and

quanLum theory is incomplete paradox!

My objection to this argument is obvious. I simply

clo not accept (a), becauserto support (a),8.P.R. make the

false pr:esupposition that quantum theory only describes

orre state-vector, at a given time, fot any given system

(see comment following XVI). My reply is of course

"obvious", only in the context of the axiom system for

quantum theory which I have built up over the precedíng

sections. It is quite open to someone to simply reject my

axioms, and hence my solution to the E.P.R. paradox. The

onus then fafls on the critic however, to produce an

alternat.ive set; and this, I have argued, ís difficult to

do.

I E is interestíng to compare the preceding

paraclox with the version which Einstein suggested

are position

and 23b then
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in a letter he wrote to Popper 1771. In thís letter Einstein

makes i'L plain that he considers the incompleteness of

quantum theory to lie in the fact that there may be ambiquity

in the state-vector assigned to a system (page 459 of l77l) .

This is a different point to the one made above, where it

was assumed that the incompleteness of quantum theory lay

in its faifure to describe a state vector which belonged

to the system. In other words, j-n the letter to Popper,

Einstein is agreeing that there may be two state-vectors

associated with a system - which i-s just what my axion XVI

impties. The vrorry which Einstein has over the ambiquity

of the state-vector ascribed to a system at a given time,

is, I feel, easily resolved by realising that it is the

densíty operator - and not the state-vector - whích describes

the state of the system. As such, the ambiguity of state-

vector is no.! ptr.doxical at least not to the extent that

it would be if one thought that the state-vector described

the state of the system.

C.A. Hooker has criticised my resolution of the

E.P.R. paradox in Í421 [43], by accusing it of "being cool"*.

¡¡. has argued that presenting axioms, which show that E.P.R.'s

example involves no formal inconsistencies, is no way to

*'Cool' is meant here in the sense of 'facile' or 'gl'ib' .
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resolve a paradox - what is needed is explanation. admi:ttedly'

when I presented my solution of E.P.R. in 1571, I did so in a

rather stark format - with the emphasis placed on the formal

aspects of the problem. As such, RY solution had less

explanatory value than was perhaps necessary. I have trièd to

rect.ify this omission in the above by trying to justify the

axioms where possible, and to point out that they are at least

as good as any available alternatives. Inevitably however,

. lhere wiII be complaints that what I have provided is still

not a "real explanation". If by 'real explanatiOn' is meant

an explanation in terms of the classical conCeptual scheme '
then I must plead guilty to this complaint. However, I feel

that it is jus.t wrong to restrict the term 'explanation' to

those explanations which involve only classical concepts.

Rather I adopt the line, that conceptual schemes may change;

and that therefore explanation may arise whích invoke entirely

ne\^/ concepts (see Chapter 2). Such a change has occurred, in

my view, in the transition to quantum theory from classical

theory*. It follows of course that the explanations in terms

*In particular the change has occurred to states which have
intrinsic probabilities. The proponents of the indeterminacy
ñæationwishevengreaterconceptua1-change(in
dropping XX') ; and Bohr wants to go further still (see
Chapter 6). In fact, I feel that the axiom system I have
suggested plus the realist interpr#tion represents the
most conservative scheme; and, to this extent, has (at
present) most explanatory value.
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of this new conceptual scheme will- appear overly formal

("cooI") to those thinking in the o1d (classical) conceptual

scheme - however, this is not, in my view, a feature for

which quantum theory can be hel-d to blame.

Finallyr oh the subject of the E.P.R. paradox,

I wish to consider the development of this paradox put forward

by Furry t341. Furry showed that the case considered by

E"P.R. is only a speci-a1 case of a more general. class of

cases; and that there are interesti-ng new features which arise

in the more general case" Rather than summarise Furry's

arguments, I shall simply present his most general case

within my o\^/n axiom scheme, and show how to resolve the

paradoxical features in it.

Furry considers SI * S

-v",
in the pure state

and claims they are inconsistent.

) is just the joint variable which

^ at tr
z
L<.=/vu c

ç

7/ v"u)

Al
A;
Aa
A':

L) u

where \VLr ro'{} ut" the vecto::s and varues of

,:

ll

ince usually a state canno

given two biorthogonal decompositions (although, the

example which E.P.R. considers is one case where it

Furry puts forward two methods for calculating Pt'(at

o2") , <o-ai, *'í > 3 qfut ,

tbe

can) .

t and

[The variable (41' and 42"

has value <u!.' , ur"' > only if Ar' has value "!' ^"a
A^" has value a,

¿L
2t see XII. l
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Furry does not thereby consider himself to have

shown quantum theory inconsistent, because he considers one

of the methods of calculation (in so far as it is based

on an erroneous postulate of E.P.R. ) to be incorrect.

Indeed he only set up his example to show just how incorrect

the E.P.R. postulate was. It will turn out, however, that

the reason which Furry gives for rejecÈing one of the methods

of calculation, is not a reason T can accept. Nevertheless,

I shal1 show that there are other ways open to me of,

rejecting one of Furry's methods of calculation and hence

of avoiding an inconsistency in quantum theory.

The first method Furry uses (his "method A" ) is the

"orthodox" quantum theoretical method, whereby

(xvi) p t (41, and A2,,) '<*t: ,ctl> j Ç' f S.re ] = l<v,r"vl:yryr

(this follows from III, theorems 10 and L6, and definition 2.)

In order to argue for the second method ("method B")

I will need to adopt interpretation of the P-functions

I shall choose what I have called 'indeterminacy inter-

pretation', supplemented by XxII; although the same argument

can be presented (on my axiom scheme) using the realist

interpretation.
First I note,

is in the pure state

from theorem 25, that if

9"' at t', then 51

szst +

sand
2

have
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densiry operator= 1 I " " 
t- | ttf tl ""u L l, Ll' LLV'rl

respectively. Ilence, from theorem 23b-, there is probability

lc'¿l'ot st having state V: , a

SZ having state V:,

which is the probabilitY that S

is measured to have value url' ,

it is in the pure state 9'' l.

nd probability lc¿¡"ot

Furthermore, from Xxrrr \dê deríved (xv)/ i.e. *hab

Now considêr the þrbbabilí.y" n [ (st, Vl, ) and (Ar' , ^!'l I

and vice versa, at t'.

{', qlt

1 is in t'Pl, t"a that Ar'
r -Á/,

for st + sz at t' (when

From probability theory

(xvi ii )

where

at t'

And P [St ,

( ixx)

where,

Pt(sI ,vtr, and (alt, ^il')l = P[S q ,1_

I. ir

+ AL', ^¡L'l ,

plst , V+", I is the probability that sl j-s in V!,
- which is just l..i3l' (see previous paragraph) 

"

91,-, oLt, uít'l is the conditionar probability

lP(sI 'Qn'

that if 51 ís itr Vl tfr"t et/ is measured to have the value

ai
l_

l¿. But, by xxr,

P ts' V t, --+ or' , uít'l

from theorem 10,

I= PIA I t

t-tPIA a ul, l <q t: " v l,>l'1 þ

Therefore, substituting into (xvíii) gives



(xx) Pt(Sl, I ) and (a

(xxi ) and

and

t,

= l.i,l" I < Q'r',,{,t, > ItL ' ,^L,' ) ]
le

2

ra zl/. .
i-l
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and

L¡

But, from probability theoryr wê know that if there

is unit probability of E happening if E I happens, and vice-

versa, then P LE and E"] = P[E'and E"] ' Hence, from

(xvii) we see that

I

Pt(s1,v1,, (Ar' , ul'',1 = P [ (sz )Ai, , and tar' ,#fl t

Also, w€ have from probability theory,

plrl anc ErJ = Z ptEil and Erl ptEi, --)"zl

where Ea and E 2 are any two events, tna lE;,]i= a set of

mutually exclusive and exhaustive events; and in particular,

rûle see that

(xxii) - el(eru, (Art ,^í7r)I=I nt (s2, 9.l )

t
altt I

(at',u.L')l Pls2,V
L, ->Aztr,a7{t\

Now, by XXI and theorem 10'

L, 4t,
i(xxiii) - P lSl

t
A2 I = P(A tt v+v:r

z
,a2 aJ

IKv:o",vi,>
and therefore substituting (xx), (xxi), and (xxiii) into

(xxti) , we 3cf

L

,âi(xxiv) Pt(A2tr,u>//') and (aI
lt L,)t =ï t.¡,t, l( V!!,Vlu- >t'KqTvÏ.>l'
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But the left hand sides of (xxïv) and (xvi) are the same;

whereas the right hand sides are different. Therefore the

two methods are inconsistent.

Furry felt that where the second method goes htrong,

is ín assumins a correration between the [V1]""u {"Vi}-
^and hence betweet Al having value "it and A, having value

"1" , for all i. He fett (in agreement with Bohr see

Chapter 6) that such an assumption Ís only justified if

A1 and A2 are measu{ql (which they are not, since we only

cônsider the probabitity of measuring ar/ and Arl/ Lo have

certain values). Furry then concluded that, to the extent

that the E.P.R. epistemology is committed to the existence

of the latter correlation, the E.P.R. epistemology is

p::ecluded by quantum theorY.

I agree rvith Furry that it is the correlation between

the tVt ï rna [9/z¡] which is the source of trouble. r do

not, however, agree with his Bohrian reasons for rejecting

the correlation (see Chapter 6) " F,ather, I feel that the

E.P.R. paradox must simply be taken as indicating that XXII

(which was used in deriving the correlation (rvií))i'sn'ctcbn'sis'tent

with the rest of quantum theory and therefore must be

dropped from the list of axioms.

In taking this latter view, r must make sure of two

points. First, I must ensure that XXII is not in fact
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írnplied by as yet not mentioned axioms of quantum theory

(i.e. that XXII dcies irot tufn out''to be a theorem of quantum

theory). If it turns out to be so implied, then of course

my "solution" of the paradox is no solution at all.

fn fact' XXII does appear to be implied by other

axioms; in particular, it is implierl by:

(xxv) ïf A has one of the values[".\i" s at L, then the

probabil.ity of it lraving the value .i is equal to

the probability that if A is measured in S at t

then 4.. is the measured value*.
:t

A moment's thought will, hohrever, make one realise

that. the inference from (xxv) to xXrI is only apparently

valid. The reason for this, very simpty, is that there is

no variabl-e in quantum theory which has the pair of values

<"+re"ò,) if and only if A ' has the varue a'L an'd A^
I¿L

has the value "r?. As such we cannot use (xxv¡ to infer from

At and A, being measured to have the pair of value= ( o'L rrfrt>
with probability Pii, ,

1"rn,"r1 . ).= its varue

to some variable having the Pair

with the same probabilitY P ' ., and

vice Versa. Since there are no other ways I can See' of

deducing XX]I as a theorem of quantum theory, I conclude

* (xxv) . turns out to be a corollary of the "Born inter-
pretation" .
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that the denial of XXII is consistent with quantum theory.

It may, however, be argued, that to show the denial

of XXIf to be consistent with the rest of quantum theory, is onlg

porl- of u:hcr,t o^¿ m,¡sÌ do rÉ Or.u Ðt3hts {r: dr"þ Xxrt frorn i}.¿ crxtorDs

of quantum theory in order to avoid the Furry-E.P.R. paradox.

lVhat one must e,r[so do, is examine the reasons for suggesting

XXII as an axiom in the first- place; si¡ce, if these reasons

are cogent, then we are not entitled to drop XXII as an

axiom, oil pai.n of creat,ing a new paradox viz. the paradox

that XXIf j-s false despite there being good reasons for it

being true.
In fact, there do seem to be methodological principles

which irnply XX]I; and hence there are good reasons for

including XXII as an axiom. The principles I have Ïn mind

are:

XIII! (a)

xxrr i (þ)

rf A has one of the values {o¡} i" S at L, and

is measured to have the value .i in S at tr'hhen
it has the va1ue ui in S at t.

Let Aa and A, have one of the values { at¿}""a [.
respectively, in Sl + SZ at t. Then the

conditional probability that At has the value

a. I and A2 has the value ai? if A1 and A, are

measured in S, + SZ at t, is equal to the

probability that A, has the value ar4aird A, has

'"]

the value "i in s, + sz at t.
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These two principles obviously imply XXII; and can' in turn,

be regarded as following from the vaguer principle that the

value taken by a variable is the same whether or not it, or

the variable in any oüher"-sybiemsi;'aTe'' : I " .:.

iireasured.'

In reply to the preceding argument, one can take

the hard line that at least one of the preceding methodological

principles XXIT' (a) or XXII' (b) just do not apply to quantum

theory" One can rational-ise this, by pointing out that it would

be surprisi-ng if all of the methodological principles, which

have arisen in the context of pre-quantum theorj-es, also

applied to quantum theory. This reply does of course entail

that not al-l of the air of paradox surrounding the E.P.R.-Furry

paradox has been dispelled. Rather the' reply counsels

acceptance of the paradox on the grounds that it does not

impose too great a strain on credibility; and, in particular,

does not involve quantum theory in a rahk inconsistency.

On the other hand, some readers may reject this rep1y,

because they find incredible any theory which üiolates eLther

of the preceding methodological priniciples.

For such readers there is however, another way out

of the E.P"R.-Furry paradox, which allows them to substant-

ially retain the indeterminacy interpretation. This second

way out I have in mind, relies on teaving the P[A,i; V I as

uninterpreted, but interpreting the P[A,i;S't] instead, by
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replacing XXI bY:

XXIb "
P[A,i;S,t] ís the probability that if A is measured

in S at t then the ith value is measured.

Note that this replacement of XXI by XXIb results in a weake¡

axiom scheme than orig.inally, because, whereas XXIb can be

derived from XXI (see t-heorem 28), the reverse is not

possible.

By taking the step of replacing xXI by XXIb one is free

to incluele XXTI in one's axioms, because now the Furry-E.P.R.

para.clox is avoided by pointing out that (i<ix) is no- long,el

¡.rsl-rf rac,l ' î and not hy trying to question (xvii)

(:1. e . by questioning XXII)

Ir':. taking the step of replacing XXI by XXIb, there is

of course a price to pay. Fj-rst, P[A,i; V ] has to be

introduced as a new uninterpreted primitive, and, more

parti-cularlv, those axíoms which became theorems when we

interpreted PlA,i; F I as a probability (e.g., v and vr)

have to be left as axioms. Thus the formal structure of the

axiom system becomes mgre complex. It is a nice problem to

decide whether it is better (in avoiding the s.P.R.-Furry

paradox) to stick with XXI but drop XXII (and suffer the

loss of credibility which accompanies the rejection of well-

tried methodolocal principles) t or to stick with XXII and

clrop XXI in favour of XXIb (with a subsequent increase of
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formal complexity) . Either wây, the E.P.R.- Furry paradox

is a nasty thorn in the side of the indeterminatist - but

surely is not one which is bad enough to give him reason for

despair.

I now wish to consider what the realigt might do

when confronted with the Furry-E.P.R. paradox. Obviously,

one of the options open to indeterminatist, is not open to

him. This is because he is obliged to accept (xvii) ' which

ís ir'"rpli.ed by XXI' and (xi). He may, howevever, avoid the

paradox, by taking up a modified realist position, in which

XXTr is replaced by:

XXT'(b) PlA,i; S,tl is the probability that A has its ith

value in S at t.

The same comments about the replacement of XXI ' by XXI! (b)

can be mader âs \^rere made for the replacement of XXI by XXI(b).

Finally, there are three points I wish to make.

First, I note that, in the face of the preceding paradox,

the quantum theorist has another alternative - he may drop

my axionr scheme altogether; and adopt one of the alternat-

ives discussed in Chapter 4, part 3. In particular, he may

adopt the alternative cent,red around Gleason's theorem -

this obvi.ously avoids the Furry-E.P.R. paradox because the

PlA,i; tf I are not interpreted (cf . preceding comments) .

A1so, T note that Bohr's response to the Furry-E.P.R. paradox

is to deny XXII; but for different reasons. He claims that
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will be further discttssed in the next section.

differ
differ

whether or not there is a correlation between the

Second, T note that my solutions of the paradoxes

substantially from those of Jauch f.471 . Where I

from Jauch, is over his claim that the problem of

tVLl (as in (xvii) ) is a "pseudo probrem". rf Jauch is

using the term opseudo problem'.in'its accepted philosophic

serrse (as part of the positivist armament), then what he

is claimi.ng here is that the question 'Does the correlation

exist' cannot be recast into (empirically) meaningful

terms. He justifies this claim by pointing out/

quite correctly (see [47]) , that there is no macroscopic

evidence which e-ither confirms or disconfirms the existence

of the correfation. V'lhere I disagree with Jauch, however,

is in his claim that the question of the existence of the

correlation is only meaningful, when recast as a question

about the existence of certain macroscopic evidence. The

empiricist criterion of meaningfulness has surely been

sufficienÈty discredited (see t30l or t761 ) for this last

point need not to comment. Unfortunately, Jauch seems to

adopt a similar positivist approa'ch to his solution of all
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quantum theoretical paradoxes [48] .

This brings me to a final point with regards the

realist interpretion. It is undeniable that, on the realist

intepretation, qua,ntum theory is, in one sense, "incomplete";

viz. that events do occur which are not predictable within

qtiantum Lheory. This sense of incomplete', is not, however,

the sense with which the E.P"R. paradox is concerned. What

E.P.R. were concerned to show is that there are "elements of

real-ity", which not orily are not predictable within quantum

theory, but are also not even mentioned as probabilities.

(T'hus, B.P".R. tried to show that there were really two

state-vectors at some time for some system, and that quantum

theory mentioned only one of them).

The above distinction between different senses of

'incomplete' can be put roughly as follows:

(i) Theories which predict any events that happen are

strongly complete.

(ii) Theories whích predict intrinsic probabilities for

any events that happen (and for some which don't),

are weakly complete.

On these definitions, we see that classical theories

are strongly complete, whereas quantum theory (and any

intrinsícal1y stochastic theory) are weakly complete but

strongly incomple'b,e; and that what E. P. R. tried (unsuccessf uIIy)

to show is that quantum theory is both strongly and weakly

incomplete "
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CHAPTER 6

1. Introduction.

A central part of Bohrrs quantum theory is the

doctrine that micro-systems have properties only when they

are measured" The following quick argument is often given

against this position. If the fact that micro-systems

have propertíes, depends on the micro-systems being measured,

then measur-ing apparatus canrt have properties without them-

selves being measured since they are composed of micro-systems.

But measuring apparatuses do have properties and hence

must themsel.ves be measured; which leads to an infinite

regress of measuring apparatuses*.

It is my contention that the preceding argument

is just too quick. For a start it ís not obvious why each

measuring apparatus in the regress must be different.

More importantly howeveri it is not obvious that Bohr would

*It is this argument, for example, whi-ch Hoçker seems to
allucle to, when he puts forward the foll-owing rather
cryptic remark:

If micro systems are merely the termini of relations
with macro systems, macro systems themselves can hardly
be regarded as constituted of such termini

(page 220 of l2L2l).
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accept the assumption that measuring apparatuses are combina-

tions of micro-systems " Nor is a reason given why combinations

of micro-systems should have the Same restrictions on their

properties, as have micro-systems.

rn this section I sha1l- put forward an expanded

version of the above argument. A crucial poínt will be the

introduction of Leibnitz's eIaW into the argument. The reason

for doing this, is that, with the help of Leibnitz's Iaw, one

can set uTr a regress of" apparatuses, for which the members are

ali distinct. l{y'argument in part I, will take the form of

showing that the following three statements form an inconsistent

tr-iad (i.e., the conjunction of any two implies the denial of

tire ttrird) ;

(a) LeibniLzts Law that systems which have all properties

in common, are identical*
(kr) Lìohr's quantum theorY

(c) The principle of micro-reduction - that aII systems are

combinations of micro-systems**.

Tn part 2,

I examine

I exami-ne Bohr's

to what extent the

epistemology; and then, in part 3,

proof in part 1 supplies

*The only properties that I shall be considering are properties
referred to in a scientj-fic theory. Thus I shal1 not consider
electron A to be distinguished from electron B just because
the first electron is cal-led 'A' and the second rBr. With
this restriction Leibnitz's faw becomes a l-ot stronger'thari'it
otherwise woul-d be; but I feel that the strengthening is
justified if one takes a Quinean view that all "properties"
(tfr" term 'classes ' would be a more appropriate term) which
are not referrecl to in a scientific theory aren't worth
cons idering.
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an argument against (b).

f'eyerabend' s modification

make some general remarks

In part 4, I also consider

of Bohr. F'inally, in part 5, r

about (a) .

PART I. The Reqress.

The Bohr theory says that any electron e at time t has

a property p if and only if e at t is measured to have the

property p, where p is any member of a cl.ass C of electron

properties " C inclr.rdes the group of properties of having

position x, for varying x, and the group of properties of

hav-ì.ng momentuß p_, for varying P. (No one electron can have

more than one momentum va1ue, oE more than one position

val-ue, ât arrl/ given time. )

I think it is implicit in Bohr's theory that all

electron properties are j-n C. Some authorsr'however, (Born,

page 158 t15l ) , take the víew that not all electron

properties are in C. out of all the electron properties,

the only candidates for non-inclusion in C ' are those

properties common to all electrons at all- times like

the properties of having a certain charge, a certain mass 
'

a certain spin (spin t/r), and a certain lepton number

(lepton number 1)*. For the sake of generality' I shall

*llhe reason for this is that those properties which all-
electrons sha.re, do not occur in complementary pairs, and
hence there is no real reason to make their ascription
dependent on the presence of a measurement process.
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may have properties at particular times,

until such a tíme when this assumption

Therefore I arrive at the foJ-lowing

which are

affects my

scheme:

(1) rhe

(21 Each

^lUt

not in C

argument.

class C" of electrons

electron has each of

at al-l times (during

exists

the properties in
its life-time). I

the class

(3) There i-s a cJ-ass of properties C, C is disjoint from

C', where, f.ar any e jnC" and p in C, e has p at t if
and only if e at t is measured to have property p.

C includes the groups of momentum and of position
properties.

(4) Electrons have no other properties at any times beyond

those in C' and C. An exactly slmilar scheme can be

set up for the classes of protons, neutrons, mesons,

and all other types of micro-systems.

Now consider any two electrons "1 and "2 at some

time t, when neither of them are measured. From (2') , (3) ,

and (4'), and Leibnitz's law, it follows that el = "2 at t.
More generally, it can be concluded:

(5) All micro-systems of the same type*, which are not

*The "type" of micro-system, in
only, determines whether ít is

the context of this section
electron, neutron, proton êtc.
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measured at any given time t (durJ-ng their life-time)

al:e iclentical at t.

Note that when I say 'electron "I = electron err

at t', this is to be read as 'the ti.me-stage of "1 at ! = the

tilne-stage of e2 at t'. Similar1y, when r talk of the

conservation of the number of electrons, I am referring to the

constancy of the number of electron time-stages at various

tj.mes. Actually, withi¡r l3ohrts theory, it may be better to

scl:aF, electrot:s altogether; and just have electron time-

stage:s in the ontology. This is because the conditions under

r¡hich two ti.me-stages (at different times) belong to the same

eiectron, arri obscure, unless the electron undergoes a

conti.r:ual measurement*'.

*This problem does not crop up in those versions of quantum
tireory in which the state-function is taken seriously as a
property of the system (and not just used as a mnemeníc,
as in Bohr's theory see later) . This is k¡ecause two
electron time-stagesr at t' and L.>, can then be taken as
kreJ-onging to the same elect.ron, íÍ the state-function of
the electron time-stage at tl is transformed into the
state-function of the electrön time-stage at t., by the
Schrödinger propagator f rom t-, to L", for the'system of

which the electron time-stage ät t1 is part. Even with
th.e help of state-functions, howevér, the identity
conditions for individual micro-systemsbecome obscure
within the "N-body systems", because of the symmetrl-sa-
tion procedure over the component terms in the N-body
systemsns function. This fact lends support to the move,
whích f shall make Iater, of considering "N-body systems"
as primitive systems in their own right.
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one objection that may be made to (5), is that it is

uninteresting, because it makes no Sense to talk about micro-

systems when they arenlt measured. This objection does not,

however, affect the truth of (5); and therefore I sha]l

persevere with (5) as a premise of my argument.

I shall now show that (5) leads to trouble when combined

with (t") and with:
(6) There are, at some times, dist-inct systems.

(7) If two combinations of micro-systems differ by at

most one conÌponent micro-system, then they are not

macroscopicallY distinct.

(B) Measuring apparatuses which measure distinct systems

at t,he same time, are macroscopically distinct.

(6) is, I feelr âr uncontroversial fact; and (7) can

be considered as true by defi.nition of 'macroscopically

distinct'. (B) is, at first sight, harder to justify;

becuse there are prj-ma-facie counter-examples to it. In the

first place, there do appear to be actual measuring apparatuses

which measure several systems at once for example, cameras

measure the spatial locations of many systems within their

field of vision. Second1y, given any two systems' a measuring

apparatus can be constructed to measure them boÈh, by simply

measuring each system with separate measuring apparatuses '
ancl then combining their respective outpuÈs in a single
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output clevice. To overcome the second sort of counter example,

I shall restrict the term 'measuring apparatus' , so that no

measuring apparatus has two macroscopically distinct measuri-ng

apparatus as parts. I.e. T shal1 only be concerned with

"fundamental measuring apparatuses" .

To overcome üie first sort of counter-example, I shall

assume (as seems to be the case) that whenever a measuring

apparatus does measure several systems, it is because it is

not funclamental;i"e. it contains several macroscooically distinct

measuri.ng apparatuses as parts, and each part measures just one

system*'. For example, in the case of the camera, each system

whose position is registered by the camera, has its positíon

registered on a macroscopically distinct part of the pJ-ate.

Therefore the camera can be considered as a composite of

several macroscop-i-ca1Iy d.istinct systems - each system having

the lense and shutter of the camera in common, but each system

having at least one part (viz. some region on the plate)

which is macroscopically distinct from any of the parts which

the other systems have.

This latter convention for the division of measuring

apparatuses into components, may seem artj.f icial-. It is,

however, a harmless convention, with no uncontroversial

physical presuppositions. For that reason, I feel free to

*The reason why the parts have to be macroscopically distinct,
is of cour$e, that two macroscopically identical measuring
apparatuses are effectively the same apparatus.
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adopt it, since it makes the presentation of my argument a

Lot simpler.

From (6) -iÈ fol-lows th.at there exist at least two

distinct systems at some time t cal-l them 'S1' and '52'-

Therefore, by (5), there are two measuring apparatuses at E,

wtrj.ch are in the process of measuring St and 32 at t

- cail them

'MI' and 'M2' respectively. From (8) it follows

MZ are macroscopi.call-y distinct; and hence, from

tl-rere äre at least four distinct micro-systems St

53', 54' at t, where Sl_' and 
"r' 

are components of Mtrand

53' and Sn' are components of Mr. of the 51', 52', 53',

SA,,at mos'L two are identical- with St and 52ì and therefore

the existence of distinct St and SZ at t, entails the

existence of a pair of measuring apparatuses in the process

of measuring at t, as well as a pair of systems whích are

distinct from S, and S 2 ^L t - ìet lhem b¿ SI' and 52' , where

a1' I 52' . (5) then entaíl-s that there is a pair of

measuring apparatuses MI' and Mr' at t to measure Sl'

and 32'respectively, where, from (8), Ml'or M2'are not

identical with M, ox M2. Hence an infinite regress of

macroscopically dist,inct pairs of measuring apparatuses

is generatecl at Lt each member in the process of measuring.

The existence of this regress is inconsistent with the fact

that M, and

(7), that
cru2 |
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that, ât any given time, there are only a finite number of

measurements going on. Therefore, one of the premises (c), (5) 
'

...(A) must be rejected; and of these it is only (5) and (c)

that are candidates for rejection.

From this last result, two important consequences

foflow. Fir:st, I arrive at an inconsistency between (c)

and any doctrine which implies that the only micro-systems

which exist at t are those which are measured at L, for any

t; l¡ecause any such doctrine implies (5). In particular,

I have shown an inconsistency between (c) and the doctrine

that j-t makes no sense to talk of electrons when they aren't

measurerl*. Second, since (5) follows from Leibnitz's 1aw

ancl Bofur's theory (as represented by the conjunction of

(1) - (4)),I have shown tirat there is an incompatibility

between (c), LeibniLz's law and Bohrrs theory as I set out

to show.

PART 2. Bohr.

What would Bohr's reacÈion be to the preceding proof?

To asses this, f shall need to examine Bohr's episf.emology.

* There is no unequivocal evidence that I can find (see
later), that Bohr held this doctrine; although it has
been attributed to him by those with a positivist axe

sometime
to grind.
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Bohr held the Kantian view that our descriptions

of thellworld as it. i"tl (th" " noq¡¡1s¡al world") can, as a matter

of fact, only be framed ín terms of classical concepts

because¡ âS a matter of fact, it is only those concepts that

\^/e are equipped to use. Hence, the "phenomenal world"

(tfre world as we perceive it) may not reflect all aspects

of the world as it is; and any aspects that it does reflect,

will be classical-. Thus Bohr writes:

the account of
in classical terms

all evidence must be expressed
(p.209 t1171)

and again:

À1I new experience makes its appearance within
the frame of our customary forms of perception
(p.1, trl I ) .

More importantly, however, Bohr points out that

systemsdescribabb within the classical conceptual scheme

need no'! have the same sort of classicaÌ properties at all

times. The most general sort of description within a

classical framework would be of a system which had one sort

of elassical properties (viz. particle-Iike properties) under

some conditions, and incomPa tible (complementary) classical

properties (viz. wave-like properties) under other conditions "

Bohr argued that the experimentally confirmed existence of

a non-zero guantum of action, indicated that this complemen-

tary style of description is, in fact, the correct'one.
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I.e. one cannot, as a matter of fact, 9et away with just

usíng one classical picture to describe the same system under

al-I condi-tions " Thus Bohr writes :

The fundamental postulate of the indivi-
sibi.l.ity of the quantum of action forces us
to adopt a new mode of description designated
as complementary in the sense that any given
application of c lassical concepts precludes
the simutlaneous use of other classical
concepts (page 96 tISl ) .

Bohr suggest-ed, moreover, that the conditions under

which a cer:tain pi.cture is appropriate, are just those

conditicns under which the details pictured would be

mea"sured in the c-l.ass-ical context. In other words,

"oper:ational definitions" in the quantum theoretical context

are carried across from the classical context. This has

tl-re immediate consequences that Bohr's measuringr apparatuses

a¡e classicalIy describabl-e; and hence that the measurements

which Bohr considers, are restricted to instantaenous ones.

This .l.atter qualification is necessary because any

cL,assically conceived measurements that extend over a finite

time interval, will presuppose a classical- dynamics for the

measured particle and this is something which micro-systems

do not have*

*Fc¡r example, one method to measure momentum of S at t is
to collide S rvith a photon at t' and measure the Doppler
shift in the scattered photon t411. Since the collisíon
occurs instantaneously (at least from the classical point
of vj.ew) this method is suited both to cl-assical and quantum
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From this brief summary of Bohr, there emerges the need

to make one important qualJ.fication to (4). Since the only

properties which can be rnentioned in scientified theories,

are phenomenal, Bohr would read (a)(which is, after all,

part of a scÍentific theorY).=,

(4) ' Electrons have no

any times, beyond

phenomenal

inCandC

properties atother

those

This qual.ificatio¡r lear¡es it open for the electron to have

additional prr:perties in the noumenal world - to which

we cannot gain access. This is not to say that

the phenomenal prooerties (lj-ke momentum, ot position) are

not real1y properties of the electron - it is only to say

tllat they are in an epistemologically privíleged position.

What difference does this qualification make to

the preceding arguments? The answer is 'None' provided that

one understands (a) as say.ing:

(a)' All systems which share al-l

are identical.

In other words, one has to infuse

properties,

an epistemological- flavour

contrhued
theoretical contexts. Compare this with another classical
method of measuring momentum, in which the velocity is deter-
mined by two subsequent position measurements. The velocity
can be determined only by assuming S to have classical particle
dynamics over the intg¡af between measurements and hence this
method is unsuitable for transcription to the quantum theoret-
ical context.

phenomenal-
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into the notion of identity, by restricting the properties

mentioned in LeibníLz' s law to epistemologically accessible

ones. To make such a restriction is of course, to reject

the concept of "absolute identity" (absolute identity is

equivalent to having all properties not just phenomenal

ones in common); but this change is, I feel, justified

to the extent that it brings the concept of identity in line

with that concept which is appropriate in söience (see final

section). From this point on I shall- assume that by

'property ' -is meant ' phenomenal property' (unles s otherwise

stated) . Hence (a) becomes (a)', (4) becomes (4]-' , and the

'is' in (c) is to be taken as 'is identical withr - where

the identity relation is partially explicated by (a) '.

PART 3. Mod-ified Regress.

I,fhat would Bohrrs reaction be to the inconsisÈency

of (a) , (b) , and (c) a The most obvious member of the triad

for him to reject, would be (c); however, from the following

quotation, it is apparent that he holds some version

anyway, of (c):

the quantum of action
for the properties of the
measuring instruments are

;andr on page 238 of [11], he sPeaks

ution of the measuring instruments"

is ultimately responsible
materials of which the
builr tþ.zzt, t11l)

of "the atomic constit-
(it only to say Èhat
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exþerímentally it can be neglected).

It may be argued that I have taken Bohr too 1iteral1y,

when he talks of "the atomic constitution of macro-systems".

What he means is not (as in (c)) that each macro system is

litera11y a combination of n micro-systems, for some n.

Rather he means that a macro-system is a mícro-system,

whose state function is formally a combination (in fact,

a direct product) of n single-micro-system state-functions.

In other words a ne\^/ ontology for quantum theory is suggested,

ín which one has not just the sorts of micro-systems already

ment-toned, but also other types of micro-systerd(*itft higher

spins, masses, and charges) which are not reducible to

coml¡ilrations of single micro-systems. Each of these new types

of micro-system ol:ey (1) (4) ¡ and those whose state

functions are combinatíons of n single micro-system state-

functions, I shall designate 'n component systems' (for

any n).

The advantage of this new ontology is that "macro-

systems' can be identified as n-components systems; antl

therefore have an overall momentum (or position) without

having the momenta (or positions) of their "atomic

co¡stituents" measured. With this innovation of course, the

preceding regress argument breaks down. In its place'

however, another regress argument can be àdvanced, which
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I shatl now discuss.

The new regress argument relies on an hitherto unused

feature of the quantal formalism, ví2. that n-component

systems obey (1) (4). I shal1 al-so assume that the set

C' (see Q)) is empty; and a suitably qualified version of

(c) , viz.

(c)' AI1 systems are n-component systems, lor some n

(rhe assumption that C' is emnty can be replaced by a

different assumption -see later. )

Now the regress gets going by putting forward an

emended version of (6), viz.

(6)' There are distinct systems at some time, which are

not measuring aPParatuses.

This is, r feel, âD uncontroversial extension of (6)

ptainly there exist macroscopically distinct systems, which

are not measuring apparatuses. From (6) and (c)', it follows

that there is, at some Lt for some nl, n2, an nl-component

system and rr, ,rr-.omponent system, which are distinct at L2,

and not measuring apparatuses at t call them 'S1' and '52'

respectively. From Leibnitz's law, (3), and the emptiness

of Ct, it follows that, at t, there are measuring apparatuses

M1 and Mr, measuring St and SZ respectively. Furthermore,
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from (B), Ml and M, are distinct at t. Since neither St

or SZ are measuring apparatuses at t, neither M, or M2

can be either 51 or SZ at t.

Now since M1 and l{, are distinct at t, it follows

from LeíbniLzts law, (3), and the emptiness of C', that there

are measuring apparatuses Ml' , and Mr' , measuring Mt and M,

respectively at t. And since we have just shown 51, 52,

Ml, M2 to all be distinct at t, it follows (from (B)) that

the apparatuses rneasuring St , 52, I41 , M2 at t (ví2. Ml, M2,

tl', *2' respectively) are all distinct at t. In particular

ool' and Mr' are distinct from M, and M, at Lì and also Mr'

and ltr' are distinct from each other at t (since they measure

distinct systems at L, viz. Ml and l{r). Therefore, an

j.nfini"te regress of distinct pairs of measuring apparatuses

exj-sts at t - which is plainly false (see earlier).

A similar regress can be got going by replacing the

assumption that C' is empty, with the assumption that the

members of the set of macroscopically distinct slzstems are

individua"t-eoL only by dif feri ng in their spatià1

properties (where spatial properties belong to C - see

(3) ) . Bohr would certainly agree with the latter assumption,

because for him macroscopically distinct systems have to be

distinguished within the classical conceptual scheme and

ít is part of that scheme that spatial properties are

necessary for individuating systems (for exampile' see t91l ) .
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The regress then arises by further extending (6)' to:

(6) " There are macroscopically distinct systems at some

time, which are not measuring apparatuses.

( (6) o ' is justifíed as for (6) ') . From (6) " , (8) , (3) ,

and the assumption that spatial properties are necessary for

individuating macroscopicalJ-y distinct systems, it follows

that there are macroscopically distinct measuring apparatuses

Ml and M, at some time t, r^¡hich measure the spatial properties

of two systems St and S, which are macroscopically distinct

and not measuring apparatuses at t" Ml and M, are distinct

from s, and Sz at t (since St and Sz are not measuring

apparatuses at t.) Since Ml and Itt, are macroscopicalty distinct

at t, there must be measuring apparatuses tl' and Mr' which

ÌReasure spatial properties of M, and M, respectively at t (f::om

(3), and the assumption about individuating macroscopically

clistinct systems). Further, from (B) it follows that tl',

M2' , Ml_, MZ are al-1. macroscopicalty dístinct at t (since

they all measure distinct systems at t). Hence an infinite

regress of distinct pairs of measuring apparatuses exists at

t - which is plainly fa1se.

It would seem therefore that Bohr has no option but

to completely drop (c) (and not just modify it) at least

if he wishes to persevere with (a) and (b). The only question
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then remaining is what doctrine Bohr adopts whiéh' implies'the

fallity of (c); and, in particular, what Bohr means when he

talks of "!he atomic constituents of matter" (as in the

quotes at the beginning of this section). Feyerabend suggests

that Bohr rejects (c) by adopting the view that there are

two sorts of systems those in the "macro-domain", which

obey classical mechanics; and those j-n the "micro-domain"'

which obey quantum theory (see page 315 of [29])*. These

two domaj-ns are envisaged as "two separate and non-overlapping

parts of the world". I sha1l now give reasons why lleyeraband's

suggestion is both unacceptable and a mi'Fonstruai of

Bohr's position.

My first reason is that Feyeraband's suggested

d.istinction between micro and macrodomains, is Ad-¡gg - it is

introduced so1ely to fix uP certain conceptual difficulties

which afflict quantum theory and makes no new predictions**.

In support of this view, I point out that there is no

operational criterion by which systems may be adj u,olged to

fall in the macro-domain but not in the mícro-domai-n. The

reason for this is of course, that the¡lcorrespondence

*Note that the distinction envisaged here,
and macro-domain, is not one of size it

between the micro-
is one of which

theory (cfassical or
**For a criticism of

Popper t761.

flantum) is obeyed.
4d-!ge adjustments to theories, see
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principl"tt(*hi.h is built into the foundations of quantum

theory see page 49 t12l ) guarantees that measur.ements on

certain combinations of micro-systems (which arg in the micro-

domain) reveaf the same results as would be predictëd on the

basi"s of classical theories.

My second reason for objecting to Feyeraband's suggest-

ion, is that it flies in the face of experimental evídence.

All systems, when subjected to tests which discriminate

between classical and quantum theoretical behaviour, have

favoure<1 quantum theory. Therefore Feyerabend's claim that

the macro-domain is not empty, runs counter to accepted

experimental facts facts which Bohr does not in any way

dispute (see the quotes at the beginning of this section).

My second reason for rejecting Feyeraband's suggestion

can, however, be got around, by replacing (c)' by:

(c) " Any system is either an n-conpoment systêm for

some n, or a macro-system. Any macro-system has

the properties of an n-component system íf those

properties are measured, for some n, and has

classical. properties otherwise.

that it. is still ad-hoc (for the

Furthermore, Bohr would not

in denying the

My objection to (c) " is

reason discussed above) .

have a ba:: of (c) ", because he is Vehement
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propriety of ascribing any properties to

absence of measurement.

As I see it, Bohr rejects (c) bY

mentalist view of scientific theories,

formalism of

offers rules

systems in the

adopting an ínstru-

Thus he writes ¡

quantum

of calculation

and 3

and aqain,

the mathematical

mechanics ... merely

(page 60 t 13I )

It
to
we

is wrong to think that'the task of physics is
find oul how nature is. Physí'c+ concerns what
can say about nature (page 12 t15l )

as quoted bY K'f amers:

classical physics and the quantum theory, taken as
descriptions of nature, are both caricatures; they
alIow us, so to speak, to represent aslzmptotically
actual events in two exÊreme regions of phenomena
(page 559, t53l ) .

on the instrumentalist view, there is of course no question

but that (c) is false, because quantum theory is not

conceived of as describing the real world it is only a

mnemonic which is useful for a certain range of phenomena.

SimilarIy, classical mechanics is only a mnemonic useful

for some cther range of phenomena. The correspondance

principle then guarantees that where the two ranges of

phenomena overlap, the two theories agree in their numerical

predictions. Thus the quotes at the beginning of this section
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(in which Bohr talks of the atomic constitutents of (a11)

materials) are to be understood as referring to the general

applicability of the quantum theoretical mnièmonic - without

implying that its concepts are instantiated in the real wor1d.

In summary then, it seems that Bohr has no satisfactory

way of rejecting (c) short of a retreat to instrumentalism.

Instrumentalism is however, a doctrine which has a multitude

of objectionable features see Feyerabend t31l , and Popper

Í761. Therefore, to the extent that Bohr wishes to retain

(a) and (þ), the above argument constitutes an argument

against Bohr. (I consider the possibility of droppíng (a),

in section 5).

PART 4. Feyerabend.

I now wish to discuss the nature of the relation between

the condition that an electron has property p (p in Q) and

the condition that the electron is measured to have the

property p.

Bohr is quite vehement in denying thaL the relation

is a causal one. Thus he writes:

I warned especially against phrases,
found in the physical literature, such as
"disturbíng of phenomena by observation"
(page 118 [137] ) *

In the light of this, Feyeraband puts forward the ingenious

idea that what Bohr has in mind is that the properties in

tenof

iticises Heisenberg, who is the major
t "DisÈurbances by oÞderv,¡itiön!!. I+Jl

*Here Bohr obviously cr
!-,r.¿li:)f,:n,lnt of talk abou
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class C are relational properties properties of both the

electron and the measuring apparatus.

Feyerabend's postulate obviously al1ows him to agree

wíth Bohr that a measurement may not disturb the system being

measured. This is because a relation between a system and

a measuring apparatus may be changed without in any \^/ay

disturbing the system, i.e; hy just changing the measuring

apparatus. Feyerabend compares this, with the following

case;

the state of "being longer than b" of a rubber
band may change when we change b without
at all interfering with the rubber band (p.2I7
t30l ) .

My objection to Feyerabend's postulate is that it implies

the possibility of breaks in causal continuity a t the

macrg. level. I.e. ex hypothesi, there may be no mechanical

interaction between measured system and measuríng apparatus -

and yet after the measurement the measuring apparatus may

be in a state which is macroscopically distinct from the one

before measurement" (r.e. the apparatus, at Èhe end of

measurement, may be in a state in which a pointer coincides

with a particular scale reading, which it did not coincide

with before measurement. ) This break in continuity is

significant, becuse there is no explanatíon for it along

classica-l lines (i.e., it can't be put down as the result of

a mechanical interaction with o'bher systems.) As such, the
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measurement process must be taken as a new primitive phenomena

at the macro-Ieve1 outside of the cl-assical framework.

Although there is nothing incoherent in this last

result, I do feel that it is open to criticism, on t'he

grounds of being uninformative. In reply to the preceding

criticism (of being uninformative) ' Feyerabend may argue as

follows:

Any postulate whickr suggests a change in concePts,

is l¡ound t,o be uninformative to some extent

(because the best sort of explanation is the one

conducted in terms of a familiar conceptual scheme).

Sometimes, howeverr w€ do need to make conceptual

changes (because no better alternative presents

itself); and the Feyerabend postulate of relational

properties represents one such change.

This style of reply by Feyerabend' can be met by making

eíther of two moves. First one oculd compare the Feyerabend

postulate with other postulates which entail conceptual

changes; and shows that Feyerabend's postulate is so much

less informative than the others, that even if the only way

to interpret quantum theory is by adopting Feyerabend's

postulate, one ought not to do so. Second, one could show

that there is some alternatíve interpretation of quantum

theory, which does not include Feyerabend's postulate;

and which entails a less serious conceptual revolution than
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Feyerabend's postulate does. Either of these replies to

Feyerabend, require one to estimate certain quantities

(viz. the "informativeness" of a postulate and the "serious-

ness" of a conceptual change) for which there are no rigor-

ous ways of mSking an estimate. Therefore, either way of

replying to Feyerabend, provides, at best, a plausible

argument against him. For this reason, I shal1 present

both of the arguments against Feyerabend (in the two follow-

íng paragraphs) in accordance with the maxim that two

plausíbIe arguments are better than one. It is nevertheless

open to Feyerabend to refuse to accept my arguments by

pointing out that two bad arguments do not make one good one.

one standard examplå of a conceptual change in

physics, is that entailed by Einstein's postulate that

the spatial or tempOral intervals between events are

relational quantities, i.e., are relative to a frame of

reference*. This conceptual change has the merit, in the

present context, of being claimed by Feyerabend, to be on a

par with the conceptual change which he feels that his

postulate entials [30]. Now, prima-facie, Feyerabend's

claim here is a plausible one. Both the Einsteinian and

Feyerabendian conceptual changes involve the postulate that

case is from the Newtonian concePt
according to which spatial or temporal
events are intrinsic properties of

of reference.

*The change in this
of space and time,
intervals between
the events not dependent on the frame
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some property, previousty conceived of as categorial, is

really relational. Nevertheless, there is an important

difference between these two changes, which Feyerabend does

not mention; viz. that Feyerabend's postulate implies that

the measurement process must be taken aS a new primitive

process (see above); whereas the measurement process is not

at all affected by Einstein's postulate. I.e. clocks and

measuring rods still measure temporal and spatial intervals,

ín the same o1d way, or Einstein's theory all that has

changed is that. the temporal and spatial intervals are relat-

i.onal. It ís this difference bethleen Einstein's and Feyera-

bend's postula'Ee, that makes me want to reject Feyerabend's

postulate, whil-e being happy to stick wíth Einstein's postulate.

The second argument against Feyerabend is to present

a viable alternative interpreation of guantum theory, which

is conceptually more conservative. This I have undertaken

in chapter sÍ¡v showíng that interpretations of quantum

theory are possible for which the measurement ito.."s is

not a new primitive process; but is on a par with any other

micro-macro interacti ons. Therefore, causal continuit'y is

salvaged, because the macroscopic change in the measurement

apparatus is explained by a (mechanical) interaction with an

external system.

Havíng criticised Feyerabend's postrrlate, it remains

for me to discuss whether Bohr would have endorsed it in the

*. and t¡t(I c¡ rrlonue i", Chøpttr 8
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first place. In my opiníon, he would not. When Bohr in-

veighed against, the doctrine that measurements dÍsturbed

phenomena (see above), he was, r feel, doíng so for

epistemoloqical reasons*. He did believe that there is an

interaction between micro and macro systems in the measurement

process; but that this interactíon was not at the phenomenal

Ievel and as such "beyond our ken". Therefore, when he

denies that the micro-macro interaction ís A mechanical one

(see Feyerabend's quotation from Bohrr oñ page 2i-.8 of t2911),

he is not denying the existence of a "fuIl-blooded interaction"

- he is only objecting to the epithet'mechanicalr, with its

implication of a well-defined phenomenal process, which we can

capture in our scientific theories.

It is in fact easy to see why Bohr would hold this.

Consider the general queStionrwhich Bohrrs postulate of

complementary descriptions faces why certain conditions

Ë, on the system S, entail that a certain classical description

D (and not some other) applíes to S? It is apparent that

such a question can be answered only by appealing to some

description of S other than D"*. Ex hynothesis, however,

no clescription of S is possible (under conditions E) other

than D. Therefore, the dependence between E and D, is not
*Substantially the same point is made by Hooker 1421.

**Cf. the question of why water evaporates if it is heated.
Such a question is a demand for a redescription of the process
of water evaporatitg, plus a causal connection between the
redé3cribed process and heating the water. One such redes-
cription would be in terms of molecular theory. For a dis-
cuséion of the connection between explanation ancl redescript-
ion, see Smart t 90I .
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describable within scientific theory. Bohr would not

however, take the additional step which Feyerabend takes

(ví2. of denying that there is any causal dependence at all)

- he wourld simply say that any causal dependence is in the

noumenal wor1d, and does not manifest itself in the pheno-

menal world.

Just how satisfactory is this Bohrian account of the

dependence between E and D? In my opinion there are strong

objections to it, which are just the objections that

Feyerabe.nd raises in t301 . Thus it seems that we have

another objection to retaining (1) (4) , because (seemingly)

there are only two ways to view the dependence between

measurement and measured property, viz. one either goes

along with Bohr's epistemology or with Feyerabend's postulate

and both of these are unsatisfactory.

PART 5. Leibnitz's Law.

Fina11y, f wish to briefly discuss the status of

Leíbnitz's law - why we are reluctant to drop it, and whether

vre ever could. In what follows T shall use 'are indiscerni-

b1e' as short for 'share all properties' i and hence refer

to Leinbitz's law (qua (a) ) as the prínciple of identity

of indiscernibles (see appendix 6 also).

on the subject of Leibnitz's Iaw, Quine writes:
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Suppose that we undertake a discourse
relatively to which any geometrically similar
regions are interchangeable (i.e. their
designations ¿re interchangeable salva veritate
in all extensional contexts). Then our maxim
of identification of indiscernibles direF-
us for purposes of this discourse to speak
not of similarity but of identity lpage 73,
[88], my parenthesis and italicsl .

From this quote two :'main points emerge. First that Leibnitz's

lav¡ is put forward as a maxim (methodological principle); and

second that the identity relation is envisaged as being

relative to a particular domain of discourse, i-e. 'a = b',

is not a well.-formed expression, unless the domain of

discourse in which it appears is specified. In particular

'a = Jf,' may be true in one domain of discourse and false in

others.

Now in what sense is Leibnitz's 1aw a "maxim"?

Clearly, Quine cannot (consistent with his anti-emPiÈicist

stance) mean that Leinbnitz 'S law is a "mere rule of language".

Nor can he mean that Leibnitz r's law amounts to ¡Indiscernibles

ought to be identical ¡, because this last statement is quite

consistent with the denìdL of 'rndiscernibles qie

j-denticalr --.and it is lsurellt nob whet r,fe wanui:of'tLeibnitz's

Iâw, that it Tre consistent'ivíth indì-ScernibLes failing I

to t¡e identical.
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It seems to me that when Quine addresses Leinbitz 's

law as a maxím, he is not telling us that the law itself

is a maxim; rather he is telling us that there is some

maxim ( distinct from the 1aw itself) to the effect that

the 1.r gggþ!. to be part of accepted scientif ic theory. In

other words, Quine regards Leinbitzr 's law as the statetnent

(subject to revision, like all other statements) that

indiscernibles are identical; but Quine also (independently

of his acceptance of Leinbitz's law) accepts the maxim that

indi.scerníbles ought to be identical.

Ilaving endorsed the doctrine that Leibnitz's law

is falsifiable, the question now arises whether one could

in fact reject Leibnítzts Iaw, but still accept the maxim

that scientific theoríes ought to conform with Leinbitzrs

law. The answer to this is rYes'. In particular, if

Feyerabend were correct in his claim that the Bohr intepre-

tatíon is the only feasible interpr*ationp"f.-"9üatìt'um

phenomena*, then we would have grounds for rejecting

Leínbitz's law (because not to do sor would commit us to

instrumentalism - see part 3). ,.But, such an eventuality

would in no way constrain us to cease lookíng upon conformity

wíth LeibneÍtz's Iaw as a desÍrabIe feature of scientific

theories. All that this eventuality would show is that

sometimes hre only have undesÍrabIe alternatives to choose from.

*By ''non-feasible theory', I mean a theory which is inconsistent
wíth "experimental facts r' - or at least invokes fantastic
(i.e. rrnfalsifiable) hypotheses to explain away those facts.
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One final remark is appropriate here. On what

grounds could one justify the maxim that indiscernibles

ought to be identical? (en answer to this question would

give an answer to why we are reluctant to drop Leibnitz's

Iaw. ) Involved in such a justification are two steps.

The first step involves stàting (and achieving agreement on)

what ends one desd-res when one sets up a system of beliefs

(scientific ones, anyway) . The second step involves showing

that inclusion of LeibniLzts law goes further towards

achieving those ends than does its exclusion.

As to the first step, Popper tells us (and, by and

large there is agreement) that one end to aj-m at in theory

construction is simplicity t961. For the second step, I

appeal to Quine's metaphor, that Leinbitz's law is one of the

"very central beliefs" in our system of beliefs; and, as

such, its revision would necessitate far-reaching and'

complicated changes [80]*. This latter statement does not

of course guarantee that the complexity of the changes

necessitated by a revis.i-on of Leíbnitz's law wiII, in any

new set of circumstances, outweight the complexity of

changes needed to accommodate Leinbiiuz's Iaw. Indeed it

mav come about that it is not feasible to maintain Leinbitz's

*It is not obvious that the Popperipn notion of simplicity
as falsifiability, is the one appropriate to the Quinean
metaphor. - or even that the Quinean metaphor is a good
one. To this extent, what f am giving here israt best'
a sketch for a valid argument. For a thorough discussion
of simplici.ty see Bunge ttTl .
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1Ew (see above). Nevertheless, the "central-ity" of

Leibni i-z's law does give us (plausible) reason for saying

that íf , in the light of new ci::cumstances lve a-re forced

to forgo Leinbitz's Iaw, then the new system of l'reliefs will

be less simple than the oríginal set even thcugh the

forgoíng of Leibnitz's law is Lhe simplest al f,e::native to

take in the light of the ne\r- cj-reumstances* "

To the extent that adherence to Leinb i t-2,'s law is

not necessary - but is onlv desirable I cone to the

following conclusi.on" Tf there is an i-nterpretation of quantum

phenomena, alternative to Bohr's, which is not -inconsistent

with Leibnitz's Iaw, then the arguments in the nreceding

sections gì-ve me a reason for preferring the alte::native.

lVih.ether or not one then groes a-head, anrJ replaces Bohrrs

theory, depends, of courser ofl whether or not tþere are

stronger reasons which mllitate against t-he all-er:native.l

On the other hand, if there is no feasible alternatj-ve to

Bohrts theory, then one has to accept Bohr's th-oory and

reject Leibnitz's law. Since the::e are al-ternatives to

Bohr¡s theory (see Chapter 5), which ha.ve no glar-ìng

inadequacies (such as conf licting with I.eibnitz's law),

I reject Bohrfs theorY.

*What T have said about Leibni-tz's l-avr - crua rnethodological
pr-|ncir:Ie applies eoual-1"' tc the'.r::inci-pfe of universal
causation, etc"
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CHAPTER 7

PART 1 M-variabl-es.

The suggestions I shall make in this section are

rather tentative ones, to the extent that the whole question

of the nature of mAcroscopic variables is a rather open one.

One way to answer this quest:lon is to identify macroscopic

variables with those quantum theoretical constructs which

sat,isfy classical equations, to some approximation, and

under expected circumstances. (This program is essentially

the one put forward by van Kampen [51], 1,521 and by Ludwig

t65lI For example, Ehrenfest's theorem (page 25 t84l)

suggests that the macroscopic position of a particle be

identj-fied as the mean of the particle's (quantum theoret-

ical) position. we also require that if a particle has a

d.efinite macroscopic position there there is smal1

probability of it baving any other (quantum theoretical)

positions*. And finattyi wê require that no position be

available to a particle,rfrørfi..a nlác,rosd-opid poi'nt ofr view, which

ís not available to it from a quantum theoretical point of view.

Therefore, we arrive at the conclusion:

*Van Kampen
dis ersl-on

uses the differênt condition that the
of po sition is small. Under suitable
those two conditions are equivalent.ass ons
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ïf S at t is in the state V then the macroscopic

variable Ã has value ã if and only if
(a) the quantum theoretical variable A has mean value

(/

I plA,i; V I ui
,a l-n

aô

a is one of the values

If a = a. .then
a

small and E> o

'I, 
PlA,i¡; I r <E, ror E

s'*c
, f.or any i.

a

at \ ofA(k)

(c)

L

A second example of macroscopic variables arises in

quantum statistical thermostatics. A system's temperature

is a function of 'the mean of its ínternal energy; but it is

only defined (and only measurable) when the system is in

equilibrium. It is well-know, however, that for an equili-

brium system, with a given average energy and number of

components, the internal- energy dispersion is smal1 (see

pages 159 and 189 of t44l)-. This in turn suggests that

for the temperature variable, (a), (b) and (c) are satisfied.

The statement (i) does imply that there is an

intrinsic vagueness in the concept of a macroscopic

varíable to the extent that the number t is only defined

as being "small". This is not a disadvantage, however,

because the difference between micro and macro is only

supposed to be one of degree. Later, âD upper bound on

6 will be suggested.
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The macroscopic variables may be formally introduced

as follows:

Definition f]. If tll and V are vectors in H, then aP'*V

ro order ã ir and onty ir lTi, g tV-ç'-] l< S

where t >

Axiom XXIII. In any system S in which the m-variable A exists

it is associated with the same variable A, and with a

set {C¿} of clusters of vectors in H, the Hilbert

space of S. The vectors in cluster C. are called (tfr.

vectors of Ã for varue "i'. I t" in C" if and only

if both L n [o, i' , V 1ar, = ri and 9o Vi to order

{vit is the set of eigenvectors of A

{o,t} i" the set of values of A, and 6

is small and non-negative.

Comment. The use of the strong norm in definition 11, is

necessary for later theorems (cr. 31) . Note thatlT7 PßJ-Vll<S

has the geometrical interpretation that the tip of qi ' is

located within a hypersphere of radius 5

of q as centre. Thus the cluster C-
l_

a closed linear manifold rather it is a hypersphere of

vectors centred on v, . Therefore f picture the m-variable Ã

assocíated with A, as having the same values as A, and having

a hypersphere of vectors around each eigenvector 9, of A, of
radius 6

The m-variables obey VII, VIII , XI, XII and one of

E , where

ín H, and

, and with the tip
of vectors is not
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the interpretative axioms - XX, XX' or XX" - depending on

the interpretation favoured. For exampler vtrê have that if qJ

is in G, ¡then Ã has the value a. when s at t has state V

(by vII ) .

Theorem 29. If
V.r tl,,J

to order E

is any complete orthonormal set and
e

to order 0 , for some i, then

Ç,r
L,+ i

. vj, .ç>l' < E l<VJ,{'>l' h t

{v Ìt

and

Proof.

Comment. It then follows that XXIIf is a formalisätion

< v i, ,g-9J><q,-.1,1, ,.f,¿1 >
t< qJ, ,v-vl > l'
f<v!,.r> - <v:,,vJ>l'
k gJ,.v >

-r, tt.f-vll z
a)

T.
Lr

ï.
L¡

z
L

Hence, by definition 11, theorem 29 follows.

of (L\ , since, if

29 and XXIIr wê immediately get the conditions (a), (b) and

(c).

Ln introducíng m-variables, like Ã ,into the axiom

scheme, I have not yet íntroduced a probability P[Ãri;S,t];

q' is in C., then from theorems 10,
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and I shall now discuss this.

On the real-ist interpreationr wê can extend

apply to m-variables as well as ordinary variables.

only catch with doing this, is Èhat our axioms only

us a means of estimating P[Ãri;S,t] in the special

that S at t ís in a mixture of states in various Ci

(fn that special case P[A,i;S,t] comes from theorem 23b. )

This is because, even if we define a P[Ari,' v I , \^Ie cannot

obtain theorem 10 for m-variables, since theorem 10 requires

the orthogonality of the variable's vectors in its proof.

I shall suggest a means of approximately estimating P[Ã,i;S,t]

in the more general case, beIow.

on the i.ndeterminacy interpretation, P [Ã, i; S , t] does

not exist, because, in my view, there are no measurements

of m-variables. I suggest that when we appear to be

nreasuring A, what we really do is to measure A, and when we

appear to refer to the value of P[Ãri;Srt] we are real1y

referring to P[A,i;Srt] to some approximation. These

suggestions can be formally set out by redefining

P[Ã,i;s,t] by the relation:

Definition L2a. P t-ari;S,tl u PlAri;s,tl to order A

XXI I to

The

give

case

The question then'

definition for A
is how to arrive at

. What I suggest

a satisfactory
1e.
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equal to the probahrility of
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Definition I2b. l\ is the degree of approximatation

to which PlA,i;S,tl approximates the probability

of Ã having the value ri in S at t, for the case

that A. does have one of the values ui in S at t.

pointing out that rir¡e ought to

of Ã havì.ng the value "i is
measuring A to have value ai, for

the case that A has one of the a.: as value, i.f we are to
a

extend the use of tl:re methodological principle (x*t)*to

m-variables (tSote that (XXv) cannot be derived f or m-variables,

as j-t can for orclinary varíables - see Chapter B). In

AppendixlrIevaluate A = 28

I also extend the use of definition I2a Lo the

realist interpretation, where it,s meani-ng is, however, quite

different. f justify this extension by again appealing

to (xxv) r i.e. from (:xxv) it follows that if Ã always has

one of its values (as it does on the realist interpr:etation)

then the probability of measuríng Ã to have value .i is equal

to the probability of Ã having value a1.

The introduction of definitions 12a and L2lr. is, I
admit, a trifle artifjcial-, to the extent that, under

the new def initions , the sign 'P [Ã, i; S, t] ' loses mucJr of its
old signi-fj-cance. f n the absence of any more signif icant

alternative, however, I shall adopt these definitions.
*The (xxv)' referred to here ls' from ChaBler' 6.
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ft is perhaps appropriate here, to give an example

where all we can do to esti.mate P[Ãri;S,t] is to use the

relation P[Ã,i;s,t] U PlA,i;s,tl to order Á ; and then

measure P[A,i;Srt]. The case T have in mind ís the Stern-

Gerlach experiment, t641. After passage through the magnetic

field, the electron is in a mixture of macroscopically

rlistinct states " They are macroscopically distinct because

they have widely divergent average values of position (and

smaj-l dispersions). i\levertheJ.essr 'ú/ê do not make a measure-

ment to disti.nguish the various components of the mixture.

All we measure is the actual position (or coarse-grained

position) of the electron" Since the components of the

mixture do overlap in configuration space (albeit with small

prolrability), the measured position probabilities are only

taken to approximate (albeit very accurately) the probabilities

attached to measuring the various components of the mixture*.

I now extend the notation for m-variabl-es, to the

case tiraÈ their corresponding variabl-es are degenerate. If

the variable A, corresponding to the m-variable Ã is

degenerate u then Ã is itself sai.d to be <legenerate. It will

be remembered that the values of a degenerate variah¡le are

*Note also that I agree with Bunge that the Sflern Gerlach
experiment is not really a description of a measurement
not, at least, rrntil the interaction between t,he target
screen a¡)d the incident electron is spelled out (see page
28]- tI61I. The ans\^Ier to the perennial question 'which
component is the electron really'in' is contained in the
answer to the Schrödinger cat paradox of ChapLer 5.



qiven a pair of subscripts'id.', so that tid = "id, and

uia I arr'r, for any i I í', drd' (Chapter 4, part 2').

C.> t there exist vectors
V;-:|.; to or<ter ô and'

Definition 13. 'C.'denotes the union of all the clusters
t_

of Ã, for any i.

Definition 14. Two clusters of vectot" q_ and C, are

approximately orthogonal to order I if and only if, for

any Vr in c, and V, in
sueh that <ql$;>= 0, and
tlr* t{i tn¡ or¿rer S

Theorem 30. The tC;ï for any given Ã, are approximately

orthogonal to order E

Proof. Obvious from XXIII and defínitions 14 and 13.

T no\^r introduce one more definition and a theorem,

which become of importance shortly.

Definition 15. The set of clusters tCJ'.= linearly

independent if and only if any set of Vectors, contain-

ing only members of the tC,] and at most one member

of any one tC¿] is linearly independent.

Theorem 3I. Any finite set of clusters, which are approx-

165.

.P

tc"J.

I

L*ú
vL

imately orthogonal to order ð , are linearly independ-
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Proof. Let

orthog

vector

there

which

ent, for S small enough, but t) O

{Cil o. a finite set of clusters, approximately

onal to order $ Let V' be an arbitrary
in C, ,f or each i. Then, bV d.ef initíon 13 ,

exists an orthonormal set of vectors U'li t"t

V: " 
tl'' to order I , f or each i.

By theorem 29,

(i)

and

(ii) l(v,
t'P
..{,

Now let
(iii)

l<qi.,,v',>1" < t for any ir I i

,v i)l'), l-5
rJ b. I inz,wL,¿ dø g-en .{e nl j i.€ -

LC
¿'

¿rÉ ¿

Taking scalar product of both sides of (iii) with

and then taking . mõdulus squared, gives

t 
¿, 

V¿'

t
ZI
it'+¿

V

t.l I

t

( iv)

where, by (ii) ,

L.H.s. of (iv) >

l(9¿,VJ >l'= | 
Ír:.,,<V 

¿, ) Vi >l'

1

and, by ht'ÀL-de-¡Ìs inequality, R.H.s. of (iv) (

, 9l>l' < 
Ì;., ' 

c¿,iz (ru- E

z

by (i). Hence

(v) t-[<t* r)E z
. ol.
Llá t"

ûr

Now, also, from (iii),

lc L
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(V¿,V¿) = I
= L, t c;o [" *llr, . ¿ e u, (g 

.,, V., >lli¿¿ 
ú+ c,

Hence, by the triangle inequali-ty,

.ì t "c.l'< 1 + | 2,.,.¿õ¿, < V.,rV¿) 
|iù+" iltr, 

v

te orthonormal set for whÍch

CI#.!/ é

Hence, from theorem 29,

(vii) V ¿ = 1o .l,o ..f ',,*,
and,

(viii) F,., lel*, lt <E
{t'or,) +G t)

Also, f rom (vii)

I " In l'

1+

( ix)
Hence, from (vii),

[<9.,,9,) r =17.*

*?*l '( 
9¿' 

'v') I

_(Jc Cittùc( Ltta

L

<lT, eÏ'*c¡!,o. I +1.Íntfcinl
(Lt*) +(ùf) . noc(1"¿) + (¿' t)

+ lõ;lnllci,rl

By Hölders inequality, (viii) and (ix),

l7*l e ;,u. I' i^lrli,*l'f 
| + 5L- + gt

(ìi'"¿)*(ù t) (L'o< ) + (L'1.)
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By (viii) ,

(x) å +2 E|" <
Hence, f rom (vi) and (x)

(xi) - Z, ¡c¡,lz( t+tx) (¡l-r) 3 6k
..u
L'*L

Hence, from (v) and (xi) 
'

(xii) (r -[) =<

By making S sma1l enough, (xii) is obvíousl-y fa1se.

and hence, for 6 small enough, (iii) ís false. Hence,

for å small enougrh, {9¿} i" linearly independent; and

since the ttf/J r"= arbitrarily chosen - one vector f rom

each C, it foll-ows, from clefinítion 15, that tC,,}t"
f inearly independent.

Comment. To get an idea of a size for E sufficient for

the tV¿] to be linearly independent, we examine the

inequality
(r - 5l >(N-t)å tl + (N) (N-11 3¿r'I

Hence,

I '>
approximating (N-1) by N (since N is large)

N 6 < 1 and N S4 <
.J3

E { l, the stronger of these conditions is

N åI <

Hence,

S-ince
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Note that this condition guarantees the condition N 6 ( !.r-which

appeared in the comment to theorem 27 (at least for N >

Now ít i.s obvious that we would like to be abl-e to

make statements like t rh.t" is a (unÍque) probability pt

that s at t has state vector V¿ , where V¿ t" in Cr'

in orde:: to deduce (from VII) that Ã fras the value .i

with probability pí. Before we can do this, however,íL is

necessarvo from 2,3, that the various {f tV¡J -t. rinearly

i.nclependent. Irl order to guarantee this, r suggesL making

the { C;i línearly independent (since, from appendix 3)

if iqri are rinearly independent, then so are lf t9ú]]).
lloweverr \n/ê know from theorem 31, that linear

independence of
(ø l

lL u) is guaranteed by there being a finite

and by their being approximately orthogonal

for T smalI. This suggests that we

postulate the fCu] r"t any m-variable ã in s, to be

appi:oximatety orthogonal to degree t ,' where S is

Very small; and that we either assume observed systems to

be restricted to states which are SuperposiLions of vectors

number of

to degree

tcJ
t

from a finite nurnber of the

a, finite number of members of

or that there are only

. Of the latter two
ì,c "],

tc ]I

alt.ernatíves, I prefer the second because it j-s less

arbitrary, although it does have the controversial

consequences th¿rt macroscopic variables necessarily have
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finite (alkreit arbitarily large) ranges, and hence must be

infinitely degenerate (whenever the system's Hilbert space is

infinite dimensional). Formally, then I suggest,

Axiom XXIV. The number of clusters associated with any

m-variahle is finite.

Axiom xxv. For any m-variable Ã, the degree I to which

its vectors approxi.mate the vectors of the assocj-ated

variable A, is so sma11 that N tl ( 1, where N is

the number of clusters of Ã associated with A.

Theorem 3Ib . {C¿} i= linearly independent.

Proof. Trivially from XXIV' XxV, and theorem 3l (and comment

to theorem 31).

Comment. N may depend on A, although I do not explicity

display this dependence. Note also that I am quite happy to

alter the condition that N EL <

XXIV entirely, if some signifícantly weaker condition can

be found to guarantee {C¿i linearly independent.

I also note that in practíce XXV is usually obeyed

any\^/ay . For example, in the Schrödinger cat paradox, the

m-variable had two clusters associated withìt-one for Èhe

"cat-dead states" and the other for the "cat-alive states".
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Final-Iy, I note that the approximate orthogonality

of the 1i , is just the condition which Araki and Yanase

l4l found was dictated by independent consideratíons, based

on the study of "ideal measuring processes".

I shall now discuss the repercussions of the preceding

considerations, f.ar the Schrädinger cat paradox. It will

be renrember:ed, in that paradoxn v/ê discussed the correlation

C

between the values of A, and Ar, in tl * SZ at t', wh

A, was a rnacro-varial¡Ie " At the time, wê assumed the

ere

i*.{'

to be exactl.y orthogonal; but 'ioe can no\^l see that \^7e 1vere

only entitled to assume them approxima,tely orthogonal.

Furthermor€r, from XXV' we see that the range of i' is

finite; and hence the LV'rjwilr not .in generat be complete

(since H, may be infinite dimensional), although they are

still orthogonal. In Appendix 9 ,I show that these

modifications have the conseglrenee that (instead of

E(sl,t')=Zlc,¡"f[Vt¿] ) weonrvhave

E(s't') 9 Z lc;l' A ttPtl to order 35 . l'rom theorem

27 , we see that if 3 8 i.s sma1l, this may still entitle

us to say that A, has one of the valuest"trÌt" st at t'

att,hough \^re now only have P[A,i;S,t'] = lc¿lt to order 6 å

since the {Vti are still orthogonal, \^7e stitl have

It(s2,t) = I l",lt P [9i], and hence, since (bv

Lheorem 3rb) the [$'t i are linearly independent, there is

L I
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(by theorem 23b and VII) r¡robability l.¿l' of A, at t' having
_2value ^L' in S,. Nevertheless, the fact that p[At,i;Sr,t'I

is only approximately T.il' is sufficient to prevent, XXr from

applying; and hence the exact correlation between the values

of A, and A, is lost. Furthermore, calculation of

plAt 2, 1#r roi,> ; sl + s2,¿l is no longer possibre

except in the rather formal fashion which I discussed above

because St + SZ at t' is not ín a mixture of states each

obeying conditions (c) and (d). Therefore, it seems as if

the desired correlation becomes (at best) approximate and

formal. As indicated earlier, it is not easy to assess just

how big a blow this emasculatíon of the correlation is.

One other important point does need clearing uo

in connection with the Schrödínger cat paradox. Central

tcr that paradox was the i nference' via XX, from 51 * SZ

at t--' being in Z ai st + sV""Vi to

determine value for A at t'. This
2

, not having a

Í hference relied on
z
¿ was not athe intermediate step that Z a¿tP xvI

t
vector of- Ar. Now this intermediate step is obviously

justified if A2 is an ordinary variable, since in that case,

aù vectors of A, (for different values)ate linearly indep-

endent (since they are orthogonal), and hence a
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linear combinatíon of them canoot be a vector of Ar. In the

case where A^ is an m-varíable, however, (which ís the case
¿

we ought to consider) the linear independence of trre lC
a i

(via theorem 31b) needs to be adduced in order to justify

the intermediate step.

PART 2. Evolution of m-Variables"

There is one crucial question which must be resolved,

if I am to maintain the rnodel for macroscopic variables

which I have suggested in the preceding part. 'That questton

is why there are no interference effects observed between

macroscopically distinct states. One ans\^rer would be that

superposit-i-ons of macroscopically distinct states only occur

in joint systems, where the macroscopic variable is not

primitive (cf . the Schrödinger cat paradox). rf tha.t r'Àrere

sor then interferences effects between macroscopj-cally

distinct states would no! he ohserved at least at the

mac::o-level-. But this restrcition seems just too ad-hos.

Furthe::more I I shal-l now show this restriction to be

inconsistent with quantum dynamics (via a certain lemma).
tl t

Let S at t be in the pure state Y; in the cluster
.-?L ¿ - where L u is the cluster of vectors corresponding

to the vafue rtl of some macro variable Ã. It is a fact

that, even in isolated systems the values taken by some
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macro-variables do, on occasions, change*. Therefore, for

some S, Ã, and t', S will be isolated from t to t' and will

be in the pure state Yü at t', where VU is in the

cluster C .,l and i I it . We can assume that the state-

vector of s is not in any of th" lcl, other than C'" or C ,,
during [trt'] with no loss of generality**; because, if S

at t" were in C¿,,, where i" I i or i' and t <

then we could change t' to t" and consider the ner¡/ interval

Itrt"] instead.

Nora/, since S is isolated between t and t', it follows

that for any tl-, LZ in the interval [trt'], we have that

S at t, is in the pure state

and in particurar tl,,t, = tr
Schrödinger propagater from t, to t2ì and the set of

ll(tZrtr), for constant tl_, forms a one-parameter continuou

group of unitary transfor*"tiorrJ*Jo that , for any q' oF

l- f z --+ Lz, then <V, Wt,,,,n¡V' ) -.(.1,, W(r,,rrl V)

s

ln

*This fact, J-ike any other "fact", could be denied ¡77Ji

tit

but it. seems rather drastic to do so.
**The state-vector of S may of course be

superpositíon of vectors frP4 ¡uarious
without beíng in one of the {C;l

in a linear-
[ct] durins [t, t l,

***I shall not be discussing the axioms of quantum
dynamics. An excellent attempt at doing just this,
starting from very elementary principles, ís to be
found in Eckstein t231. Details of one-parameter
groups are given in t83l.
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Lemma.

Proof.

rf for any two members Vt.O ,V(rn of the con|nuoL'ts

sequence of vectors Ïq , we have that

Y<c¿) -- !!1c'c¡ V(.n) , '1u ir 9(.r) is in
C¿,,, and Ï.rrt= i-t C¿' , then L" = Lril

if ttr_ ,rl is suf f iciently small.

I can now prove the following:

there j-s a set tV; Ï ,wrricrr is a complete ortho-

normal- set of vectors of the variable A which

corresponds to the m-variable Ã (to which the

tc.,]
be in
(/ Tt-t(br)= Lt 

L

then

(i)

belong). Let

C¡, ,i" 4 it I r 
'

.fi
By theorem 29, if

z 2 v(/

V<t.) o" in ,. C irrr and V(r,

and

qncl

c t

AIso, since ex hypothesi

and since the [t 
rrbo)

terrtn¡ Y ',
q

vTaking scalar product of both sides wíth (,t'

ZcL (rL- z C

l.nu,t'< S

V(.r) : LL ¿t,,t a¡
is linear,

z

t

,

t

sives t ci<V'i'Su
L

z,btl 
ttj i>

z
IC

L

Therefore, taki.ng modulqs qquared of -both sídes,

\4 .n, 19f. , !!¡¡,,rr)V i>[' = ¡ c].,, f '
Hence, from Schwartz's ínequa1itY,
(ii) I Icr¡(. Vt,, rl (u,,,rr)V.i > l ' >
B't, äs tl -> tÀ ,<
<t.pí, ,ql>= ELu., (since the s'roîp of transforma-
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vector which is none of the

tions is continuous, and !! (C1, tÐ = I ) .

Therefore the left hand side of (ii) tends to

t" t, It as tr -+ t2. Hence f rom (i) ,

we see thatr âs tI -+t2, the inequality (ii) is

not possible. Hence, the supposition i' ' I i' ' ' ,

as tI --->t2, is not possibler âs required.

Now introduce the function i(t"), which takes Èhe

value i in S at til if and only if s at t has a state-
l-vector in \-; . Ex hypothesí i(t") takes the value i or

U

i' for t" in [trt'].Ït and only if S at t" has a state-

tcù , then i (t' ') is

undefined. I shall now show, using Èhe preceding lemma

that i(t") must be undefined at some t" in [trt'].

Proof. Suppose that í(t") is defined for all t" in

[trt'] . Then the preceding lemma entails that

i (t' ') is a continuous function of t' ' on the

domain [trt']. Hence, from the fundamental

property of continuous functions (see S 101

of t39l), and since i(t) = i and i(t') = i',

we see that i(t") must take any value between i

and ir as t' ' takes various values in [trt'] .

This is impossible, however, since i(t") , ex

hypothesi, only has values i or i', where i I i'.
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i (t" ) must be undefined for at least

lt,t'l .

From the preceding proof it ímmediately follows that the

state-vector of S is not in one of the tC,J , dL some t"
in [t,t']. But the set [C.] i= complete in H (since it

incl.udes the compl-ete set of eigenvectors of the variable A

corresponding to the m-variabfe Ã) i and therefore, at some

t" in [tot'], tt' is a non-trivial Iinear combina-(t' ')
tion of vectors from various LC¿} and is not in one of

the {C ¿} "o
This completes my proof that to restrict the

occurrence of Superpositions of macroscopically distinct

states to joint systems, is inconsistent with quantum

dynamics. It follows that some other way must. be found

Lo explain the failure to observe interference effects

between macroscopically distinct states.

The way which I shall suggest now, is a variant

of the "phase wash-out theories", for which I gave

references in Chapter 5. The qerm for what follows can

be found in [55], although, as mentioned earlier, I now

disagree with the context in which the proof in t55l is

embedded.

*The
beca
r¡ari
no!

conjunction in the latter
use a non-trivial linear
on= {C} may be in one of
closéd- ffiear manifolds,
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My firÈt''poinÈ is that"mäcro-variablèb change

theír values sIow1y; i"e., there is, by and large, stability
of their values over macroscopic time-intervals. This in
turn suggests an approximate correlation between the various

tC,], for an m-varíabte Ã of the isolated system S, and the

"energy she1ls' (eigenspaces of the Ham-il-tonian H) of S.

The correration must not of course be an exact one other-
wise we contradict the fact mentioned earlier, that macro-

variables do change their values in isolated systems.

(f a:n of course assuming eonsérvation of energy for
isol.ated systems.) This approximate. correlation may

be expresse<1 as follows. Let V
lg 

be the eigenvector

Err=E^ for arl
lh

of q for energy value E,,'p , where

is in

MA
(

c
" 

andrn
P1 Then, if Ll/

Z Z .,^, qv
we have that

IZ ¡q-pl'< E fo' E¿ > E-^>E¡+ aE ;
where E is smalI, and all the íntervals (e",u, + AEil
are disjoint.

My second poinÈ is that at the macro-levelr \¡rê do

not determine P[Ã,i;S,tl , but only determine the time-

:;: ï' : 
= 
ï:':,:"t J,.:11'' ;'i 1.1Ï;ï : ::. "': : k.' 

> o'

macro-level" (Vflhen I talk of determining p [Ã, i; S , t' ] ,
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it is to be understood as talk about determining P[A,i;Srt']

- within an approximation see part 1 of this section. )

Furthermore, I shall assume that T¡E >

A n is the minimum energy difference between the energy

shells correlated with the tCJ. r use units or *, = 1.

It is tempting to try to justify the latter assump-

tions by referring to the Heisenberg relation tAE Ab ) 1);

but Aflcoòk, in a penetrating and thorough series of articles,

has warned against doíng this lightly t31. According to

Al1cock, \^rê nee<l to examine the details of the measuring

apparatus used, before interpreting 'At' in the above

relation as the indeterminacy in the time variable. I

therefore leave this assumption as unjustified; but one

which will, I hope, be vindicated by a complete theory of

macroscopic phenomena .

Now, suppose that

E(s,t) =ZprWr><9yl
where,

(ij.i) tfï = :.T V| , and V i is in C',

I ctLso 
..1,¡È" se *hcil- s is isolated.rond {or simplicity ,

ï assume that , for each í, any vector in Ct is
approximately orthogonal to the same tt''t ,i.e.
A is non-degenerate) . since V i is in C', ,

it follows, from the first point raised above,
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that,
(iv)

then

(v)

for any í, if
t.|/ :.2 C

(/

vL

l_s

fn
P

mp rn 
15

tZ- Þ iu\' <s {o. Ë ") E-, > Li+ aË;
Also, from theorems 22 and 10,

P[A,i;s,t] = Z* py t.trl'
One way for there to be no interference effects

between the various lCJ, would be for the density

operator of S at to to be

(vi) - !v = ZI p, l.s, [' gt.f i]
I shall now show that time-averaging E(Srt) does, in
fact, smooth out the interference terms; so that,
after a macroscopic time-averaging, W(Sr.t) g¡ W

to order 3 5 This is sufficient to show that
interference effects do not appear at the macro-

level, because of the second point I raised

above¡ viz. that only time-averaged probabilities

are significant at the macro-Jeve1.

Forom the rules of quantum dynamics, the time-averaged

density operator for S a

W (s,r) I-r
t

e

f*. (W s, t de,)
t-To

+ T" &*p -L H tt'-u¡l w ús,e )[*piu(t'-t¡l
,-To
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\^zhere I{ is the time-independent Hamiltonian for the

isolated system S.

Hence,
\J(sr t)

= ZZ.,Z Z Þ.,cTõJ ¿L^{,e,llp,fV,^XV,,t,iq ;L' Ë:fd :" 'o
En': Ë't' (e 

^- 
E.,Xr-i"lt rl',1 e';F-:[. *]

r now evaluare * ß* f , where u ," :!þ*-*t
the above expansion of W(s,t) by putting i I i'. this witl
give the <legree to which E(s,t) a-pprox-i-mates [ (see (vi) ) ,

after tíme-averaging; and it -i-s this quantíty whj_ch we

reguire to be smalI. ,

Nor.,r.¡

, ß*L: mp

=i.-[t*p-Lu(t'-r)f Ì p, ã, 
.3, tÇi><vi,t eï L

= i,lî' þ* e -ur¡,..); ;,;H.ï. l^. rv,''u)

({,,., | õ Í,., e T, [*^p, ts tr,-rìl dt
:= 

+ 'r:l,tn to Pucî e î' tLL
["ip-¿[E,,-f -,)tt'-t[ l¡-

T
l.'

z
m

z
mÊ

z

<.|J Bv",p) <9,,p,,B.V,p)

?,u'\q ?,, Pv "I
* Err,,

(Ë* E_,)(rr_-|.

¿ l, . ï* e ,ï,p,

)1F," {(E--E-,)

[exp- L t

rl ['
t"n(\

Eû.

+ G ¡. -6 -,)TInformally, one can see that this expression wil-I
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be snrall, because, from (iii), the only non-negliible terms

will- be those for which Ei >
Ei, >
latter

i/i'.

decided

to some other

inequalities

Therefore

follows. I prove this formally in Appendix 7.

Another problem which the m-variable model for macro-

variab.l-es has'Lo face is the following. rt is a fact that if
a macro-variable sLarts out with certain value in S at t,
then its value does not spread (although it mav change)

at later times j.n s. To captüre this fact in the m-variabre

model., the Hamíltonians for macro-systems will have to be

rìc constructed that if S at t has a small spread in the

values of A (necessary for it to be in one of the lCrl ),
then that spread w-i-l--l reamin small. Van Kampen discusses

this requirement in t51l and t521. This restriction does

not, however, guarantee that S will always be in one of the

[C ¿i . Indeed it is c]-ear from theorem 32 that S must

be in none of t.he
1

;Ì , at some time, if it is to change

. This díscrepancy between m-variables
An¡Å rnetc rO S co pi

(,

G

lhotd, [Em - Ern,l ) a E, since

l{t"* - Em)r | >, l/E (since we

above that T 
^ 

E >, l/E ); and the required result

[c
{c
].

*An exception to this is of course if A is a
r¡ar-iab1e", because theorem 32 relies on the
of the {C;} . I have discussed "continuous
earlier

"continuous
dis cretenes s
variables "
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variables can, however, be explained by realising that,

at the macro-leveI, the accepted errors are so large that

they mask the t,ransitions beÈween the discrete tC,]
(Thls is also the reason why classical theory gíves

satisfactory answers at the macro-leveI, despite containing

the false assumption that the macro-variables have continu-

ous ranges of values. )

Before moving on to consider the measurement process,

it is appropriate to compare what the realist and

indeterminacy interpretations say about the classical

concept of macro-variables. According to the realist, the

cl-assical dictum that macro-\/ariables have objectively

inherent values, is correct. According to the indeterminacy

proponent, however, this dictum is only appropríate where

the system concerned ís in a mixed state. (eohr of course,

would deny even this.) On the indetermínacy interpretation,

one can only talk generally, about the measured values of

variables. This indicates that the conceptual gap between

quantum theory and classÍcal theory is even wider on the

índeterminacy ínterpretation than on ùhe realíst inter-
pretation.
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CHAPTER 8. MEASUREMENT.

The first obvious comment to make is that the

role of measurements in quantum theory depends on the

interpretation one adopts. First I sha1l consi,der the

indeterminacy interpretation.

The crucial difference of the indeterminacy inter-

pretation from the realist interpretation, is thatr orl the

indeterminacy interpre'bation, the term'measurement' is

included in the axioms (viz. XXI). The question immediaÈely

arises how we are to interpret the term 'measurement'. One

\nray is to have the term as a pre-theoretical primitive,

which gets its meaning from contexts outside of quantum

theory. The trouble with this alternative is that it puts

description of the measurement process outside of the scope

of quantum theory. This is undesirable because quantum

theory (in its dynamical aspects) is supposed to be a

universal theory about: a.ll processes*.

Tt seems therefore that the indeterminatist is

obliged to present, within the context of quantum theory,

a defj.nition of 'measurementr as it appears in XXI. With

*In all fairness,
seem to deny'
t411 .

I must admit
this ê.g. r

that there
Heisenberg

are authors who
on page 58 of
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regards this definition, there is one important preliminary

point. obviously 'measurement' in xXI is used in a highty

specialised sense, and does not apply to al1 processes

which we would agree to call 'measurements'. (this obviously

foflows from the facts that xxI stipulates a unique

measured value for some quantity, and that two measurements

of the same quantity may give different measured values -

e.g. if one is inaccurate. Bunge makes this point in t16l ) .

To indicate that I am usíng a specialised Sense of 'measure-

mentn, I shal1 use the term 'measurementr' from now on'

The actual definition of measurement, which I shall

adopt is:

Definition tb There is a measurement. of

(by the measuríng aPParatu" 52

(iii) and (xiii) hold.

)if

St at t

only if
A1 l_n

and

What the conditions (iii) and (xiii) are, will be discussed

later suffice for now to say that they place various

dynamical and other rest,rictions on the interaction between

St and the measuring aPParatu" 52.

If definition 16 is to be incorporated into the axiom

scheme of quantum theory, then of course it (and any

related definitions) must be consistent with the other axidms'

Furthermore, the conditions (.jjj) iil'rd kü) drúst
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) or else measurements " wj-I1 be (nomologically) imposs-

ible*. In particular, the definition 17, to be introduced

later, whose role is to tell us what is the probability

of measuring, A to have its ith value in S att
1 1

(independentty of XXI) must be demonstrably consistent with

XXI. Later, in meta-theorem 2, I show this to be the case.

Definitions 16,L7 and meta-theorem 2 together,

make up the tradit.íonal "measurement theory". As such, the

term 'measuremen'E theory' is a misnomer. Firstly, the

term 'measLrrement' should be replaced by 'measurementr';

and secondly, definitions 16, 17 and meta-theorem 2 ín

no way mal<e up a theory in their own right -there are no

nehr t.estable conseguences arising from "measurement theory"

which are not already in quant,um theory**. In particular,

XXI cannot be considered a new consequence of "measure-

ment theory", even though it is provable that measure-

ments. qive results in accordance with XXI (via meta-
t-

theorem 2). This is because, in the proof of meta-theorem

2t recourse is made t.o quantum theory, as so far presented

*As mentioned in Chapter 5, this condition may be quite
dif f i cul.t to fulf iI1.

**on this point r agree with Bunge t161.
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which include XXI. Thus "measuremenÈ theory" only brings

forth Xxfrif a theory which includes XXf is assumed in the

first place. (actually XXI is not directly involved in the

proof; but onty in the inÈerpretation of terms in the proof.)

What I have just said, however, in no way is

intended to down:grade the importance of measurement theory.

Even though measurement theory ís not a theory Proper, it is

crucial in supplying an interpretation of the term 'measure-

ment'" If j-t turned out that a measurement theory was not

formulatable (i.e. if there were no measurements which could

be Cesigned to fit xXI) then this would have drastic

consequences for the indeterminacy interpretation (i.e. it

would have to be admitted that the measurement process was

outside the scope of quantum theory see earlier).

Before discussing the realist attitude to measure-

ment theory, there is one remark I would like to make.

Having set up definitions16 and 17rand showed their

consistency with XxI, the following possibility arises.

Why not take XXI as a definition of'measurementr'; and then

replace definition 16 by a tlieorem (viz. meta-theorem 2) to

the effect that those measurements (which \^Iere previously

defined as measurementst) are in fact measurementst?

A símílar possibility of shuffling around the l-abels 'axiom',

'definition' and 'theorem' arises of course, with most
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scientifj-c theories. (8.g. consider the o1d saw of whether

Newton's laws are definitions or matters of fact.) I can

see no reason why in fact this should not be done although

as a matter of fact, if XXI is going to be taken as a

definitionrit seems more natural to take it as a defínition

of 'P [A,, i ; V ] ' . In my view, the lah¡el 'def inition' is

only än indication that, the statement to which it is

attached, is (for historical reasonsr or perhaps reasons

of conr¡enience) taken as "central" (in the Quinean

metaphcr tB0l ) "

on the realist interpretatj-on, the situation changes

radi-calIy, because 'measurement' occurs nowhere in the

a>rioms. The::efore if we introduce def initions 16 and 17 , it is

purely for notational convenience in referring to a special

class of measurements. In particular, vre do not have to

make any sort of consistency check before introducing the

definitions. Moreover, since measurements, are usually

rather artificial (but cf. comment after XVII in Chapter 4),

the realist will not see much point in introducing this

definition. Rather what interests him is whether particular

physicalIy significant measurements are "ídeal", i.e.

whether,

(i) The probability of measuring A in S at t to have

its ith value is P[A,i;S,t].

(-i) is called 'the Born interpretation' , and conformity
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with (í) is a suitable criterion for idealness in a measure-

mentr or the realist interpret,ation, because (i) asserts

identity between the measured and actual probabilities.

Meta-theorem 2 (which is provable on the realist

interpretation too) obviously implies that measurements 
"

are ideal, butr âs mentioned, measurements, are usually too

unrealistic to provide any ínterest for the realist. WhiIe

on this point, I note that it is only the realist who is

entitted to cal.l measurements, 'idea1 ' . The indeterminatíst

cannot appeal to (i) as a criterion for separating off

ideal measurements, because, for the indeterminatist, (i)

does not assert the identity of actual with measured

probabilities.

I shal1 now investigate, from the realist point of

viewrwheÈher or not the members of a certain broad class

of measurements - which encompasses just about all the

measurements for quantum theoretical phenomena are ídeal.

The class of measurements f have in mind are those for

which, there is a measurement of At in St at t (by the

nreasuring apparatus S.,) i-f and only if

(ii) There ís an'

some [trt'l ,

pure state

interaction between S, and

for which, if St at t were
,t rlL
Y ¿O,, then an m-variable

ln

sz

A

during

the

of SZ
2
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would have value urt at t' for each i. { 9*J"=.
the vectors of A, (degeneracy index 'd') ; and Ã,

having the value ur' correspond to Sz registering

the vatue arf of Ar.

As it stands, (ii) will not do as a description to take a

place in a scientific theory, because of its subjunctive

mood. It can, however, be reParsed to:

( iii) There is an interaction between

during some [trt'], for which,

S. and some S.1---- -2
if LI is the

Schrödinger propagater for Sl + 52 ' from t to t'

then

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

V!*,9 'Ì-

ú' I LZ
¡c t, r/-

q

Id

for every xr i, dr where

t q l*l are vectors or A

&P*$PtVJ,s

1

P*) O ) z P, L
of vectorsis in the ctuster nLz

L

belonging to some m-variable À., of SZ

2(e) rf. -A2 has the value a
l_

then S, registers the

value a lforA
1'l_

In addition we have

Definition. The probability of measuring A to have the

value a
l_

in S at t, is the ProbabilitY of the
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measuring apparatus registering the value "i at the

end of measurement.

Translated across into a form suitable for inclusion into

quantum theory, the above definition becomes

Definition I'7. Under condition (iii) , the probability of

measuring At to have value trt in St at t, ís

the probabilit¡ø of Ã, having the value ^r' in

Note that if (iij-) is included as a condition in the axioms
)

of quantum theory, then 'registers value "i-' must be taken

as a primitive defined in a context outside of quantum

ttreory.

Are the measurements described in (iii) ideal?

To see this, I sha1l need the following preliminary theorem.

s. + s^ at tr.l_¿

Theorem 34. If !ü(S z *ttI' r)

Z ¡.gLq, ll , where .[i L
r

?t sI l and V'f(S.rt)

t'f '"- Ìl and

are complete and orthonormal in H, and H, respect-

ively, and ?r-> ó, ?y). o, Z p* : L, 2 PV= L
then E(sr + s2,L) =.f, 

ïï1 
*-,r-, 

'TÏì,.ou,t 
,.lV;¡

,where Z cæ*ïïr - Pvtïv, and ãa-*,.¿l=í_ vv 

þs"..r],"
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Proof. Since trl]""u tv:l are complete in Ha and H
2

respectively,

and hence,

w(s, + s^rt)
IZ

t.
P3ç b r¿æ, =

as required.

j is complete in H, x Hr;Lq I"Y
z
æ

=:, ,:,-*,rv, tq iXgå, I ^ tq:XVì, 
Ix-cc'b..6,

But, from theorem 25,

W S ,t)t

Theref ore, if we are griven,

S
1

we get
lro'v

Hence, taking

= rt2 W(s, + s/t) = 
I,,a.yi-u ,!1(S,r!)e)9;,,>

=*ì *a,ïï,c **,t.0,\Y tr)c'f 
i,l<q:,, ,yixrl,;,y;,>

= 

"å ï,c 
..*.ôï' lL{) 

{-u) 
Ctt, T,l

(

E ( I l"¿ \vt) (ç; 
I

ä> 
(qlçl : 

å0,. -.ïr, tVT >(.P 
ü,1

<V i V ï, > of both sides,

pr$ut,= ä",r.*oo,
Similarly, by considering W(S.,,t),

Zr.tt*

Theorem 35. Measuremehts described by (iií) are only

approximately idea1.

Proof. Consider the most general case of a measurement of
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A1 in 52 aL L, by the apparatu" 52 as in (iii).

I. e. r 'úI€ have

!q(sl,t) = þL tV i]
where [9ti and {VÏ}
HenceT from the:órem 34',

, and Vü(S2rt) = I ¡.. PtV¡
are complete and orÈhonormal.

E(sr + sz

(sr

,t)=Z
ælT..ô , 

c .'r,ï.d, \.t/ l>Cql,\ ^ lV i >dl, t

with

(v) W + S ,tt )2

(iv) I ccr.gg, = P.o5.ot, 
qnd 

T 
c¡rrgï= p*å**,

From the rules of quantum dynamics, it follows that

= 
å,0;, -cïï' q& Wl>'t9;l <.-tT,t

*<.t L, I!!
I now l.et

Theorem 23b and definj-tion 2 imply that
(vii) n[A'i; s,t] = Z prO IcT*t'ït

Now for the measurement to be ideal,(r:)'.must be. satis-
fied í ì,e-, from definition 17 and XXIr, we must have

*fn order to give (viii) more than just a formal significance
(see part I of Chapter 7\, it is necessary^that S" at tr bej-n a mixture of states from Èhe various Cr¿. Tn fact, it
wíl-l- be seen later that such a state of .if"ir" can be
guaranteed by a fairly simple restriction on the measure-
ment process (viz. (xiii) ) .
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e[Ãr,i; sl * s2, t'] = elarri; s,t]. Therefore, r shall

evaluate PtÃzri;sa * s,L'); but to do this r shall have to

use the method discussed in part 1 of Chapter 7, viz. vía

the relatíon (see definitions (2a) and (2b):

(viii) p[Ã2'i; sl + s2,t'] u\ elAr,ii st + s2,t'l to order 28"

. Now, as parÈ of (iii), it is given Èhat

Cti contains VJr"n, for arr x, d, where, from (iii) (a)

and rhe unitarity or u, it follows that a|ln ,9*!1,,¿,)
= Ëxx,t¿¿, å,¡¿, Henee , A2 must have a set of ortho-

normar e.isenvectors {"t{,i:i"J , where V"}"'*, " 
Vi"

(to order å ), and LqÎTtJ¿ i" an orthonormal set ìn l-{,xH.

spanning the eígenspace ot, A, corresponding to eigenvalue
tui'' ( o¡ = Lr2, ..... ) . Hence, from theorem 33,

(ix) - PIA2,iì
2 =*,*t. W(sr.rsz, b') f tVf,[¡st + S ,ttl

But,

Hence, from (iii) (a) ,

W z
1ll *l
L"d-u

substituting (vi ) into (v) gives

+ s2,t') = åu*, c ¡-:c,.dï, !! .l¿, lt[)l,r,) ttVl )
¡rr ¿r"¿Y¿r 

egln,t xal], l¿ ïn, w*

W (S.
I

(

.¿ .d, 
c x-t'! r'| ?,'ô' 

u T*' c î,d' ltP'11'"')(Vro',L'l
'tl 

L'

(x) S
1

+ Srtt)



Therefore, from (ix) and (x) ,

(xi) P[A1i; = Z I -tal=*,iJllb, L r,' ¡,? .ô, C ,in, e.

¿r¿l r Lr d'

sl + s2rt'l

ì 95.

,.ä

5t

ut'du

In Appendix B,

the fact that

PlArri; S1 + SZ

to order $f,,

,t'l Ë Z4br'

lYTr'*^$ :i, rr 4r ) (.t j t, *,, gití >
I show that (xi) combined with

V::-"qÏfrtoo'a"' E ' implies

=tà't L.l- ræyU'.I¿Zc

From

p [A2, ØL_
d tt'

\22
ot.¿

(iv), therefore,

i; + S ,tt ]
2

from (viii) ,

st + s2,t,l t^

t rt, .,to *tï
oràøt 33

st Y,C vd, C.
V
¿ct

Hence,

vlÃr,ít

Bv

t.lol'pï,to

Fo' 
.?ol'f , to order o

J

and therefore, from (vii),

pl-A2,iì st + s2,t'l x PlA, í¡ s,t] to order 55

This result indicates thatr on the realist inter-

pretation, measurements. are only approximately

ideal.
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I now return to the indeterminacy interpretation, and

investigate whether there is a class of measurements whose

members are measurements. and, in particular, whether meta-

theorem 2 ís provable for that c1ass. Actually, we already

know that measurements, do exist, vj-z. non Neumann's measure-

ments, which he describes on page 44I t911. What I shall
now do, however, is show that a much broader class of

measurement, exists. In makinl this cl-ass as broad as \^/e can
l_

there are two advan'ta.ges; ví2. we make the realist haprrier,

because our class of measurements, becomes less artificial,

and second we achíeve a greater generality in our axioms.

What I suggest is to define measurementsi by definition 16,

where the condition (xiii) is:

(xiii) - There exists a set

(a)

for any x rí rd,

I
L
z

P¿p Irl,
P

where

r" f qiÍ;^> (aÎJ"*l =
Ë PT" på><vút 

,Éä \-o

[v i,.] for which

(b) W (S2,t' ) ñ><9íul for some {p;(,J

, and depends on 52 /b,.

, for each i, P
(c)

(d)
+v:o\
,"vIe,

Prp >- o

isin C

qie, > =

2

ò

å (P'

Parts (b) and (c) of (xiii) are obviously necessary

(if we adopt the indeterminacy interpretation) in order to
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force SZ at t' to register one of the
zl.Y - which is in
L\¡

turn necessary if one is to satisfy Ludwig's dictum (page 143

of [64] ) :

Es wird makroskopiscl'v nur das beobachtet, was
schon a1s solches feststehet*.

(xiii) (a) is desirable, because it does seem part

of our concept of an ideal measurement, that:the apparatus

always responds ín one of the ways in which it would respond

if the measured vari.able had one of its values with unit

probability. It isn however, Possibl-e that this previous

condition could be weakened without destroying the result I

shall try to prove. The orthogonality condition (xìiî) (d)

only has the pragmatic justification that I cannot get the

result I want without it.

I now introduce an intermediary theorem.

{..

Theorem 35. rr rr, ltt,, 
4'>cV o'l --Z pol.l;><V; t

fp >, o for anv ß

inearly independent, then q'/qZ4 (|,:-VË

ome complete orthonormal set tV:] where

where

are 1

for s

c
d{r5

lp åpt""oo c..0, --z
s¿

*We observe at the macroscopic leveI, only that which already
r:bjectively exists.
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Proo!. Any linearly independent set can be made complete:,

by adding an orthonormal set of vectors to it

each added vector being orthogonal to each of the

original set. Hence there exists a complete set

rnre can then write

+t- and

Þ"d"Ê,,f,x+1.
et in H'

Vo' = Z V d- Fr
7 2.xv Col.o

"tfù fHence,

r'r lV !'')cv ¿t [ - 7<V !,V¿t> <

= P,.n l9åo>(9¡o,tc".êo e op,o,
þ,ð,But, we are given that

1 
" n I L! n' ><V o'l 

= L 
¡plgf,> 

<r.lr,r/
Hence , þ

o=&r,o, l V ;t) <v p:o,t( ã t*ßo z 
o(0, 6' -lr, ànÊ,too5¿,1)

Hence, since tYäu]"r. linearly independent,

it follows, from appendix 3, that
?¿ 

P¡tå þþ'6t¿f,u't
and fl =Ê' , sives

Pp ) r'l

L t*Ên e &

Letting V =
0'tr'
Y'
2z

oL
lcucp¿ 6t I
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and therefore,
e 

o¡, ¿ ,lg,t, -- Cr {o,
Hence, setting C*Êt = 

"*Fresult
Vn* < z g:-ge

Substituting this back into:

r', f{, ¿2, (rþ L'l = Z
,ule, get:

n'1 [ VLz>(q {tl -
where, êx hypothesi,

Ttn
Therefore,

ð'+ l-

we get the required

c*Ê

Fu,( ? "*e.*0,) 
tv;><.f,;,I

W0.><Vn^l -- L lrfq']ixg;l

<91 ., v4 z, <v n^, vu->

=O
zl

pf""a

,)

Hence, from the linear independence of the [v
appendix 3,

z
ø1.

as required.

Meta-theorem 2. The probabitity of measuring, A, in St

at t to have the value urL, when calculated from the

probability of A, having the value ^í' in SZ at t'

and definition 17 (but not using XXI) has the sam.e

value as it has in the case that it is calculated

via XXI and definition 2*.

z
Þlà'

lpãXvr, l( I ,,.pî nþ,- pn son

c*p ¿o.p, = rßPeE

*The following derivation is a modification of my derivation
in ts6l.
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Comme_nt. For generality I am considering the case where A,

is degenerate, even though, when I originally

mentioned meta-theorem 2, I only mentioned the

non-degenerate case (where it was possible to

measure each value ..1).
J-

Proof. I shall consider the most general states for St

and S 2 ^L L, as in the preceding proof . I . e. \^re

, T{( s.-,1)

= I c¡r,rr, lv1XY1,\-tV;X4\
and (iv) , (vi) and (x) holding. Now from (x) , and

theorem 25, we have

I

(xiv)

( xv)

haveq(sl,t) =Zp, ltqi
= Zp- ? LqT], w (sI + s2 , t)

- u(s2't') = J* u?-*'ïr'cT*e T" r'ntV13n>( Vli,'r,T
,,t¿'"L"/-

tV,tlL are linearry
independent and hence, from 35 and

qJ tz Z tla ¡¡7 z 
, ,V:

'r,,Ld- þx " (t" '¿F' x

for some complete orthonormal set

But from (xiii) (d) we see that

may depend on xrirdl. Hence,

,', tq::*><v::*l = ç. <q:,.{, ï^> <v*1lo,,v

z
o (,(,,

.aL¿ ;'¿ù'Lt.î; 
" Ë,ï IV:P> < V rr,, l

(xiii) (a) ,

tv OC

L ( whíchI

L
?

Substituting into (xiv) then gives

o(
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I
l*-æ, ltf
uÅ L'¿'
*e P'

w(s.rt') :
z t -*'ll' itjrç

.T^ ? T'" c

.î"Í e ;i;/iif;

þ

But, from

w(s.rt') =

Hence,

(xii) (b)

z
rp

¡t&
15o'.

a .t, 
,1p,1

xtL &l

là È¿

!/i.>
vj,>

p ¿p lVl..> <V i,.[

Hence

Ë,lyi^Xviu, ltgi¡tIu E 
?0' - Z c*'ïï' cY,. eY',n'

"."!:Lî:.i;' 
j 

i*?r".. ;$iî independenÈ

(see (xiii¡ 1c) , (xiii) (d) , and theorem Sf tn)),

it follows from aPPendix 3, that

Ix*'t!(xvi ) Eii,E
Pþ, F**'róï'r*,cg;/ õs'¿'¿ ¿ tï:*JiP¿ç,

&

But from (iii) (a) and the unitarity of U, it

follows that

<q*¿,t, V¡-,¿¿') = T*-'td*'
Also, from (xiii) (d) and (xv) ,

(V n¡-a-, 9n-, , ¿ò = z
Þ. Ë*'

z
þ"<-

*Ld'
eoL

c c

z c c å*r., E ¿ ¿-
rt i"â'

þ*Po{"

PuÈting i = i', Ê = P' , summing over all Ê

both sides of (xvi) r and substituting (xvii)
of

into

(xvii )
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(xvi)r gives

Zo 
P ¿p -- 

Joo, c *Jtt' 
Fo,, 

tot 
"L 

e 
r,ú d' tr *r., 8 ¿¿'

us ins ( iv) giSS'

Zo 
P¿P

U,
¿¿,

z Lv c T
¡G

c-* ll'Ld-

(xviii ) z ?v 7l "x,*l'ï

The crucial point now is to recognize that (xiii) (b)

allows an exact evaluation of the probability that Ã, fras

the value ui', viz. 
% P¿e The reason for this is as

follows. From (xiii) (d) and (xiíi) (c) and 31b, the

ent; and hence, from 23b,

ith SZ at t'. Hence, there is

probabilíLy p¿.. of Sz at t' being in Vl,. out of the

set {"tViê} (from rrr); and hence the total probabilíty

of sz ar t, having a srare-vecror in c.2 is 
T t,,ls "

Hence from XXIII and VII

(xix) The probability of SZ at tr having value ui (out of

the set t o"r Ì ) ror -a, Ì r,p

2

l_s

Hence, from (xix), (xviii) and (xx), meta-theorem

2 is proved.

But, from XXI/(vii) and definition 2, we also have

L(xx) The probability of measuring At to have value "i
sI arrís ìf vZ¿,lclnl".

l-n
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This theorem shows that the indeterminacy interpretation
of quantum theory is consistent - when supplemented by the

definitions 16 and 17 see earlier.

There is one important point which I have not mentioned

hj-therto. The condition that any m-variable (such as the Ã"
in (iii) ) has a finíte number of clusters (i.e. axiom XXIV)

impJ-ies that the only variables which are measurable are those

with a finite number of different values (see (íiiD. This

seems an unbearable resÈriction; however, by a slight
adjustment of our concept of measurements¿ this
rest.riction can be removed satisfactorily.

All one need do is change (iii) (d) to:

,n: or vecrors)LL aL

belonging to some m-variable Ã2 of 52, for all
i = il or iZ or i*, N <oô, and aIl other

v L
-. J are in the cluster Cx-L oL.

for some finite i I' l_ i*

I2
(r (i l_

1 2
i*) '

2

Thus, if H1 is infinite dimensional, thên, for a given xrd,

there will be infinitely many vectors V*.¿ in
tt',, (ir,í2... i* ) ) viz. alr those (Pj,* ,or i I ia ond

u+t,, .,r orìd, t+i* rN < d

By adopting (xiii) (d') , one gives up the idea of

a single measurement, distinguishing between all the values
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of Al (unles" Hl_ is finíte); and considers a measuremenL, of

A1 to onl¡¡ distinguish values on a finite segment of the

spectrum of A, from all other values. If the spectrum of A,

has infinitely many values, then it will take an infinite

number of different measurements of A, (with different

apparatuses), to distinguish them aII. Granted this adjustmento

how then does one evaluate all the P[ar,l;S,t] if ).I C i,.r.tY|,!c^r 0 cA-

is the state of 51 at t, where Cia I 0 for infinitely many

values of i'?
I{hat one does is firstly to construct a measuringr

apparat-us for A, which distinguishes the values

u'ru2., ... ,âN of At, from all other values of Ar, .

This is possible, since no restriction was placed on the

range of the degeneracy index 'd' of the val-ues of AI.

I.e. the apparatus will be distinguishing the linear subspaces

v(r) ,v (z).... ' t(N) ,v (t-(r,z N) )' where u(i) is the

eigenspace of A, for va1ue riI, i - lr2r.. , N¡' and

u(, (I,2, N) ) is the orthocomplement of the union of

all the V(f),V(Z) V(N) in Ht. From this first measur"ngi

apparatus, one can determine P[Arri; Slrt] for f = 1, ...,N.
One then constructs a different aoparatus for N other values

of Alretc. We can of course, never exhaust all values of

A1 (because we are capable of onlv a finite number.of

operations); but this restriction applies equally wel-1
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under the o1d idea of a single measuring apparatus of all

values (i"e. we couldn't make an infinite number of readings,

even if the apparatus could deliver them).

This completes my discussion of measuring theory,

except for two appendices 4 and 5, where I discuss an

alternative axiom system for quantum theory, also based on

measurement theory, as well as an alternative to (xiii).
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CHAPTER 9. THE MASTER, EQUATION.

PART 1 Introduction.

In this section f shall study the "Master equation"

for a system. There are two reasons for doing this, in the

present context.

First, Èhe Master equation via its approximation

the "Pauli equation" - governs the approach of a system to

thermodynamic equilibrium. It was mentioned in Chapter '7,

however, that in a state of thermodynamic equilibrium (i.e. 
'

Maxwetl Boltzmann distribution) the dispersion of the internal

energy of a.system is smaII. In that case, the possibility

arises of defining the system to have a definite ínternal

energy from the macroscopic point of view and hence define

temperature, pressure, etc. in the usual way t851. Thereforeo

study of the Master equation is relevant in studying conditions

for the existence of definite macroscopic states.

The second reason arises in connection wiÈh the

question of the temporal reversibility of the measurement

process. An inspection of Chapter 8 will reveal that there

has been no reason given why "time-reversed measurements"

should not occur. In fact, hoürever, they do not occur the

t' and t in (iii) of Chapter 8 always, in fact, saÈisfy
¡)-t' >
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brute fact of nature t or is there some deeper reason for it?

My suggestion is that the relation (t' >
about because the process taking place between t and t'

involves an approach to thermodynamic equilibriumr'so that'

at t', the measuring apparatus is ín a definite macroscopic

state viz. the state where it registers some particular

value of the measured variable. To use Ludwíg's terminolo¡t¿

[63], the measurement process involves the establishment of

a "makroskopische Spur" -in the measuring apr:aratus*.

The guestion then arises why all approaches to the thermodynamic

equilibrium "run parallel"t i.e. why don't some of the systems

in our spatio-temporal neíghbourhood aoproach equilibrium

with decreasing times, and some of them do so with increasing

time] To use a perhaps dangerous metaphor - why do the

"arrows of time point in the same dírection" in all systems

that we observe? I shall address myself to this question in

the part 4 of this section. To start with, however, I shalI

establish the notation which I shall be using. It differs

from the notation used earlier rfor ease of comparison with

that used in one of the references t331.

Consider a system M whose state kets are the elements

*This
in

is the line
[18] )qtso.

taken by Daneri , Loiinger, and Prosperi
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of a separable Hilbert space H. The coarse-grained master

equation for M is
(1) a

P e(o) G(o\ì Pb 
(dJz

6t
¡,+¡ cr (ÀÒ

{ G(¡'Ð p r(a)
E-toj Ì

--l-

The terms in (1) are defined as follows:

p g (er) is the probability of measuring the state ket of M at

time t in a subspace A of H. À is assumed to be a cLosed

l"inear subspace, with finite dimension C (a) = Tr E(¡)rwhere

E (a) is the projection operator onto A , and Tr is the

operation of taking the trace in H . rhe set tECOlt"
assumed orthogonal and complete in Hr so that we can assume

the existence of a complete orthonormal set of kets ft*>Ï
in H for which

E(o) = Z tm)(rnl
( - ) rñ€A

rhere ' I denotes summation over the subset "r {trn)}whichmeÄ
spans A The operation Tr can then be defined by

Tr A = Z<rnl Blm). The Born statistical interpretation
fn

asserts that
(a) -l. q(a)Wrc)

?È
(2')

where Wtt)i= Èhe density operator for M at time L, which

obeys the von Neumann equation,
I(3) !! nt i [UJct, H]
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time-dependent '.s-
L
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are simply scalar coefficients, which may be

and have the nroperty that
G(asr) -¿ o

The derivation of (1) from (3) wil-I be made via the

theory of tetradsltll.tn order to establish notation, a brief

suilìmary of tetrad theory will now be given. Consider the set

of linear operators A on H for which Tr Àq*ô<"ô. These

operators are called Hilbert-Schmidt operators; and, by

4"IO.32 of fsr] , are unisuely defined by the set of scal-ar

matrixel-ements 4..' = fA-l rnn-= (tntôlù.
The set of A constitutes the elements of a Hilbert space

X (f.ior:vi1le space), with scalar product (4,n) = Tr A*-8,

ancl corresponding norm ll a || = Tr 11¡*L. A tetrad .,4i= then

def inerl as being an operator on X which linearly maps

elements or Xonto elements of É .*
rhe tetrad normltj-tl will he defined in the usual way

(page 74 of tf Ol ) as the l.u.b. (least upper bound) of the

ç for wl-rich tl"{ a fl a c ll efl, ror any A <iX. Any bounded

tinear ¿0 is uniquely defined by the set of scalar matrix

etements Jrnr,n,=L4]rn*n,= (^ l(r4 lrn')(n'J) ln) .

It is easj-1y proved from the definitions that

f.-4. &] , n m, n,

t ¿. å] Fnn-

: Z J¿'
rs rnnrs ß r s rn'n'

Z ,4.
Y s

rnn rs A rs
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for any â e
for qng A €
ition E ô eltonian for M. The cond

ÇA =ttq,A
where H is thè Hami

210.

The tetrads to be used here are defined as follows:

e {

e X

where 4e t-,r)is the unitary propagator in M defined by

\! ter = LLt€, eo) Wr,"t ÇL.Tt,c-,)

x
v,
f

required by the rast definition does of course consÈitute a

restriction onj. This restriction is simply met however

by assuming H bounded, because the product of a Hilbert-Schmidt

operator wíth a bounded operator is a Hílbert-schmidt operator.
(This is easily shown by choosing a representation for which

the bounded operator is diagonal.) The boundedness of tlo

its assumed linearity and self-adjoint nature entail that the

energy spectrum for H has finite upper and lower cuÈ-offs

(physical1y, not an unreasonable requirement). This in no

way prevents the energy spectrum from being continuous of

course, and., in fact, continuity of the energy spectrum will
be referred to later. From (3), hre get @ {c,eo¡ -- [n^ g -L d(c-t"¡1

AA
Xr.>ô = çL

A L (¿)cot ô.1z[r'q
Ç¡ (¿-l

o) t' !!1.r, r

for any

for any(c,t

A
Ld, Êl

,it the case of time-dependent H (see page 154 of t481).
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PART 2 - Derivation.

My derivation of (1) from (3) follows the moves made

in [33], except that I make use of a boundary condition corr-

esponding to a postulate of initial random phases. This

boundary condition has the advantage of not only allowing

a generalization of certain features of the derivation, but

also facilitates the physical interpretation. I will incor-

porate coarse-graining into the derivation.

The derivation depends on two lemmata, which I now

prove.

Lerr¡rna

The

I. For each t there exists a bounded tetrad ¡{ rLl such

that , for a siven set of { ¡tol} ,

-¡f [ ¡J(tq Z p(a) Eco; = 7 pcol F=ca)

where P(o))O, Z pCx)= L, and

J(te't- 9+ Ð(Y'e'-g)
where the f orm of Xrcl may depend on the choice of t p C"i}

obviously Lemma t holds if and only if, for all

.i/rur 2yet E(o) + o fo" the síven tpcol1 ,

because in that case tnte can define y'( ',1 oo specifying

L,

-(tr
-l( 't. r ({e) 7, P(o) Ec"l) =

so defined, for a particular

L g (¿) Etai

tp^f]""u a partic-
ular L , is not, of course, uniquely defined, since it is

simply one of the bounded and linear extensions of an

operator (qua tetrad) which transforms the given vector
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¡À(t¿l 1 ¡c¿) LCzsl into Z ¡ cal E-co¡

Now tet us examine just what the condi.tion JftCrIp,ALU¡'{:

amounts to. Substituting from the definitions gives us that

it is equivalent to

Z Lf-' E(o') !! Ck,ro¡ Z^ p(ô) Ëco1 !!tc.,1,,)l
c.f (^')

(A)z z \[! tt,o") \ o' '' 12

l-.e

ñ

z
A.

Elt') = o

o {o, crLL A/
? )

rrr €A fn, e À/

since ar reast one PCa)+O, this ís equivalent to [&A,,r,rilrño
for all. rn' , and for all ln such that lrn> g ¡. This

obviously contradicts the unítarity of Qþ(e.,eo) which requires

that

?, lþtc,ru¡l,nrn,Iz fo. qn1 rnL )

Thus we see that Lemma I is proved in so far as \¡7e have shown

that J{tef 7 
P 

(Á) E 6-¡ = O leads to contradiction for any

[pr^t] *.

*Note that if -^ftJl exists then it is a possible solution-for .
JV,t) , which is moreover independent of the choice of t ¡ CaÚ.
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Lemma 2. z
/fl\,

\¿
d rnfn ¡rrl ¡¡r o

where Y S g Hr.r vV l*, .-t

Now from the definition above,

X rnrnm'tn'

".,rn 
= ?[" E <ort{ A)l =Ft(zE'{oYq

s complete and orthogonal,

Z^9nn.n^,rnr -- f. V,À s Irhrôl = o
Now I use these lemmata to derive (1) from (3).

Equation (3) is obviously equivalent to
(4) w,el
I now assumer âs boundary condition at Lo,
(s) )N(..t = Z ¡ra)Ecot
This boundary condition is simply a postulate of initial
random phases. Note that it does not include a postulate

of equal ! priori probabilities, nor does it apply continuous-

ly over an interval of times like the stosszahlansatz of

classíca1 statistical mechanics. Substituting (4) into
(3), and using Lemma I, we get

(6) Ñt t : - "9Xrb)Jf(¿>J(rr>\¡Jtr,¡
Operating on both sides with

gives

Ð

Ð , and expandins out J(u',W&,r)

yttr = - ¿ €, Xn r JV,ll ( Wt."i + ÐHu.r Wtc,o - Ð \^J(r.t)
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¡n€ 
^
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)

SW-ç,¡ = \rr/.teot

and, from the definition of Y,a',, X WftO = Wtb) ,

Hence, from the definition of 8,
Sv9n,

Equatíng coefficients of lm)(nnl on both sides, where

and using (2) , gj-ves'Ê;Ð'-':- L. P.(o'). 3. ^Í¿ 
mrnm'rn'

- cr(-À). -. Þ: @x) 1',-ea'
Summïrïg- both sides over all rneA , and lettingzz

rne,A lnt4-
j 

^mmt¡n'
G (¿ ¡')

A!

we Eet

Peco) ê T Pé czt¿¿')
& %,¡

From Lemma 2 however we get 
] &{aa')= O,and therefore get (1) .

It is worth noting here that the GtSg) may depend

on tp(a)], whích are the occupation probabilitíes of the

various A at an initial time.to. Hence what we have

derived is actually a family of master equations, of which

the coefficients depend on initial conditions. This latt,er

property does seem to be undesirable; but in defence of it

two facts can be pointed out. First, when we approximate

the terms in the master equation in order to get out a

practical solution (see Section 3) the undesirable dependence

"" {P(Á)} disappears. Second, it ís traditionally postulated
rìthat the tP(Ä)J do have a fixed form at an initial time

Lhat given by the "postulate of equal Ê priori probabilities".
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These two facts indicate that the dependence of -zV.l1 on the

{ pcoiJ i= not worrisome in practice, even though it may

offend aestheticallY.

PAR.T 3 - Markoff and Pauli eguations.

I now consider the relation between (1) and the Markoff

equation. I'sháI1 define the Markoff equation as being that

version of (f) for which Ctr{lat)is identifiable with the

transition probability per unit time from A to 6z at

time k, , for any Ä, À' The Markof f equation is physicallv

significant because it can be taken(see later) as governing

the diffusion process by which a system attains thermodynamic

equil-ibrium.

Now whatever the relation between (1) and the Markoff

equation may be, it is certainly not one of identity, because

(1) is eguivalent to (3), together with a boundary condition"

And .Emch has shown Í231 that the equations of quanlum mechanics

(quê (3) ) are incompatible with a nontrivial (i.e. I non-

stationary) Markoff equation; and therefore, not only is (1)

not Markovian, but, if (1) is true for some system then the

Markoff equation is fatse for that that system. (Emch uses

a different definition of the l4arkoff equation from the one

used here, but the difference does not affect'the proof.)

what I do therefore is to introduce a new relation

(which j-s weaker than that of identity) between two equations ,
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isomorphic with (1), and then show that this new relation does

indeed hold between the Markoff equation and (1). r define
t

eguation e- reduces to equation ?t, to order 
^ 

' 
^=

meaning that g and ('are identical with (1) except that

in each of them the G(¿aì are replaced by terms which

dif fer from the C"(ad), only by order J\ or less. The point

of introducing this ne\^I relatíon is that, even though L' may

be fal-se for M, and g is true, it still may be possible to

use a' to predict states of V\, to within a good approximation,

if ç- reduces to g I to order JL, for small .rL . Tf this

possikrili-ty is realizedr wê say that g is well conditioned

for M , in so far as a sma1l perturbation (to ordet -yL ) in

the coefficients of €- only results in smalI perturbatíons

in the soluti.ons of ø . The assumption that there are

equations which are well conditioned for any actually occurring

system is of course not a physically implausible assumption,

as indicated by the success of approximattion techniques,

perturbation theory, etc. in the physical sciences.

Assume that we can choose {l^>} for which, not only do

W(ro) = ZftAf,1$ror some bo , but also we can split

HorÀV )<"1\!lrn)=o , l-{ol^) =E^lÈ,frv*y=1
we have

up JJ=
and ), is a scalar such that

are assumed time-independent.

that it can be shown, for \

o< \<<l l, !o, v
The point of this split-up is

small- enough, that fl ô(Xar - P)lt(X
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and hence that the Neumann ="ti"= f7d
cózl
tL=o -b I Hter- 9)1*

,{':is convergent to

Therefore for
tJY-l , and hence

sma'Il enough r vrê can evaluate

(see preceding footnote and the

ì

1
definj-tion of I ). Fulinski and l(ramarczyk t33l do this
to order t , obtaining, for fn # rn' ,

(7)

t'rn (E- e;(f r- E,",)]Àx" tv ,".'^,lt ,f o,

r\'lV,-,f" (e -t,) , f,r,

'nmmm is then given by mrnyrtly t \''

From (7) we see that for A+ Ñ

(E' E'.') -Er* Er,

aÀ' lV,, ,l' þ,n(e- e ò(E*- r"'ù

14,
mrnmt m,

E^ -- E r,,,

Ct ZG
rn

G (a¡') *
LZ

¡'n€ 
^ 

fy\t eN

ZL
IYì€A r¡,E Ñ

(8,,

À\'lVr-,lL çt -t,)
- L-')

,for Erç [ç
, fot E,r=E*,

to order JL, where JL -< Ca(Ð G(d) \L f or any A + A/ .

and hence .lL 
-= 

O as l2 -+ 9 . Theref ore Gr¿az"¡ = Cz(x'x)

and G(ÀÁ)>O ror Ä+d and tr Þ-to , to orderÂ.
GCa s¡ is given by f et" é.')--0, which only however holds

to order NJL , where N is the range of A . Hence the

degree of approximation in evaluating C(Aa) mav be as much
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as NJJL. The pair of equations which are isomorphic with (1) ,

but for whic¡ C{Ao")are given by (7) , and for which b > bo

and C < eo respectively, wi.J-I be called the "Pauli equation"

and "anti-Pauli equation" respectively. obviously for b > bu

and t < t o respectively, (1) reduces to the Pauli and anti-
pauli equations respectively, to order JL (Note that G(lrr)
does not appear in (1), which is why the poor accuracy with

which G(al) is evaluated above, does not affect the accuracy

wíth which (1) reduces to the Paul-i or anti-Pauli equations. )

T will. now show that the Pauli equation, under certain

continuity assumptions, and for (t-e¿ large, reduces to a

Markoff equation, to order JL . Let the subspace A'"ott""-

pond to a range A'E of the eigenvalues of Ho. Let P'(g)
be the number of lrnÞ e ar for which [-1" lt') -* E lnn), and ret

V^E be the root:mean-sguare value of the set of Vr-,

for which lrn') e.À/ and Ho lt)aElm).rhen we have for-the

9.þx) , in the pauli equation, for A+ 
^t)

C-^(^ s,) * k^ F.^ê^' P'r.') Mr E,l 
z

[srn (t-ee; (E*E')l
Eb- E'f

?'t")and V¡¡g, are continuous functions of

A'E is sma1l enough so that both ('Lr'¡
and Vm|¿'=Vro¡' for arr É' g ArE ,

,n [r -eù(g;tr')]

(

Now assume that
-lf- , and that

to within a good approximation. In that caser w€ have

f¿r n,) eJ Z )- trz
rn €A'

g'ts') lV^^, f 
n7*f (E^-E ,)
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to oraer JL . Let us also assume that the separations between

the eigenvalues of H ô in A/Ê. , are small enough so that,

to ord.r JL
Crt(a l') É Z )-\2 fl'(o') lv 

"., 
A' I

2 d,Et
rñ €A I

€gr ¡rg
(b -c (É^- E',)]o

E^- E'
If we Iet oL be a constant characteristic of the

separation between the eigenvalues of Ho in ¿(g then this

last condition amounts to (b- t ò e<< l[ , because it. is just

this which guarantees that there are sufficiently many

E' e A'E , contained between successive nodes of

to justify replacement of the summa-

tion over Et by an integral" This places an upper limít on

the ranse of (t - t ).
Last1y, Iet us assume that if the width @¡s"

of the interval common to ÀL and ArE is nonzero, then

(e - € o) is large enough to ensure a sufficiently quick

cut-off of the above integrand so that, to a good approxi-

mation and for most f ,'r-, )

[s rn (t- eo) ( E-- E ')]
(E^ - É')

[',@Ét',
€'^- t 

' fo" E,^< a,E

, f u, E^+ a/e

^+a/)

oltIt
o

J no'
e e6rg

á

o

ïn that case we 9et, to order -/L , (f"'
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Gt^À/) r, ,Z ^ 
r¡' p'(o,) lV-xl'TI

aiåì,.
If on the other hand war, - O then Cr(a6t¡--Oto order JL is

to be the reguirement on (tt - Co) . Theref ore, in general

\¡re get that, to order JL , for A+A' ,

G(¿ ¡,') / G {a') * Z xrF p'co,) lVrsl'/ eca'¡
me^ \

E- e otE

this, however, is just the expression for the transition

prolrabiliÈy per unit time from A / to A , to order -¡L
(see page I99 of. t84l ) . Therefore, under the above assumpt-

ions, (1) not only reduces to the Pauli equation, but can

be further reduced to the Markoff equation, al-l to orderJL.
(wote that under further obvious simplification we get

Ci(^N)t ltr^' P(a)fl¿x) lVool'o^*

,in which form the symmetry property G(arr¡'-&[¿J¡) i" more

obvious. )

The above set of assumptions places two contrary set

of restrictions on (t- eô . First we have the condition

that (t-e; << ffld- and then we have the condition that
(e - b") => 1T /u)òò, , for any D¡a, + O, to ensure a quick

cut-off of the integrand. The first condition may of course
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be trívially obeyed ¡V -U o having a continuous spectrum" (rn

this case the preceding theory would have to be modified in

the usual way for passing from a discrete to a continuous

spectrum.) rn this case (g - erJ may even become infinite

without invalidatfng the derived form of Crt¿s') because

in the limit as (L - e J -t 
oô

F,r.' (t - eu) (Ë,,,- Ë,)l Tr å (r^-E')
(E^ - E')

In general, however, !o will not have a continuous spectrum

(although it will be seen later that ! must have at least a

partially continuous spectrum) and in this case there is

indeed an upper bound imposed on b uy(t-Vò.--1ï1d., tn

order that the existence of this upper bound does not clash

with the'Iower bound imposed by (L- kù >> Tf d¡a, )

we require LÐ66r)) oL and hence 
^E 

>> ,L. Also it is

assumed that by the time (b- to) reaches the upper bound

imposed by (t- tl) <<I'[ld-,tne system will be close enough to

equilibrium that the distinction between the Markoff eqr¡ation

and Paul-i equation is negligible (i.e. of order À; see

next section) . Therefore one can assume that for (L - t,")

large enough, the Paulí equatíon reduces to the Markoff

equation, to order JL .

The Pauli equation (and hence the Markoff equation)

is of significance because a system for which the Pauli
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equation is true exhibits an approach to equilibrium.

standard method for showing this j-s to introduce

The

E G)

that M obeys (I)

conditioned for

z pc(a) /,-LHJ

; and then show that E,ar7 O by substituting for Þ.,^l
from the Pauli equation and using the symmetry property

Gta AJ) -' CrC¡' A) FurLhermore, it can be shown'

EtCl= O if and only if , for all A and 6l
where &(¿¡r)+O r wê have

P.tÐ = G('a)
pgca/) Ca@)

at which point the system is said to be in equilibrium t5f1.

At equilibrium E1¡¡ has its maximum value; and therefore

the system can be seen to exhíbit a monoÈonic increase of

E 1g¡ with e until a maximum value is reached at time

e,M r sây, after which the system remains in equilibrium
( btr may be ínfinite).

I now define M to be a Pauli system if it obeys

(3) with time-independent [,ontttt"." exist,s a bo for

which WGO --l-¡^lrn)4nnl {ttrese two conditions entail

at least for GLÐ-L) , and (1) is well

M with /L small enough so that the

Pe(r) predicted by the Pauli equation are a good
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approximation to the actual Pt(m) for €>to . (por the time

being we leave as an open question whether p-= P 
(A) þrme a)

What is meant here by "gtood approximation" is, of course,

open to question, but we will take it as entailing that

if E is the relative frequency with which the actual

p.(rn) deviates from the predicted PeCr) by more than

E , then E is very small for some very small €,

Under this definition, we see that if M i-s a Pauli system

it will be in quasi-equilibrium for bÞ €,r ,where 
C u

is -i-n quasi-equilibrium after .?nnt means that there is an

almost uniform probability dÍstribution among the lm),
for nearly all k>- Ç. (Note that Lr*< t¡,4, and hence ?,*

may lce finite even though b M is infinite.) Símilarly, by

considering the antí-Pau1i equati-on, to which (1) reduces,

to order 
^ 

, for t( Cowe see that there exists a L,^¡fo,

L-. Co, f or which M is in quasi-equilibrium for t < er, ßip,ç"
ot

f.r. b,< bo, Ett,l< O)

There is a further point to make here. If H has

a purely discrete spectrum, then WCe¡i" an almost periodic

function of e ü41. In particular, for any given t ,

if W(.0=7 p(¡iÇ{o} rrrt.r. to-. L , then there

exisrs a e'o ror which fl bteÐ - Zp (a) Er^l /l

can be made as small as h/e

.tlike, and k*, >> e . Therefore, in the case of small



.\ , rhere exisrs a E¿ ror which tl ,$(Wtcå ) - Zp(¡l Ecol ) ll

can be made as small as we like, because tl[$fl < oô [33],'
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and it can therefore be seen that we can reduce (1) to the

anti-Pau1i equation to within the same order JL u= t.

reduce (1) to the Pauli equation. This is only possible,

however, Lf both the Pau1i and anti-Pauli equation

reduce to the trivial iúol =O to order -JL . v,Ie therefore

conclude that H must have an at least partially

continuous spectrum for É , íf (I) is to reduce to the

Pauli equation in a non-tÈivial way.

In particularr '¡rê see that it is the open-ended nature

of systems which allows them to approximate the behaviour

charact,eristic of a solution of the Pauli equation, over

some finite time interval; because for closed systems

(i.e. systems enclosed by infinite potential barriers at

finite distances apart, and therefore with dj-screte energy

spectra), (1) cannot reduce to a Pauli equation to oraer JL

in any but the trivial case P.(o) = O , to order JL .

This conclusion is seen later to entail that a satisfactory

resolution of the classical- recurrence paradox tlIl must

be made within the framework of quantum mechanics, because,

classically speaking, all boxes enclosíng systems are

impenetrable, and therefore effectively constitute

infinite potential barriers.

Finally it shouJd be noted that the E1.rl defined above
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is not anaroeous to the classical entropy EL, =l{n, lJø-]¡Éild-^}

at time t , where 
{,el 

i-" the distríbution function in phase-

space, and d.ø is an infinitesmal volume element in phase

space. In particular the analogy does not hold because,

whereas E,f, i= invariant under time-reversal of the state at
e) L¡g) is not, except as a speciaI case which can be

considered excluded by the choice of boundary condition made

to reduce (1) to the Pau1i equation. This lack of analogy

has the agreeable conseguence that the classical reversibility
paradox t38l does not go over into quantum mechanics, which

is just as weIl, because the reduction of (1)to Èhe paulí

equation does not invoLve anythíng as suspícious as the

classical stosszahlansatz on which any paradoxes can be

blamed. (The quantity analogous to Ela i" in fact

Tr \|Al {,." !t"> , which is , however, of no use in setting up

paradoxes, because of its time independence.)

PART 4 - Interpretation.

So far I have put no interpretation at all on the HO

and Ày ; and therefore the above results would apply to
any system with a Hamiltonian H . Now, however, I
identify Ho of the above formalism with the Hamiltonian

of a system M consisting of N noninteracting molecules in
a box whose sides are not infinite potentíal barriers. I
then suppose that there is a weak interaction (perturbation)
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between the molecules, which we represent by the \Y of the

above formalism. Assuming M is a Pauli system, and trat

we observe it at some time after bo ¿wê see that, after a

period of time, M wil-I remain in quasi-equilibrium.

Hence, the theory of the previous sections serves to validate

the so-ca1Ied postulate of equal ì priori probabilities for
a Pauli system for nearly all t which exceed eo by more

than some characteristic relaxation time T = tmn- lío 
"

From this postulate one can then derive, via the Darwin-

Fowler method [86], the important result that M spends

nearly all its time in a Maxwell-Boltzmann distribution
(after time b.^) ; and hence \^re can define the pressure,

temperature, etc. for M in the usual way. It is because of

this that the Pauli equation can be considered as governing

the evolutíon to thermodynamic equilibrium (qua Maxwell--

Bolt.zmann distribution) .

Unfortunately, the above paragraph raises more

questions that ít answers. In particular, how can the results
(ví2. the postulate of equal à prlori probabilities, for
nearly all t) k^-) Ue aoplied to systems in practicerwhich

are not isolated over periods long enough to include a C o

on which we can impose the boundary condition Wte¿ :Zprlrn)(rni

This objection can be got around, however, by

pointing out that even though fV\ is only isolated over a

short period, there is sense in talking about the state
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which M would have had at time bo had it been isolated

for all t, . Admittedly there seems something a trifle

absurd about imposing boundary conditíons on M aÈ a time

when M did. not exist as a system in its own right, but

this can be got around artificially by propagating the

boundary condition forward in time from eo to a period when

M is actually isolated.

the second question raised by the above result is why,

for the systems we observe, is it never the case that
o

Ec*, <

systems which we observercorrelated in such a \^Iay that, for

any b when we observe the systems, L > each of the to
Are we to accept Èhis as a brute fact about naturer âs

Grünbaum suggests [37], or is there some more fundamental

reason behind the correlation? Boltzmann, ín his original

discussion of this problem in 1885 [14], took the latter

Iine, claiming that the correlation was imposed by the laws

governing the temporal evolution of the universe as a

whole. I will try to vindicate Bottzmann's view, making

use of the Reichenbach concept of a branch system t811.

My anshrer will also avoid the artificiality of imposing

boundary conditions on systems at times when they díd not

exist as systems in their own right.

Consider the case where M is a Pauli system for

which P^ = PCa) for all rn € A , where Q(a) is
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large enough and the appropriate continuity conditions hold

which guarantee that (1) reduces to a Markoff equation, to

order -f\- , f or large ( e- bJ. such an fV\ will be called a

"Markoff system". Now by multiplying both sides of the

Markoff equation by dk > O , we get

(8a) Pere*(o) 1,, 
(¡¡,) pc(a') , w\+-ro

( Bb)

(8c)

T¿a s'¡ G (^ ô') de / ct(a/) ,aná henc¿

Zf(as') = I
A

T(¿rl)is the probability that M i= found ín .A at

t- t d¿ , given that it is in Ñ of t . According to

(2) , (3) (and assuming Ú tj-me independent), we get

(e) TCòÁ,)= Fr ErÐ (.^p-LH rLùJ4")(exptldrl
G (ar)

No\^/ suppose that during some interval þrerl , Cr) t1
and (t- t.) large enough, a subsystem Mnor M isrtquasí-

isolated"from M (i.e. MU i-s a "branch system" of M )

To see what this means, 1et Ht rHrand H be the

Hílbert spaces associated with IAnrM, and M , respective-

ry , where M¿-+ Mz -- M , so that Hax Fl, = ¡ r,et Ga t



T.r. anaTr be the operations of taking the trace

in Hr, H, and H , respectively. rf WntutNra.¡ and \|Ol
are the density operators at time E , tor $1r M, and M t

respectívely, then , by theorem 25, V!n,*) = T", Vri ttl

and Ur(t ) -- Tr4 WOI . Letlrf,-, ana f, be the identity
operators in 11 , H, and H , respectively. rf M ¿i"
isolated from M (as opposed to being "guasi-ísolated", which

we will define shortly) then, by definition, {o " 
ecrch b,

2'Lq.

From

(loa) fJ =(H-1G)xIr)+ (T_oxElrcg)

where Hatl ,t-ìrtt)are operators in t-lr , H,, respectively.

this one can deduce that

$ t el =- - 't¿ [q*, ,\,1arl o",d úJrttr = -L LHrr'*,, Wrct1
and hence that, if

projections on H
tg¡ull is a complete orthosonal set or

t corresponding to the set of subspaces

{,¡} of H1 , trt""!fçSà the transition probabirity rrom

3 at t to 6' at t+uÚ is given by

Tc(6 r') = T,r.[-Eocrt[.^p -L H ,LØ4,H]rE*r,unc,r{(10b)

where Cznt S) i" the dimension of å

Now usually É cannot be split up as in (10a), and

therefore (10b) will not hold, but one can quite generally

write
tJ = (Hn6.¡xr-r)t (Inntl,r)+ V,rr



where Vta¡ is an operator in H . We consequenÈly define

M4 as being quasi-isolated from M during LCt, brl,
lf , for any 'b and L+ d.t e, fe1, ¡J , we have

k.p , ts *rl)=

^1,Ì tf nxþxp-' U,rd{}

H), t*p ¿ H tn,{{ " It {-I n" [exp Ltl'tq'{r]il

23.t.

XP r t-l G-t

(1Ia)

to orcler f./* ; and we have

(1lb) Tots s) x$rr(f r(6) þ^r-L Hntert#r:,*
drrl

to order P' , where 1.. and l.' are small posit,ive numbers.

I now assume that each subspace A can be split

into the direct product of two subspace" S and Y in H

and H^ respectivelyr so that
2

E cot _r t)

L

(L2) Eool* (

for some E and X , where the sets t6J "^; [d]"o" complete
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orthogonal sets of subspaces of l-{t and Hz respectively,

with corresponding sets of projection operators

tA Su I resPectivelY '

In particular we have

(r3) ZEntll-- Ir anct- ZErC¡):L.

we let GntA) ana CrlÐ be the dimensions of

respectively¿ so that G(ol = C;rnCs)x Gr(f¡

l-Ura¡ and

tandY

Substitmt,in{' (2) ,ß) , (Iz¡ and ( 11a) into ( 8a) gives

Lî" €n(r)x É,ro )N t t 4\ *l F,. 
grc6,) ^ E,(rD Wce)) T"{

[fruxfatr l1 [,(*r - c H r(t) Åt) " f,l[ ]n" (exp - L Hrcr"tt)] Eo[r,)*
G¿(6')

Erq') [e-p i. [uto d-t) * IJ Ilr* 0^p i Ft,ttl¿t)l ]
cI,(u,) -

Summj-ng both sides over Y , using (13) and theorem 25,

we obtain
T., €.ttl WrGrdr)) Ê/ Z dt"r-[Lntsrþ*p-L [4,s)*)**^),

Q*p i[nc,*)l]
É-.(u) (c-*p u H^(o
-r_\t-¿qr(ð')
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r'r[E

But

where

(14)

lv\ni"

232.

r E 4s'¡

henc¡., b.¿ (l-$,)

¿(6) w¿ 1r+ or-Ð] v 
Ë L (s s1 

T,-" [g.ru1 ^E,0 
,l \l,.r]

= 
È 

tn,6 s,) T" ffrx E ß,t V!,Ðl

lfro,n tral) .

= 
l,tn,E 6,) f, o[€dow*il

Furthermore, by (2) we see that T.n[En6tNntt*aÐ]=prpf,

Pfr*.*ct) is the Probab:- ''

T", [(**p -i i. rttt d*) 
ry^("*e ò $rer rtt)] =Tr, Ep = Io,( ol -ff)

p r,. + d,E 
(s) = 7, n(s s) p çt (å,)

ility of finding

Wnd=P 4,,r c s)

E at k t dt similarly, Tt
Therefore, to order JL ,

provided l't and t^' are smal-l enough only to affect
terms in (8a) to within order À . since the TnCssr)r{orS+S1

are obviously proportionaL to dt , to order 1, (r¿) is
equivalent to a Markoff equation to order JL ín the \C8,6') .

lVe further assume

tl"t*l V1,.; , (.rn) l!4o lm6)=o, (rnrolHtotntil=

, subser" :rtfr?;;cr-r -íot

Hno *

itne [ -¿r>J beins a c.o.n. set in l+I

¡F
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span each of the 6 ) , ana llV.el ll suf f iciently small for
b e [k¿, E.-1 , and Gn( t) targe enough, and the approp-

riate continuity conditions, such that

Tnct s,) F rt X d.., p (¡l p', .') N rsnlL d,b ){.. t#[/
to oraer JL r âs in sectj-on 3. rn particular TnCttr)=Tntt/8)

to JL. From this last resulÈ we can then show that there

is an approach to quasí-equilibrium as tr increases i¡r

fV\[ , as well as in M as a whole. This is done by

defining

Ëntri __ 4 pr

and showins that E ntt*aÐ-
(cf. Section 3). The conclusion ís therefore that under

cert,ain plausible restrictíons on M and fV\ n trr,.r. fv\ I
is a subsystem of the isolated system M ) , it Mnis a

branch system of Mauring any time interval LbtrbJ ,

and if (trt-toJ is large enough to ensure that M is
governed by the Markoff equation, then M, i" also

governed by the Markof f equation, and both t\A and M I
approach quasi-equilibrium "in the same direction"

t-(i.e. as g increases beyond bo )*.

*The Darwin-Fowler method can also be used to show that
the condition of quasi-equilibrium mentioned here
(although coarser than that used in t851 ) still entails
a Maxwell-Boltzmann distribution (provided CrtÄ) < od ) .
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r now make the obvious step of identifying lt^ of the

above formalism with a sufficiently large part of our

surroundings to ensure isolation; and identify [t^1 during

fk,1, tr1 as any branch system of Í\^ . The above .or,-
a

clusion then explains why we never observe Ê,, 
' 

O in

the branch systems contained in our surroundings.

I will now summarise the essential points of the

above argument, and. comment on how they relate to crünbaum's

position t371. What, I have done is to take a system

Hilbert =pt." H , and tet NAt be any subsystem of

with Hilbert space H4 so that \{ = Hn x llt

I then showed that under certain physically not implausible

continuity assumptions, and by imposing a certain boundary

condition (5) on the whole of tV\ (including fA I ) at some

time ko in the distant past, the Markoff "nt.i-ots for
lv\ and M t "run parallel in time" during the time

that lt^t is quasi-isotated from the rest of M (i.e.

both M and fV\l approach quasi-equilibrium as L

increases). Finally I suggested identifyíng M as a large

but finite part of the Universe, and Mt as any subsystem

of it.
one possible criticism which may be advanced against

the above argument is that the final step of identifying

ft^ and M t is tagged onto the body of physical theory with

the sole purpose and result of getting out the Reichenbach

M with

M
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postulate that the arro\^Is of time in the various branch

systems run parallel. As such, fry suggestions amount to

nothing more than a fancy restatement of Grünbaum's propos-

ition thatr ês a matter of brute fact, the Reichenbach

postulate is true.

I would disagree with this criticism for several

reasons. First, Ry suggestions make predictions other than

the Reichenbach postulate. In particular they predict that

lV\ , if it remains isotated, will suffer Eddington's thermo-

dynamic death for (t-bo) large; and that, for L < Uo

exh-i-bits the 'b.ime-reverse of the process which occurs for
C > b o . Second they suggest the cosmologically

interesting possíbiIit.y that there exist other systems

¡4 I , isolated from M, which have opposite time arrows

to M (The cosmological implications will not be dwelt

upon here, if only because the theory employed above is

non-relativistic, and hence out of place in cosmology

without patching up. ) Third, fry suggestions only involve a

boundary condition at one time E 
" 

on a finite system fV\ ,

whereas Grünbaum's suggestions involve conditions on the

Universe as a whole, over all times. Thus my suggestions

have advantage of simplicity, fertiliÈy, and added falsi-

fiability, over Grünbaum's suggestion; and would therefore

qualífy well ahead of crünbaum's suggestionr âs a viabl-e

part of theory of macroscopic þhenomena. (Grünbaum's
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suggestion is simply an -inductive generalisation, with no

theoretj-cal1y significant ramifications, and as such it is

doubtful whether it would ever qualify to join the ranks of

a scientific theory - just as in the case of the inductive

generalization "aII ravens are black". )

Even though my suggestions do have the above advan-

tages over Grünbaum's, it may still be argued that I have

made Reichenbach's postulate dependent on a boundary

condition and, as such, a maLter of brute fact,. Tn reply to

this I can only question a usage of the term "brute" accord-

ing to which a fact is not brute if and only if it is

deducible from the laws of physics without any boundary

conditions " My objections to this usage of "brute" ís that

it ends up makíng brutes of nearly all the facts deducible

from the laws of physics. This is because nearly any law of

physics involves certain characteristic constants ( T" in

guantum theory, G in Newton's gravitation theory, etc.)

whose magnitudes are only determinabl-e experimentally, and

hence 5ssqrcr:boundary conditions on the Iaws. Surely it is

rather the case that a fact is not brute, if ít is a test

of a viable part of some scientific theory; and not just

a test of some inductive generalization which has no'part

in a scientific theory. Under this more realistic definition

of "brute" it is apparent that although Grünbaum's suggestion
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makes Reichenbach's postulate a brute fact, the suggestions

I have presented above do not. Therefore, in the sense

that I have deduced Reichenbachrs postuJ-ate from something

more than just a brute fact, I consider Boltzmann's posit,ion

vindicated.

******
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tg;,Y.,]

I.e

In the case where we have a mixture of vectors

, where v f\¡s in \-L , for each LL

2,3à.

)

the degree of approximation involved. in the relation

Ptn,ùis,bl \^ P[4,¿ 's,E.]
can be calcuLated as follows.

t"t t9¿'Ì be the comprete and orthonormal set for

which tf/ : \â tl,,d to order E

from theorem 10 and III,
P[n,t; S,c] = Z

L'

for each L Then,

p i.,1( V: ,f ¿,) l"

(i) PLn,d;s,b1 =
R:

T{:en c<,, f rom theorem 29,

Therefore, since

K.Pi.,V.)1" + K, *hn*

P i' l< 91. ,V¡.,> I'
P L

R< z 6<P t,
e
o..L'.(,r* L

Also, from theorem 29, l<ç ír 9¿,) l? a L
and hence p; l< V:,9¿,) l) n P "

pl -. L, p ¿K4,!,tPr,>/'o p; ro order 6

to order

to order

6

P E

and therefore, from (i),P[R,ú jSrtl, Pu to order Àt
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APPENDIX 2.

Tf

Z.¿9 v
are orthonormal,

i -e 9Lr9'
C¿+O, for any L

thenand

q L v !L- . 'r
Lex'| r, €. I

{"v
L

't-

lL

)
L

are all normalised.)

Proof.

(i)

for each L

(ii) Let

Then

(iii)
( iv) Therefore

But I L{l

for each L (rne

(See page 87 , II of t70l . )

be a complete orthonormal set in lJ

L lvib,9o, v'

Y' = Lot¿9',* ot" 9: ) where <V: ,g', o

{,'{'l }
Y!- zt "¿Vl , onr{-

¿c¿9i"(¿tid

Taking scalar product with

gíves
c¿eid = oL¿Lð

Therefore, since
,-o-rd

and hence

c¿ f o

e. od ) Ç "o 
+ f )^(\*,vÌ +¿l:;)

for each t

1. v+ of both s j-des 
"

v x
L ô

vt q) 1"

¿

v t-
d

= c)",

I ot¿t c¿

L
L

t

4- ., 13. oLu = ciþxp ò

v (*) Z'o vl
=llvnll = !,

-c)(v1-
; and hence

l¿
ll

t
o¡

4-
Hence

r|/ þxp'o,lVn
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APPENDIX 3.

then

Let

(Í)

r shall prove that if [9t* is linearly independent

[f t><Q'l] ís linearly independeñÈ.

I ,l 
tþ¿) (.Q¿, 1 d,rn,, = e

LL

where {"tP¿} is linearly independent.

operate on (i) with lt+'> to both sides, where lV>
ís an arbitrary vector. This gives

¿ (.þ,,V> -Nri,i'-¡ 'tV¿) 
-- o

L i'

Since the

this gíves

for any L, L'

Putting q =

then gives

[tV¿>] is ri-nearly independent,

zr, < vr' , Q) {o,i1 
: e

,a
L for successive Ll ,

{,r¡l=o ror any L, i'
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APPENDIX 4.

[Numbering on from Chapter 8. ]

I nor,rr wish.to s¡.\^/ how, with only a slight variation

of (xiíi), the form for V*,r" can be considerably restrict-
ed. WhaL r suggest is replacing (xiìi¡ by:

(xxi) (a) TrrtVSl*> Uf¿*l
I ana 1rtrP*ot' 

lv 
^p 

) (v'*,^pl
L'*vdþJ,for some tr tccd-

(3

where

for some

(V*¿aprV*.'Lp/> -- tf.r.' , Pï > o

| æ".1. n" tt! de P+t-d'- St, b'

YV Cs,,tD --,3.n p *L¿ Trt lV f.r><9 i1;(
t g,"i* 3 where f æ.cd- Þ- O ' f,ul

(b)

(c)

(d)

o11-

U)z rLt)a.otB rs l-n \-/ '

I

{Y;, ] are approximatety orthogonal to degree E )
e

smatl rand [9r.irJ t= rinite inå >O and E

nurnber.
(xxi) can, in parts anyway, be just as easily justified

as (xiii). (xxi) (a) and (c) just amount to the obvious

restriction that if 54 at g is in the pure state
,t,4- ,l /^L! in , then S) at t' is in C t . Note that

because r allow Vå,^O to denend on )g and cf- , this is
a far more general condition than (xiii) (a). (xxi) (b)

says that whatever U/(S,tLg), there is arways some
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probability that 52- at b' responds in Èhe same way

as it woul.d were Sr at bl in one of the pure st"tes fV
and there are no other ways in which 51 t""ponds at

L' (sÍnce"Zp*Ld.=L , because W(s"rÐ
has unit trace.) (xxi) (d) does, however, impose a very

t¿]

t-
¿e ]

strong condition. For a start it implies that

z
x¿ d. (5

(xxi ) (d' ) tv ] is linearly independent;

l-s

finite¡ but this can be got around by only measuring

finite segments of the çpe'itt'um (as discussed above) .

Also, however, ít implies that t¿]t" finiÈe, which is a

more worrying condition, because it restricts us to

measuring finitely degenerate varíables. Since the finite-

ness of tqjrJ t= only needed to guarantee linear indepen-
t-

dence "f tq/;*^pj , r shatl therefore change (xxi) (d) to:

and assume ltf å Ï H L. ït is my f ail-urecomplete in

to show (xxi) (d') to be consistent with this last assumption

(in the case that dimension t{ = oô ) which has persuaded

me to put (xiii) in the thesis proper, and restrict (xxi) to

an appendj-x.
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suppose Sl at e is in the pure state V L , where

V = Z c¿¿Vt,¿
since the tqlr] are assumed compleÈe in HL " rhen,

assuming Sa at b is in the pure state V* r wê have

from (iíi) (a) , Slt Sz at t,' Ís in the pure state

v Lz 7- c-L d Qolr*(xx)
âC Ld,

But, from theorem 35 and (xix) (a),

(xxi)
o( fl

for some complete orthonormal set l91Jt" HI
Therefore, substituting into (xx), gives

v az
xL& = z yt x v

c(-

L
Ldp C

a-cd,
NP4

(xxii ) v 4-l¿

2L 2 z cud.
& o<p

92"P

7,^ li r, Tr L tq 1,ù <LP i:-l

c xcd-
oc ¡s

2

-L d.L f
But, from Èheorem 25,

YY ( S,,t')

Therefore, substituting from (xxii),
-.ì!rrs.

(xxii) - Yf (S ^tLoL-L L;p L ¿4' ?'

But, f rom (xix)

\¿N ( sr,t') =
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which, using (xix) (a) becomes,

¡ccd,
(xxiv) W (ç')L-') -- t: P*¿ tv:^ù<91*rlz rcd'

PF P

From (xxiv) and (xxiii), it follows that

zñ Ldf
L'¿, N

IY|,¿^o)( 9"r,r,o,/ (S,.*, L¿de L,tt|.:Í .-iÍi'
E ¿¿,E¡¿,

(xix) (d') and appendix 3,

d.x
? *'¿ d.)=O

å**, cicr.-L yd Z c":t Z:'i s t¿¿, t JilEpþ,p*'å*prrï*
Now, putting L--LI and oL-- Lt r and using (xix) (a) and

theorem 35, gives,

S 
".*, 

1" ¿*1, ?-;n åpe,

Hence , I I ra = l'a¡t tr-¿&t' 3 on{- , S, onr¿ u-¡JrL/'-.lr/r1,Pt,

L ¿at L,a, s**,(7 ":0" a :";*'- S;¿, Tor¿, åÊp, pT*) = o

?
t¿

(¿

Hence, from the

Since our choice of x, and cLa, \^/as arbitrary, this gives,

L
c1-

(xxv) c a 5;¿,t¿¿, Epl ,p"cè 
&

*þ
c<.1'ù'
4 (L'

xi d-

P

Now construct a vector field E" , where the
xL&,{ irrd.pendent component 

"*:i
orthonormal in HL , it

follows that f* and HL are equidimeneional. Let
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tu *t¿ b" the number of non- zerotUï1-,- 9l^* o ,- S¡h@,

.rt, cf- non-zero

from (xxi) it follows that for any ccrù,.f, there ís at

least, one a äå* O , and hence tu*¿-> L. But (xxv) can

be rewritten as:

(xxvi) - (Vtï", v"Å*) = Ei.,6,ta.tåÊp,p*;^
<

and therefore there are L /Tv
bcL

mutually orthogonal vectors in L
But the range of t r& is the dimension of H

lVl^Ì t= comprere j-n f-lL. Hence, since
t

the number of mutually orthogonal vectors in t-ï
is egual to the dimension of Fr" , whích is

equal to the dimensíon of ll nrit follows

that luxú * -- lt tot any xr ¿ , oL .

I.e. for any x)¿, clr there is just one member

since

of {.:f } C *L ct_
which is non-zero call it C

oa¡lt t (Q
-¡

þtl.àd)

(xxvii )

Hencer \¡/€ 9êt, from (xxi),

v LZ
r-Ì, I

From (xxvií)

' q lr*rr¡ x V,i' 

^ 
(¿(r¿ â)

and (iii) (a), we then 9et,

E Q!o" g 7- ,l-

xìd YLl v+íL
a

L ¡i

(xxviii )

where
.r

¡ct& v-.(xld,) ø''t. d 9].r^ ' VÏ;o /t(2r¿cÐ
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The form of the interaction in (xxviii) is the one usually

assumed in measurement theory; but I have shown here how

it can be derived.
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APPENDIX 5.

lNumbering continues on ''f rom Chapter 8 - not appendix

of ,tnterest that the orthogonality of the t ?å 3
,l1it t ,

¡'..Ç- l3was not used in the proof of theorem 36.

In fact it is easy to derive this property as an extension of

theorem 36, (thus províding a consistency check with I)

as follows:

r-,et lT,'5 Etv,p¿ ¡r' (xvrt¡¡,
and sum both sides over t . This gives

4.j

It r_s

for dífferent

(xxi) z
Ld-

ltlrl'= L

The previous result holds quite generally (i.e.

even when 
P t, f 6U b, P V ) since the 

" 7a,
are independent of the P7

But from (vi) we have

(x x ii) <qh,* Lr,) 
=

Hence, assuming { Qtn,
comparing

(xxi) and (xxii), we get

Y t *)= E¿d, and

3-,*,"1¿ e Yln <ql*, ftr> -- t

¿Ã,,n,
ú#L' eBut the 1

determined

--o
they are

pt for the

"?,nz !,!n, <gl¿, a\n>
CgiæJ are arbitrary, because

by the arbitrary 9O, (exce

normal-i-s ation condition
ato,vl*)

(xx) ); and therefore
z E¿¿,E¿&'
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An immediate corollary of this last proof is that $¡g

operator of the measured variable Ê1 must be self-adjoint,

by just assuming it to be linear with real eigenvalues, and

a complete set of vectors {V!*I, Note that the assumption

of < ç' !^,VloÞ -- E *¿, , used in rhe proof ,

does not go beyond the linearity of flL , because any

degenerate linear operator (se1f-adjoint or not) can be

assigned an orthogonal set of eigenvectors spanning any one

eigenspace.

These last two results and theorem 36, can then be

used as the basis for yet another method of axiomatising

quantum theory. In this method one simply postulates that

there is a unique density operator W(S, t) associated with

any Srt; and introduces theorems 22 and 25 as axioms. One

also postulates that every variable is measurable¡

and that it has a linear operator, with real eigenvalues,

and a complete set of eigenvectors, corresponding to it.

One also postulates VII XII. From these axioms, plus

definitions 16 and 17, the Born interpretation can then be

derived (i.e. one simply uses the proof of meta-theorem 2

down to the stage of proving (xviii) ). AIso one can derive

the orthogonality of the eigenvectorsr âs discussed above.

This latter axiom scheme is in fact the one which

r suggested in [56]; but I now feel that it has two decisive
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weaknesses. First, it leaves totally mysterious the status

of the density operator. As such, although it can grive

formal explanations of why Èhe paradoxes discussed in Chapter

5 årise, thèse explanations are unenlighÈ.ening as resolutions
r:f the paradoxes. one could, not unfairly, accuse the ratter
axiom scheme of providing guestion-begging resol-utions of the

paradoxes - to the extent that it simply posturates axioms

which, in short order, imply the paradoxical results.
The second weakness is that I have only managed

to devise measurements, for variables with eigenvector

sets tVrt"] , where 
t1, 

1 i-= finire (since {V:.}
is finite). As pointed out, however, one might accept,

the restriction to finite {ViJ; but postulate that
different measurrngi rpp"r.tr=." are required for different
finite segments of the variable's spectrum. One need then

only assume that for any pair of eigenvectors of A' there

ís at least one measuring. apparatus for A' which

distinguishes them from all other eigenvectorsrÈo derive

the pair-wise orthogonality of all the eigenvectors of Ar"
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APPENDTX 6

In consideríng Leibnitzrs law to be true, one

must have a way of replying to Max Black's "counter-example',

t8l. Brack asks us to imagine that in the universe there

is a plane of symmetryr so that one half of the Uníverse

is distinct from, but the m.irror image of , the other half .

Thenr orr a relational theory of space, one half of the

universe is identícal to the other half if we take

Leibnitzrs law seriously. But Èhis is an absurd

conclusíon, becauser €x hypothesi, the two halves are

distinct.

A símple reply to Black is possible, however. One

denies either that space is relational, or that there

is a plane of symmetry in the Universe. If one does

this, then BLackrs "counter-examptre" fails, to refute
Leibnitz's law, because Leibnitz's law (as f have

presented it) is not supposed to be true in aIl possíbIe

worlds it is just supposed true in this world.
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APPEND]X 7.

By the inequality I q,b I -< lctllbl , \^7e seethat

Tr R-*ß < ZP;ã, 1

¿+ L'

tF
tn

c r l'l e T
Lr

L Z Z lc I c
hl

fnp -'p'
(, z l¿ 1

2

t/

( E,",

rnô

,-tL+E ¡n,

p'

Nornr, since þrn r]/ac I

that

E-- fh' T
< 4 , for any rcf A , it follows

l nn'là¡
tJl z fsrn (E r, -€ ^,)Tl

L

(Er",--E-,)T

' E., > trr, ÞE;+af,¿' .

L+ ù' r wê have

c \

-. ã^ 4,u, t . le \- I c _Lu, l'l6i^ ! cE^-E ^,)l] \ 
t

E-f È-, 3C+Lr I Þ2 [ E^- Et')l I

ef ,i Ä¿;E^r rn À¿

+Z Z l.h.
rrrÊ m,p,
E,.* E -, ;ù +L'
E^ not-rh Ag i Ëm,rn Ai

r) Z| ñ-n rntlà'
Ë*4 E-,t 3 ù+ù'
L* nsh in Àl 5 Em' not ¡n AL'

^,r, l'* h I, t.i,el'tcluu,
E,r,f E,,,., 'i t,tr'

E¡¡ not ^ ¡i "> Ern' in À d

¡z [c

meanswhere, tE t_n A
m t,

But, for for E* in A¿ and E*, in À,j ,

lE -- E,n, l> AE ; and hence
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is complete and orthonormal-, fromAIsg since

(iíi) \^ze get

z
rn0

Hence,

{.tl,-e}

I "iu P : t

z 7,., t .ipl' IcrrrÞ mtþ,
Er,'r* 8,,,, j L+L¡
E*rÀ A¿ i E,-, rt, A¡

A1so,

ä ì,0, \ .-ïo l' lc'
8,",*E-ì 3u*ùl
Ë- rr', À¿ 3 E".,, noF rn A¡

(, z zf s rh t, (E -- -E*,)îl
^'(à (E,',-Er,)T

lL_
T'(¡r)'\

tJ z
mtp'

:t L

<å

.rzu'tti'ti''ZeltLpl'
E.,r,,, not rn A¿r

E^J "or r," A¡

whichn from (iv),

E
L*cr
,E-, ,n À¡

?u n,ào, I c"^el' I c
Çr.,* E¡1¡r'¡ rl,+L,
Ê^ noi rir ÀL rE,r.,r noï rh À¡

E-, Þ,

Therefore

Tr R.k R. =< r
L
6

Burn ZliTl'
nencel since

L
lv

<1"

z I "I t'l cT, l'[: >+ å")
"J#'i,
(trom (iii) and since {Vl} t" orthonorrn"l.
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fr K*e lQ

since, if Z P't zçok t

,J¡:

4_ , then
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APPENDIX B.

Let

For convenience superscript 
(t t' is dropped.

V*iÅ = Ti¿1. From (xi),

P fÊ, ri ; S ,rsr, rl = =l'!cLz
"[u t'

tln ã t*'oo +R
where

But,

lRl- *,Fr,,ru L,r, t Fr-l( 9j"r,.¿rv.c'¡.,u¿"1)l'
(rcu ;'l .t" I ) o.. (:r-, ¿,ct, t)+eù,. x)

11Y-,¿,d-'!.",y|¿r-x) 1.1 { t ¿, c'-,,,-,rr,El,¿ .l*,,1.}

lu* I < q.lr 
¿o, V3,, ¿r ¿u{- )l t I <V- ,t Lt !,rVj""¿".)1.

;t':tdî- ãl;ïíx 
¡ $/*r¿r'¿'| >l ' l<v''u¡drtll'L¿¿*)l'+t<g,i,ùcr,r,

otnrt (¡-i âx)f (:ct'¿u¿il t)
v"'";"¿"1)lt l<t{,,''i'¿'r'{/1.,i¿Jl)\r+t<gr.,rnrt,9-u¿,,¿uòr'r<qr,¿,n,r,

Hence , V:Lrr ¿ ¿rr t) l'

I R l'< { }",,r, J,,n, I.rJ<V-llr,, ,9*" ¿u ¿trt>l'f ({*,¿,¿1

@o ¿rr ¿u [) or (rr¿,¿r ¿) ( ccia9.çfr,"'a!4.)
+ c*i a<1 (¡.¿¿lËe,'Lt,Lt,!r)

' 
Vl;¿*)t' *J,,n, 

3u^, l<q":,¿¿r4 rli*,, ¿u¿un)lzl4{*,¿,¡,
(a" r" 

t'*qì,ïfîj 
ù' ¿' 4-)

,V-lrr¿)l 
ttrË¿,,¡, 

Èr,r_, 
l< 9ir"'1,9*,,¿'4,1)l'l{l,,*, 

¿t&t !-

(*- tt tu d:t 1) or (rtcld.l r)
+ (r¡ ¿ d-" L)
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But, since Vr.i& A, $".rna to order 6 , and I
orthonoimdl,, we see, f rom theorem 29 , that

I

x-L&x

2ss.

lsv ï

z I ( tl'l.i¡,.., V:L' ix ¿" > lt < å ,fr"r+¡.r'or ù *ir cnr
rccl oq

Hence, by Schvrartz's inequality,
&+â-i ot a=L

7r* t< (.l,i dx s9r.r" ü¿tL>lt [(,-{*, i.tàtr.,gl.¿d..>lz <
(cctÁd)*(r,atdtL)

c¡nd
Ccc. i rlo¿ ) + ( *tr.uoll {-)
tþc, ¿ rt ¿rr¿) cr (xrir¿' t)]+(r¿a,.)

7"*l < QL,o* r¡rcud,,t>[zà*t (go ¿td4,Ttd>lt
(¡cld "o+ CïJ, ¿Í¿[t) (*iáx)+ ccu¿r {-)

\< E"
Arso , ror L(x,,, ù,, ¿tr t) - (r,iJ ¿ I t)] F (x,.i ¿'¿) r wê have,

I <V1,, ¿d'!. ,{.,, ¿,,4ua) It l< g*,¿,¿,4) lt < t. S

,since t<V a,à.,, Vr.ur¿^r dttln) lt <
simiÌarly, f"r K )cr Lrr eu L) 6r (¡c,tr ¿',1-)l * C¡cr,ò oür' l-) we haug

icVlcru ¿ut 19¡,r,,r¿,{->lt I (9o 
i.t L, !,rV*u¿ ¿,,¿)l 

t< 
t. S
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Hence,

lRtrt
i,n&r

But, it ís easily seen that

3r,", {. ¡t" 5 t-3}{oao,lc",,*,çó.d,1. l.lr,, ItEx

l'ÌI 
"T,, æl

3ulhích., by Schwartzrs inequality, and s-ì-nce 6 < L , 5'ì u'es

\R\t-. 3E Z lc.
-,--,ub, L'..'vï'lt¡n, t .T*, ltZ ta $ rrl'

7.. . 
l t*,r'rï,tt = Tr Wt5,ts,rb') W (s,+L,L') < 1-

ccrrr'ggr

]and, from(vi), and since the tYå}.r. orthonormal,

Z(L* tTr-l' --l

Hence,

lR12 <
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APPENDTX 9.

and

Hence, since

where n

Hen c.c-

wh,c.h SrÌ.ìog)

Now, by theorem 25,

$J" (sr.b)
Le(

V 
nt at t, where

are only approx-

><ql
i>

Let S,+ S-le in the pure state

V¿t = 2 cLQ\^{',
tt{' t } is orrhonormal, bur t 9; }

imately orthogonal to degree. t, so thaÈ there is a complete

orthonormal set of states ¿ Vtl! ror which Vl'r, Y',
to degree 6 . For convenience, ï write þ Tl, = V'r'

<qij,v4-2><Yr"VIj>

Fr, 
t¿' õ ¡" \tut'>(v t., lz <..l,,i, ,qt

'{L / wê get

Tr B*B

U{(S¿,t) = Z \.""t'lVl,><gf, \* ß

B = F,l c ¡, z ¿,, lg1,> <Vt,, IZ <,"ph ,V li> (eu,
ðra¿tt y i >

=- fi:,l 
ci, c¿" Z < w'r, ,y?'*)<v::ry¡>\'

lc.bl(le-llbl,

'¡r¿i,tt 
lCyl.l õ¿,,12

I < q, i,,q ::> l' \< Vì'" .,v',¿> l": [e 1< 
qT,,.f :*>

(ù*)+(L¡ t) crn.tllot) +(i.f'{)

l'l< q:.,Vi > l'ï 
., +Lt,* l. t<4,î, ,V:Í >\K Vî1 ,Vi

>l=1 L'+c,, {- t l< Q?u,,,vii >t, I <v Ji.,g"r,)l'}¿'*¿,

But z
- Lo\
ct +t
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which,
by'

Hence,

Ta

Hðlder's inequality,

I'l<{îi ,v î>pi Lr*cil f tl.vï,,gt1,>l' \ <.t,i; ,.y }>r }u*(,,

Also, from theoretn 29, we have

Hence,

ø\
it I ¿rr

Therefore,
1r qx

But, since

normalr wê see that Z I c'.\2 = L

}"tl<9î'^,'?'¿")l'< 
6

? \ <tt,_}, ,9-,'^>lt lê{r.ï, Yì,)['

Et+ 4-.E + {..å
it, siv,<.e- ã<{-

R< 3å lc¿, It lZL,, It

? lc¡,r, l, l.¿,, 1'

(,9at, It')=t , ancr.n"lVflorrho-

2
L'¿
L+
3

,I
lt

t
S

t

T. S* ß.'-' 3 6

g ry Z l.;\'9t.Ui1 to or<lert 36
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to q.m. states, but also exists for any classical systems in which we have a statistical
distribution of potential results for an experiment. In Q.M. however a confusion
does arise between the two aspects because, in the case where lZ$, is a projection
operator of the form lþ"> <ö"1, it is conventional to say that "the state of S at / is

l/,)", which has been given a different meaning earlier (see paragraph one).

To clear up this confusion we will adopt, from now on, the convention that when

we talk of "the state of S at t," with no further qualifrcation, \üe mean the ensemble

state, i.e. "the state of S at / is lSn)" means that S has a density operator l{,) (ö"1at
f. Conversely, if we refer to "the state of ,S at f on a particular occasion," lve mean

the actual state of S at /, with no reference to potential states over an ensemble.

Now let us introduce the following two axioms which further deflne the concept

of state.

Axiom 1; The combined system S + M has a Hilbert space Hs x HM associated

with it if the partial systems S and M have Hilbert spaces f/s and IlM respectively

associated with them, Furthermore if the state of ,S * M (meaning ensemble-state)
is represented by a density operator Wf¡¡+M in Hs x HM at /, then the corresponcling
density operator for M at t is W{., : Tf Wåf * (Trs is the operation of taking the

trace ín f/s). Similarly Wfr¡ : TrM Wti*.
Von Neumann [6] then proves;

Corollary L' If either S or M is in a pure state at / then Wtf* : Wtq * Wff,
where we define a system to be in a pure state at r if its density operator at t is a
projection operator. (If the state of a system is not pure we say that it is mixed.)

Axiom 11; If S -f M is in the state Id) " lú) on a particular occasion at /, where

l/) is in f/s and l,þ) in HM, then, on that occasion, 
^S 

is in l{) and M in l,þ) at t.

It should be noted that axiom I refers only to ensemble-states and axiom II only
to states on a particular occasion. It should also be noted that the converse to
axiom II is not valid because it can be shown to lead to a contradiction: let the
state of S + M (meaning ensemble state) at / be

l0u,):2r'lö'> x lú,),

where (f¿ ld,'): Eu', (útlúù:8," (ld') is in f/s, and l'/r) is in 'FlM)' Then
axiom I tells us that

Wf,, : )1"'l'ló,> <ól and Wë, : ì lc'l'lú') (ú'1.

Using the defrnition of density operators introduled earlier this means that, on any
particular occasion, S is in l{r) and M in lúò at /, for some choice of i, i' . Hence, if
the converse to axiom II were valid, we would get that, on any particular occasion,

^S 
+ l14isi" ló,) x lúùattfor somechoice of i,i'. Hencethedensityoperatorfor

S + M at f would have to be of the form

2 Por löù (ó,1 x lú") (ú,'1, P,,' Z o, 7,.Pu' : r,
l, i' l, I'
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because viously contra-
dicts th Hence the con-
verse to axioms used in
this proof.

Second, in this introduction we will define the rather restricted form of measure-
ment process which will be considered in this paper. It will be assumed that to
measure a variable A in S at t : 0 means to distinguish between the cases when ,4
is in the variou , where {ld")} i, the set of
eigenkets of,4. s obviously applies only tonondegenerate and orthonormal (c.o.n.)
such that

<6"1ö",> : 6n¡,, ì lø; (ó,1 : 1"

where ls is the identity operator in fIs. If we let the duration of the measurement
interaction be r, then it can be shown that the interaction must take the form
(provided ,4 is conserved by the interaction)

U<q¡lö,) x lúo) : löL> x l,þ,>, lö1,> : eI"@>lön>,

gator in ,S * -tl1 from
pure, for convenience),
is registered by some
the nth division on a

{1,/")} is orthogonal, although thrs assumption may in fact be true only in an
approximate sense. Note that eto<"> is a constant phase factor, and hence the set
{lC;)} is still orthonormal. In fact there is no less of generality if ern<n, is absorbed
into l/"), giving lóL> : l{")-this will be done in section III, but not in section II,
to conform with the original references.

'we now proceed to a consideration of the two paradoxes mentioned in the
abstract.

II: Schröilinger Cat Paratlox. First, we will consider the so-called Schrödinger cat
paradox. rn this paradox one has a situation where a measuring apparatus ll1 is so
arranged that, depending on
half-silvered mirror, a cat is
formally we let lf,o,r) and
vectorsl for s at /:.0, the instant after passage through the mirror. Then, if
lú<r) is the state vector2 of M at t : O,

u<o,">lþ<o>r) x lúo) : l6nÐ x lú")
U<',,>lþ<o>r) x lúo) : lþø>r) x lúò,

where [{o,",isthepropagatorfor S + M from /:0to /: rwhenthemeasure-
ment is ûnished. lú") is a state of M for which the cat is dead, and l,þ) is a state of

1 The term "vector" is interchanged with "ket", to conform with I2j and [7].2 M should really be in a mixed stato at f : 0, but this does not affèct the argument.
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M for which the cat is alive. Note that l{1,¡¡) and lsç¡,y) ate orthogonal. (see

ference effects between these alternatives.
The answer to this paradox can be made at two levels. The first answer is so

simple that one almost feels that one has missed the point of the paradox in giving

it. òne simply points out that it is not really surprising that S + M behaves

peculiarly, in the sense of exhibiting a linear superposition of states, because

S + tW does after all include the electron as one of its components. 
'Where we

would be surprised is if the system M by itself exhibited a superposition of dead and

alive states of the cat, since M is the system which we actually observe. If we

calculate W[!f) however, which is the

thatW[p : lc^l2lú"> (ú"1 + lr,l'lún
either in lú") or io lú) at / : z, with
fact we see that the probability of M b
being in l.y') is lc1l2. Thus the paradox is resolved.

Nãw in one sense the above solution does resolve the paradox considered, but it
one: Suppose that l,þ") is ortho-
out that this is sometimes onlY

t it is exactþ Possible here. Then

wf,¡ : l"'l'lón,r) (do"l * l"rl'löurù (ó<,¡'l'

Hence, 
^t 

t = r, ,s is in lcn,r) with probability lc¡12 or in l{1"¡a) with probability

fcrlz. Now if on a given occasion we find M in ltþ") at t : r we would want to say

ihut th" electron was reflected, i.e. we would have 
^S 

in lón¡") rather than in

wt"î* : l",l'lúnù (d<,r'l x lúù (úol * lcrl'lô(o>ù (Ca,'l x lú") (ú'l'

Thiscontradicts,s * Mbeingin l0ç¡)att : t
paradox. The answer to this paradox is that t
and M in lúo) on a particular occasion to 

^S 
*

is not vaiici. This was pointeci out in connection wrtu a)uullt lr, wuuùç vuuYvrùv w4ù

shown to be invalid. There is one further comment to make which will porhaps

placate those who feel that the state of S * M at t : r should nevertheless be

w": lcrl'lÓn,') (dn,'l x lú) <'þ^l + lc"l'lén,') (ó<"¡"1 x lþò Qol'

It has been proved in earlier papers [3], [4], [5] that on the average W¿'f * does in

fact approach ll'¡,which,it will be remembered, leads to the validation of the con-

cept of a strong objective reality for classical systems.
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rlr: Einstein-Porlotski-Rosen Paradox. The paradox which we will discuss oo* *u,
first pointed out by Einstein, Podolski, and Rosen t2l (E.R.p.). They discovered a
certain mathematical peculiarity in Q.M., which, when given a certain physical
interpretation, led to paradoxical results. One possible answer to the paradox lies in
cnticizing the mathematics, which does involve various idealizations such as
assuming one can make interactions between two distinct systems vanishingly small.
Sharp [7] follows this line. The idealizations made in the mathematics are however
quite in keeping with the usual sorts of approximations made in e.M. An attempt
will be made therefore to try to resolve the paradox by having a close look at how
one interprets the mathematics. It is perhaps a comment on the effectiveness of the
E.R.P. paradox that philosophers resort to Mathematics and physicists resort to
Philosophy in order to resolve it.

E.R.P. assum
state lO,o,) at I
{lø})} in H" the

lo<or):ìtr*>x lol),

where lu]) : (ul I o,o,) is a vector in H'the Hilbert space associated with s". Now
suppose we make a measurement on suat t : 0 for the variable,4l by using some
measuring apparatus M with Hilbert space HM. (aL, andlater A2, are assumed
nondegenerate.) E.R.P. claim that on any particular occasion this has the effect of
projecting 

| 
<Þ.0,) into one of the {lu*) x lul)} at time / : î after the measurement

stopped, assuming conservation of the { laå)}. It will be assumed that (y" I 
yí) :

ônn,, although this may not always be possible, as pointed out by Araki and
Yanase []. Hence if we have S" + ^S, * M in l0ro.,) at f : 0 we must have Su *
Su + M in 1d,",) :2"lul) x lut") x lY") at t: r, assuming conservation of
{ lø;1)} and { lal)}. Now the state of 

^S, + 
^S, 

only, at t : r, is given by the density
operator W(,1' : TrM ldu,) (d,",1. This gives

wëf" : ) lr;> (ul,l x luÐ (ur,,ll,

due to the assumption (Yn I Yo) : ôn,,.'We now change our notation, and replace
lr*) by cnlul), where (u[ | ,*) : l. This gives

wë\, :2þ"l,lr*> (u*l x lul) ell,

where the {lø})} and {lu})} are both normalized, and therefore represent possible
state vectors. Hence we have E.R.P.'s result that at t : ¡, on any particular occa-
sion, ,Su * ,S, is in one of { lu}) x luÐ}. Furthe¡more we can say that S, is in one
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of the { | 
a})} on any particular occasion at t : ¡ by axiom II. In fact the probability

of S' being in a particular lu|) on a particular occasion is lc"l2. The purpose of
making this analysis was simply to make explicit the assumptions involved in
E.R.P.'s claim, and in particular to show that it does not involve any assumption as

to a reduction of the wave-packet.
Now the E.R.P. paradox arises as follows: Suppose one chooses to measure a

variable Az in Su, whose c.o.n. eigenvectors { lufi)} are different from { lø,1)}. If we
defrne dn I uÐ bV lÕ,0,) : 2" luT) x luï) dn, where (u1 I o3) : 1, we can see that
{1u"1)} and {lufi)} will be different. A measurement of A2 in Suat t:0 will then
result in S, + ,S, being in some l"l) x 

I 
ufi), with probability ldnlz, on any particular

occasion at t : r (the proof of this is as for ,41). Thus by axiom II, there is a
probability ld"lz of ,S, being in lufl) on a particular occasion at t : r. E.R.P. then
show that in a special case rye can have a lO<0,) such that {lu})} correspond to
eigenvectors of a position operator and {lof)} correspond to eigenvectors of the
momentum operator. Ifence, depending on the measurement which one carries
out on ,S, the state of S, on a particular occasion at t : ¡ is represented either by a
momentum or by a position eigenvector. E.R.P. then claim that since the measure-
ment on S, can be assumed not to affect S, in any way (i.e. ,S, can be assumed iso-
lated from M and Su after I : 0) it must be the case that one can simultaneously
assign, on a particular occasion, eigenvectors of momentum and position to the
same system. This conclusion involves a contradiction with Q.M. according to
E.R.P., and hence one has a paradox.

Now before proceeding with an attempt at resolving this paradox we will briefly
look at Bohr's solution and why it is unsatisfactory. In criticizing Bohr we will be
simply expanding on the reasons given by Sharp [7]. Bohr solves the paradox by
claiming that one can only consider a system as having a value for a certain variable
after one has made a measurement of the variable. Thus, although mathematically
one may have S, in the state lu)) say, one cannot say that S, is in any real state at
all until one makes a measurement on it. This rather positivistic approach does solve
the paradox, because, if lo]) and lufi) are eigenvectors of noncommuting variables
such as momentum and position, we know that we cannot measure them simul-
taneously (see later); and hence only one of the lu]) or lufi) can be the state vector
for a given system at a given instant on a given occasion.

This resolution of the paradox is to be rejected on two grounds. Firstþ, Bohr has
simply denied E.R.P.'s physical interpretation and substituted his own. Since
E.R.P.'s interpretation is simpler than Bohr's (because E.R.P. do not need to invoke
the measurement process to establish reality for their state vectors), Bohr would
have to advance reasons for accepting his interpretation rather than E.R.P.'s.
Furthermore any such reasons should not just consist of the fact that Bohr's
interpretation resolves the above paradox, since otherwise the resolution becomes
trivial. Since no such reasons are apparent Bohr's resolution would seem to be of
rather doubtful use.

The second more cogent reason for rejecting Bohr's argument lies in the already
mentioned fact that it involves the measurement process in giving reality to the
state vector of a system. This is unsatisfactory because the measurement process
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is itself an entirely physical phenomenon, describable in terms of the evolution in
time of the state vector ofJhe measured system plus measuring apparatus. This
latter state vector will not be "real" in Bohr's sense, unless one performs a measure-
ment on it. (Bohr means a "real state vector" to refer to the state vector which
"actually exists" in the system considered.) Since the data about the measured
system are contained in the state vector describing the measuring apparatus and
measured system, it follows that one cannot obtain any real data about a system
unless the measuring apparatus and measured system are themselves being
measured. These considerations lead us to an infinite regress in which we have to
set up a whole series of measuring apparatus, to measure other measuring apparatus
and the measured system, in order to get some real data. Such an attempt is
obviously futile unless one introduces some sort of extra-physical intervention
which imposes reality upon the situation. Such an extra-physical intervention is out-
side the realm of physical theory; and hence cannot be allowed.

The alternative to Bohr's interpretation (which is usually called the "Copenhagen
interpretation") is to simply assign a state vector lu) to a system ifthere are sound
theoretical reasons for doing so. One thus avoids the rather metaphysical sort of
questions as to when a state vector is "the state vector which the system actually
has", since any theoretically acceptable state vector constitutes a valid state vector
for the system. Under this interpretation of course one has the problem that

la]) and lufi) are both equally valid state vectors for M at t : î on a. given occa-
sion. One must show that such a state of affairs, contrary to what E.R.P. suppose,
is not contradictory with the theoretical body of Q.M., even though lal) and lufi)
are eigenvectors of position and momentum operators respectively. Furthermore
one must explain why Q.M. allows a redundancy in its structure in that we have
two descriptions for the one physical reality. (By "physical reality" is meant the
state of a system at a given instant on a given occasion.)

Now there are basically two arguments which claim that one cannot simul-
taneously assign eigenvectors of momentum and position to the same system on a
given occasion. The first of these bases its conclusion on the fact that Heisenberg's
thought experiments have shown that E oEo 2 h,wherc,Eo is the error in measuring
the momentum of a particle on a given occasion, and Eo is the error in making a
simultaneous measurement for the position of that particle on the same occasion.
This fact however tells us nothing about whether one can simultaneously have a
particle with an exact momentum and position on a given occasion-all it does is to
point out that if such a situation arose we could never perform a measurement to
check it because of experimental limitations. Therefore this first argument is
inadequate. The second argument bases its conclusion on the uncertainty principle
which states that L.pA,q Z hl2 for any system ,S at time /, where one defiries Ap for S
at time / as the root-mean-square deviation of the distribution of values of momen-
tum, as measured over an ensemble of systems each with the same density operator
as S has at time f. One defines Aq sinilarly. 'l'herefore the uncertainty principle tells
us that one cannot assign lp) and lq) simultaneously as states of the same system,

since to do so would yield Ap : 0 and Lq : 0 simultaneously in the same system,

in contradiction with the uncertainty principle. This conclusion however refers only
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to ensemble states and not to states on a particular occasion. As such it only places a

restriction on the distribution of values over ensembles; and does not, as E.R.P.
want to claim, restrict the simultaneous values on a particular occasion. Thus we
conclude that there is no argument, as far as we know, invalidating the proposition
that on a given occasion we can simultaneously assign a value of momentum and
position to the same system.

This has removed the strongest feature of the E.R.P. paradox. One still however
has the problem of explaining the redundancy which is present if one allows both

f 
u;1) and luz") as simultaneous state vectors on a given occasion for the same system.

The answer to this is very simple: One knows that one of the {la})} describes the
state of S'on a given occasion at f : z because, if we measure At in 5", we get

W("., : 2" lr"l'lr'") (u|1. Similarly, the fact that, if we measure A2 in 5", we have

W(o : 2" ld"l'lrî) (ufi1, tells us that 
^Su 

must bê in one of the { la|)} at / : r on any
given occasion. The problem is thus.solved if we can show that )" ld"lzþ:i) (ai:
Z"lt"llo'") (u|1, which can easily be done by taking Tr lO,o,¡(O1o,l and using

l@<0,):2"c"lul) x lu*) :Zndnlu|) x lufi). Therefore \ile see that the re-
dundancy which we require to explain arises simply because the initial state of
S" + ,Su may be mathematically decomposed in either of two ways. Such a
redundancy is therefore not paradoxical but an integral part of Q.M, arising be-
cause of the fact that the states of systems are located in Hilbert Spaces. This com-
pletes the resolution of the E.R.P. paradox because the inconsistency has been re-
moved and the redundancy explained.
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